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REPORT SUMMARY

Implementation methods of improving occupational orientation pro-
grams for junior high schools will come about only by identification
of problems and road blocks and compthng plans of action to overcome
them and cause occupatioli orientation experiences to be integrated
into the curriculum,

The Institute was appropriately timed to reach many now involved
or soon t Degin, programs of improving Occupational Orientation Pro-
grams for inior High School Students in Metropolitan Areas.

The pusposes of the Institute wers to identify trends, examine
current innovate rrograms, look at roadblock problems and develop impact
plans to cause improvement of occupational programs in the participant's
home cities and states. Incorporated in these purposes were the con-
cepts of new and innovative approaches and students perceptions of
curriculum already in use,

Participants represented eighteen states and thirty seven cities.
Present were counselors, teachers, supervisors and administrators at
both the -state and local education level. Also present wex:e community
action workers and teacher educators.

Consultants ware selected based on their contribution to career
orientation programs and divergent points of view. Consultants repre-
sented counseling and guidance, vocational education, manpower education
and state level administration. All guest speakers had recently been
involved in research and development of programs in career orientation.
A representative of the U.S. Office of Education provided the challenge
for the Institute.

Eight task-force groups met in three workShop sessions. Each
group focused- on the problem of identify problems and developing
plans and philosophies o wtio - _:',uni.or nigh- fhe
interaction and reports t e I.:ask force contributed much tc tne
overall value of the institute and is included in this report.

Task-force groups were reorganized on the final day of the Insti-
tute by individual cities and states. These groups developed plans
of action that they intended to implement on return tc., their home dLs-
tricts. It was understood by the participants that a follow-up study
at the end of six months following the Institute wouid requi..-.:e them
to report on their accomplishments of their established goals.

Planned sharina of experiences of participants contributed much
to the Institute objectives and resulted in a mini-survey to identify
existing innovate orientation programs conducted by the participants.
Results of the mini-survey will be includeE in the final report.

1
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The stude.nt eete.-1 fioi the.Esattle Shl istrLct )12c)uct
the noint of iei of the punior high student to the Institute.. The
students identified real student concern and feeling a:bout leay.ning m2re
information regarding the world of work

The nresentation of ._11e cuest speakers are included in -this rer7:.
along with task-force reports, city ::_mpact plans and names; positions
and addresses of partpants. The effectiveness of the Institute
as determined on the final day indicates participant satisfaction;
numerous correspondence has been received from the participants that
reflect they felt the Institute worthwhile.

Final evaluation took place seven months after completion of the
Institute and is recorded in the final rerort. Forty-tour participants
who responded to the Post-Institute Evalution Form indicated they had
implemented new programs in career orientation. Analysis of all ,,:lua-
tion instruments indicated that Institute VIII was effective and accc,n-
plished its identified objectives.



CHAPTEP I

INTRODUCTION

Providing inservice education for persons responsible for vocational
education is one of the formidable tasks now facing the field of voca-
tional education. Skyrocketing student enrollments, expansion in tLe num-
ber of full-time and part-time vocational educators, needed reductions
in pupil-teacher ratios, ,-.ccelerated development of occupational programs
for students with socioeonomic or other handicaps, and new innovations
in educational techniques emphasize the demand for more and better inser-
vice training.

The need for staff development is further warranted by the nation's
rapid social and economic changes. Moreover, the widening gap betwen
available vocational education offerings and training required by today's
youth and adults has added to the urging for strengthening the inservice
training of educators-

Institute VIII, Improving Occupational Orientation Programs for
Junior High School Students in Metropolitan Areas, was one of a series of
Short-Term Institutes. The Short-Term Institutes for Inservice training
of Professional Personnel Responsible for Vocational-Technical Education
in Western Metropolitan Areas is a multiple institute project, coordinated
by Colorado State university, under the auspices (-If the United States
Office of Education. The project consists or- ,_, '.ate institute
conducted in various cities of the Western 12-.1:1 --ates during the calen-
dar year of 1970, and directed toward the involvement f large city school
admi_listrators, vocational education directors, teachers, counselors,
State Commissioners of Education, State Directors of Vocational Education,
persons responsible for teacher and counselor education programs, and
representatives from industry, business, labor and city goverment.

Eadh of the ten institutes was designed to deal directly with the
different cc-licerns of persons responsible for vocational education.
They were intended to be working conferences, from which each participant
would obtain concrete materials with which he could operate. Each parti-
cipant combined his knowledge and special skills with that of others in
the development of materials, and committed himself to the utilization
of the knowledge and materials he has obta.ined from the institute to imple-
ment a program or project to bring about desirable changes in his area.

Institute VIII developed becatse of a specific concern relating to
career orientation in the junior high schools and middle schools.

With the increasing emphasis on college and college preparatory pro-
grams by the lay ptiblic, educators and mass communications media, there
is a great danger the non-college bound student and his needs, particularly
in occupational orientation, may be neglected. The problem of such stu-
dents is further aggravated by the limitations of guidance counselors in
terms of occupational knowledge, complexity of the labor market, job entrance
requirements, and the difficulty of personally getting first-hand infor-
mation essential to making career decisions.
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The literature cites 0-)nsderable evidence tc c-areer
can be effective fo.,_ the 31tniol: high cr middle sonc:-,1 ,Jros--1_ Is
known that as early as the fifth grade the occupational hieraxcily o-,E jobs

is knowledgeable to youth? while at the same time they know little about

the tasks, preParation and knowledge required in the occuPatiohal world.
The youth are ready to learn, but the aducational system is not prepared

to offer meaningful caree!: orientatj.on programs. it is the oroose of

this institute to: (1) Review emerging concepts and current exemplary

occupational orientation programs for junior high school students; a:1d

(2) Develop an action plan fox planning, organizina, and implementing caree
orientation programs in twenty-five major western city junior hign school

systems.

OBJECTIVES----------

The objectives of the short-term institutes varied, being sPecifically
directed toward the concern with which each institute dealt. Generally

speaking, however, all institutes dea:_t directly with the oroblems facing
Vocational Education and worked toward developing solutions to these pro-

blems in accordance with the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968,

Specifically, the multi-project goals were;

Goal One: To expand the knowledge of training needs and desires of
disadvantaged youth and adults.

Goal Two: To consider the problems and formulate models for implementing

a theme of "career centered" educarAon into the present school system,

Goal Three: To assemble and evaluate innovative as well as proven techni-

ques of providing vocational t,,Auuation to disadvantaged persons in

the inner cities of metropolitan areac.

Goal Four: To produce attitudinal and behavioral dhanges in the parti-
cipating "change agent" teams so that a dedication for implementing
the other institute outputs will follow,

Institute VIII objectives were identified in behavioral terms as

follows:

Given a five-day educational workshop experience including current
research reorts, reading assignments, lectures, workshop experiences,
participant-consultant interaction, a program visitation, and problem
brain-storming, the institute p.:ticipants (25 guidance personnel, 15 state
vocational directors, 10 school principals, 15 school board members, 5
community representatives, 5 professional association representatives,

and 25 curriculum coordinators) will:

1. Produce a document "Implementation Plan for Improving Occupa-

tional Orientation Programs for Met':opolitan Junior High School Students",

2. Prepare individual "impact" plan for their own cities.

3. Devise an evaluation method and schedule for a post institute

"impact report" and

4. Submit their final post "impact report" on schedule.

4



Institute success will be measured by 100% completion of the objectives
by the representatives from major cities involved in the institute.

THE GENERAL PLAN

In order to accom:plish the objectives of Institute VIII it was the
general plan to bring together three group types: exPerienced special-
ists (consultants)A institute participants, and students, Concentrated
Interaction between these three groups and separate work sessions as task
force groups were the general method used to accomplish the objectives
of the institute. The experienced specialists or consultants were selected
to represent different points of view--the consultants were selected from
three categories: counseling and guidance experts, economic education
experts, and vocational education experts. The requirement for selection
included that the consultant must have had a recent involvement in a.
career orientation program or experience that dealt with junior high
scLjol level students, All consultants selected fit this criteria; in
fact research reports of their involvement have been pUblished in both
regional and national levels, The participants were selected represent-
ing multi educational functions in positions that potentially could bring
ahout change in their home cities. Some participants represented public
agencies and were involved because of that purpose, During the conference
the participants were organized into task force groups and reassigned
into impact plan groups by geographical areas c, the final day of the
institute, The student panel selected from the Seattle School District
brought the point of view of the junior high school student to the insti-
tute, The students identified real student concern and feeling regarding
learning more information about the world of work. It was the plan for
-ele objectives to be accomplished by: (1) having the consultants interact
directly in large group ses5icns with all participants of the institute;
(2) having the participant interact and prepare individual plan in the
task force group and in the impact plan group; (3) having the partici-
pants get the point of view of students and their ideas on career educational
needs through a panel discussion and interaction with the stu.dents; and
(4) accomplish the objectives by follow up evaluation forms to see if in
fact the impact plan of the participants had been carried out.

INSTITUTE LOCATION AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Institute VIII was held at the University of Washington in Seattle,
Washington, beginning Sunday, August 2, and ended August 7, 1970. One
hundred twenty-seven people were involved in the institute during that
week; 98 of these people were participants, 7 consultants, 4 institute
administrators, 10 students, and 8 were classified non-professional staff.
Combined efforts of these 127 people concentrated on the theme "Career
Orientation for the Junior High School Students in Metropolitan Areas"
did bring about, in the author'ks opinion, accomplishment of the insti-
tute objectives. Consultants presented their career orientation experi-
ences to the participants and interacted with the participants regarding
their concerns. Participants organized into task force groups brain-
stormed the career orientation problems and prepared task force group
reports, On the final day participants organized by geographical area
prepared impact plans to bring about change in the geographical area.
The student panel brought to the institute the thoughts and ideas of the
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students and shared them dul:ing a panel interaction with the particinants.
The institute administration and sunport nersonnel woked harE to keen

institute moving toward its goals and to nrovide a meaningEul experi-
ence and service to the institute particinants.

6
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CHAPTER II

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Planning

A preliminary planning meeting in October of 1969 attended by repre-
sentatives of the U. S. Office of Education, the prime contra.ctor, Colorado
State University; and sub-contractor multi-institute directors, was held
at Colorado State University for the purposes of planning the future
multi-institutes. Major objectives of this planning meeting was to review
individual institute goals and objectives, to determine institute dates,
to agree on rules and regulations and contractual requirements. At the
completion of this two-day meeting the responsibilities of the prime con-
tractor and sub-contractors had been clearly delineated. The individual
institute directors were able to return to their home locations and begin
to prepare for the individual institute.

The Prime Contractor

Colorado StatE. University, served as the source for distribution of
multi-institute information and collection of applications from candidates
wishing to participate. These applications were forwarded to the Institute
VIII co-directors for analysis and selection. As the planning of the
Institute VIII evolved, and because of the need for direct ccrrespondence,
recruitment of candidates, and receipt of applications, became the res-
ponsibility of Institute VIII directors.

Participant Criteria

The criteria for selection of candidates included analysis of broad
general requirements and more specific dharacte-ristics.

The broad general requirements for original scrt,ening was established
on a matrix. Criteria of group types of individuals to participate were
plotted against the twenty-five major cities identified for participation.
Institute VIII was seeking 25 guidance people, 15 state directors, 10 school
principals, 15 teachers, 15 pUblic employees and lay citizens, 5 represen-
tatives of professional associations, and 25 curriculum coordinators.
Number one selection priority went to individuals in these categories
from the following major cities: Phoenix, Tucson, Arizona; Little Rock,
Arkansas; Oakland, Long Beach, Los Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco,
California; Denver, Colorado; Honolulu, Hawaii; New Orleans, Louisiana;
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Minnesota; Kansas City, St. Louis, Missouri.; Omaha,
Nebraska; 4Ibuquerque, New Mexico; Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Oklahoma; Portland,
Oregon; Dallasp Fort Worth, Houston, Texas; Salt Lake City, Utah; and
Seattle, Washington.

Candidates who met the general requirements were screened more speci-
fically by (1) the priority they placed on Institute VIII as a preference;
(2) their major responsibilities; (3) their reason for attending; and (4)
nomination by major city appointed representative.

Candidates who met the criteria were invited to attend by letter
and ask to complete an acceptance form and return it to the Institute

7
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VIII director. Follow-up correspondence was forwarded to each participant
regarding housing and food facilities, the program, and planned activities.

Institute Procedures

The procedures for conducting this institute utilized four techniques-

(1) Formal presentations by consultants.

(2) Task force workshops.

(3) A student panel.

(4) Bring and Brag sess3 4-J. by participants.

The Essence

The essence of each formal presentation by consultants was to bring
to the participants of the institute their experiences in carrying out
a particular aspect of career orientation for junior high school students.
Transcripts of each consultant's presentation are include,d in the appen-
axes; however, a capsule summary of the presentations follow:

Mr. Sam Kerr, representing the U. S. Office of Education, presented
the challenge to the institute participants on the first day of the insti-
tute. Mr. Kerr traced the evolution of vocational education from the 1917
Smith-Hughes Act to the present time, pointing out the change in philo-
sophy from limiting vocational education to the preparation of skills in
specific areas to the broad present concept of including attitude and
career orientation development at the lower grade levels.

The first consultant, Dr. Joe R. Clary, Executive Director of the
North Carolina Advisory Council on Vocational Education, was charge'i with
identifying problems and roadblocks to the development of career orienta-
tion programs. Dr. Clary successful gives us an overview of somr.:: of the
realities of society as compared to the dreams of society and their effect
on vocational education. He persued four major roadblocks: (1) dealing
with attitude; (2) lack of vision; (3) the personnel problem3 and (4)
the lack of money. Dr. Clary-g;s approach to the solution of these problems
included real examples he had experienced in career programs in North
Carolina. The two programs explained to the group included Introduction
to Vocations, which began in the North Carolina school systems in the
1963-64 school year; and a second North Carolina program called the Middle
School program which commenced in 1969.

Dr. Wesley Tennyson, Counselor educator from the University of Minnesota
addressed himself to the issue of career developMent through the curriculum.
Dr. Tennyson successfully ties the every day's adtivities of children to
the realities of the adult world of work. He points outFthat children's
activities are elements of a career development program; This cOnsultant
shared with us his beliefs on who is resporkSible for leadership to bring
about career education. Dr. Tennyson emphasizes the establishment of
relevancy for bridging the school and the community and for promoting
se1f-deVelopment. In his opinion career development cannot be separated
but must pervade the entire school curriculum in school programs and involve
the community. 8



Mr, Ron Berg. '.:tate Supervisor of Vocational Guidance and Counseling,
and Mr. Glia Adam, a counselor at Edmonds Community College and gtate
director of r_he Washington State's project NEED, Shared.with the group
their involvem...:nt in Project NEED, This program deals with a systematic
process of lpinging ah7out knowledge and chanae on the part of classroom
teachers at the -iunior high and high school levels, as well as at pri-
mary schools, Mr_ Adams explains his involvement in developing informa-
tional materials to present to school counselors and teachers. Mr. Berg
discussed the state vocational education office's involvement in putting
together a "program for changing attitude of the classroom teachers,

Consultants Dr. Robert L. Darcy, Colorado State University, and
Professor Phillip Powell, Arkadelphia, Arkansas, are a team of economic
educators devoted to the development of manpower in economic education.
Their presentation centers around the concern that manpower education
has two dimensions. The first is concerned with manpower development
in improving the capacity of men and women to participate successfully
in the labor force.. The second dimens:1 of manpower education is eco-
nomic system functions; the role of human resources in the process of
production and distribution and the implication and sometimes forgotten
fact that man is more than a means of production--he is also a citizen,
consumer, and most of all, a person. They shared with the 1:,articipants
the materials they have develoPed and their method of distri_pution of
these materials in imnlementing them ±n the local school system,

Dr. Ben Yormark, Seattle Schools, Seattle, Washington, was the final
consultant to the institute and successfully put together a summary
evaluation. He critiqUes the institute and makes recommendations for
improvement in future institutes. He effectively threads together
the activities of the previous 5 days and summarized them for the parti-
cipants,

Throughout the conference time was allowed for task force workshops.
Task forces addressed themselves, immediately after hearing the speakers,
to the specific topics of the speakers and how they would effect them
in their own metropolitan city. The task force compiled their ideas
and concepts on the various areas of the conference and they are included
in the appendixes of this report. There were originally nine task force
groups; however, prior to the Friday (the final day of the workshop),
these task force gl:oups were reorganized by geographic area. The geo-
graphic area groups prepared impact plans for causing dhange to bring
about career orientation in the junior high schools in their home state
or city. These impact plans are included in the appendixes.

A student panel from junior high schools in the Central Seattle
area was organized by the Seattle School District and brought to share
their ideas with the participants of Institute VIII. They were Charged
with a "Tell It How It Is" concept as related to occupational orientation.
Many of these students had been involved in occupational orientation
programs and they shared some of them, their successes and others,
their failures in identifying the world of work with their needs. They
were both frank and blunt in expressing their concerns about teachers'
attitudes in relationship to academic alid vocational education. The
participants received new insights into the points of view of students
from this panel discussion The weakness of this discussion was the
fact that sufficient time was not allowed,
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One of the highlights of the institute was previously unpredicLted
by the local director. The "Bring and Brag Show and Tell" section
proved to be exceptionally effective. Individual participants brought
examples of exemplary occupational orientation programs that they were
conducting to share with other participants of the Institute. Much
was gained by those who brought their material and share it with others.
The results of this section resulted in a mini survey of existing exem-
plary career orientation programs presently being conducted.

Institute Evaluation Method

The primary method of evaluation of Institute VIII was brought
by an enalysis of two forms Form 3, which was gien at the end of
the insitute, sought the opinions of the institure participants rega_d-
ing L-__nduct of the instit.rte and its content. A post-institute
eva_lt.aticn form was mailed to each participant 7 months after the
colu,i1.ati=1 of the institute. This instrument was designed to Provide
feedbaci_ after an interval of time following the .Lnstitute. The pur-
pose of ilhe post-institcte evaluation form was: U) to evaluate the
way ia T-i-21ch the institcte waE conducted; and (2) o measure the degree
of chanas being initiated and established by inE=Itute participation.
Two additional instruments were required by the prime contractor,
Colorado State UniversityForms 1 and 2. Form 1 was administered
at the beginning and again at the end of the institute soliciting
participant's opinions of vocational educafion. Form 2, which dealt
with the general beliefs of participants, was also administered at
the beginning and at the end of the institute.
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'Ihe more :pecific f;bjectives were aJo
The first objec: rvo t. roductien of an implementtion n.
proving occupational prcgrams for metropolitan junior high school
students", was actually prepared (although in draft form) through the
work of the task force groups during the week of the institute-
second objective, preparaulon of individual impact plans, was accom-
plished through the geographic organization of the impact plan groups
on the final day of the institute. These impact plans were actually
prepared--many o- them were later implemented as discovered in the post-
institute evaluation form. The impact plans are included in the apPen-
dices for review by the readers of this document. Specific objective
three, of the institute, the devising of an evaluation method and the
scheduling of a post-institute impact evaluation and report, has been
completed. The seventh-month post-evaluation instrument has been mailed
to all participants and 61 participants responded to this evaluation
follow-up. They identified many things that happened because of their
attendance at Institute VIIT and these items are included for your
perusal, Objective four required that the institute participants respond
to this post-institute evaluation form and while we clica not receive
100% response we did get some 62% response,

Evaluation data of Institute VIII reported in Chapter IV indicates
that 20% or more of the pa-7ticipants felt that Institute VIII was very
worthwhile, both at the completion of the institute and seven months
later as determined by Institute form, The vast majority of those
attending did identify that the institute objectives were clear, that
they were relative to t: d.?: occupational area, and that they did have
an -_mpact on them, 17% the participants id,:_tifieta that they
ha learned things tLa-t and indicated that -:he material was
valuable to them, E:_glit7-one ?ercent of the particL77ants felt their
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that no L:nanges were ckii-j biace in their home area to dis.:;ovL if

the reason fcr :ne,e changes lies with the t'articioant or withl, some

kind of roadblock etabilshed in the local district; 7) fAturE Lnst
tutes of this tybe may bt-- worth:;nile and would Imend

Deoartment of HEW centin'_ae to identify specifi'.1' goals ar.. objectiv.._s

to be accomolished and t..-3 offer meaningful wor,c.shop inst_tutes such as
the Institute VIII.

The "Bri:ng and Brac, Show and Tell" session that established
at Institute VI1I Proved. to be most rewarding to the oa-_:-ticipants.
It would.appear that many times a valuable sharing of 1:Lformation is
overlooked when institutes are crowded with consultants 1-1(i work task

force groups. Future Institutes should contain more for oartici-
pants to share with others in the institute their actuaL plans that they
are attempting to or are. implementing presently. This troved to be
a most valuable session and I would urge future institute directors to

include this type of activity in thair institute.

Many- specific recommendations could be determined from an analysis
of the evaluation data, However, the overall evaluation of Institute VIII
seams to indicate that it had a positive effect on the participants
and did in fact bring absut change at the local junior high schools.
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CHA:.?TE7.7*

e -xuated to clter ine it :A.71T1 rc:e ch:Jeo-, an Lm._:iementatior. fox 1m2revLng eccucanal
nuni( high school students (2)

_ plans Zor tj cir c rn cirLes; (3) Devise an
mephod for post-i:-:.itut- impact rePort; ano

(4) Su)mit their final evaluation instrun.e. on e--thedule, These objec-
Lies were pimaril,/ measured, as ind2:_car.?L :n tie previous chapter

two: ev.11,1ation instruments, (1) '2orm :" anC9. (2) "Post-Institute
Evaluation Forin" anh also by the work compLeted durina the institute.

Form I administered on Friday, August 3, last day of the institute,
se(- If the oh jectives wer- rbtained, if efficient

ip.y.o.iux.es were used, and if ti .ry presented was related
to The resu1ts of Form 3 are sur.a.ritad as follows

Objectives oi the Institute: Ouestion 1 through 4 dealt with
the participsnt4s perceptions of the institute -objectives. Seventy-
four Participants completed Form 3. Question I asked if objectives of
the institute ware clear to them Sixty-two persons or 84 percent
responded they strongly agreed that the institute objectives were clear.
Eighty-one percent disagxeed with question 2, stating the institute
objctives were not: clear. Eighty-four per::7ent of the participants
felt they accepted the purposes of the insti.tute and 8205 percent felt
their objectives and the institute objectives were the same.

Participant Perception Regarding Their Learning: luestions
through 11 attempted to measure if participants felt they had learned
new ideas and their view of the topics and information.

TABLE I

PARTICIPANT RESPONSES REGARDING LEARNING

% Not
Agreed Sure Disagreed

5. I have not learned anything new. 1,5 97.0
6.. Iateriai c.od seemed valuable to me, 93.0 1.4
7. X could nave learned as much by reading

a book.
3.0 9.0 29.0

8. Possible solutions to my problems were
not considered.

9.3 8.7 82.0

9. The information was too elementary. 1.5 1.5 97.0
.i.he speakers really knew their subjecii. 84.0 12.0

11. I was stimulated to think about the
topics presented,

24.0 2.7 7.3

14



Ts: 7 ( :Lcouoa: ,:)pestions 12 throuch 16 evaluated
T_ask force crcuo's procedures and evaluation.

,:4e-l-it2_fied in the anoend1ces7 'nowever, more
ipants felt their e=eriences in the task force
snd thej had satisfactory involvement.

Value of Information Presented and Time Spent: Oueetions 17 through
21 attempti12d to measure Participant's perceptions of the information
and content of Institute VIII, Eighty-four percent felt their time
was wL-iI1 soent. Eleven &nd one-half percent were unsure and 5-5% felt
tney had not spent their time well, The institute met the expectations
of 75% or the participants with 12% being unsure; and the institute
did not meet the expectations of 13% of the participants.

relationship

RELATIONSHIP

Theory Related to Practice: Ouestions 22 through 24 measured
VIII to practice.

TO QUESTION 22, 23, 24

of theory presented in Institute

TABLE II

OF THEORY TO PRACTICES RESPONSES

% Not
Agreed Sure Disaareed

22, Theory was not related to practice. 11.3 12,7 76.0
23_ The printed materials provided were

very helpful.
94.0 6.0

The schedule should have heen more 15.5 21.5 63.0
flexible.

Participant's Plans to Modify. Future or Present Work: Question 25-
asked participants if they planned to modify present or future work
because of particination in the institute. Ninety-three percent of
the participants responded that they planned to do so and 7% said they
had no such plans.

POST-INSTITUTE EVALUATION FORM

Seven months after attendance at Institute VIII the Post-Institute
Evaluation form was mailed to all participants. Sixty-one responded
to questions designed to measure: (1) the manner in which the institute
was conducted, and (2) the effect it had upon the participants.

15
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INSTIT;TI

N umb
ReslJonci-',Inq

VIII

of :nstatute VIII

54

tle,_: of this institute

(5) 3,4 6.6 9.0

rhe :a.me as my objectives. 57 7,2 5.3

2_nything new at
VIII,

'111. t.relsente6: has been

r;(-) -0- 2.0

to m.-4,

1_ /-o1_,-,,, h::-.tve le,=:Enei as much by

58 92,0 4,0

zcar-'.1t a bouk. 59 3.0 5.0 9.'2..0

/ . Tile inforirlation prsented was
toc:, eleforitary. 59 2.0 5.0 93.0

8. s I look back, the speakers really
knew tbeLr subjects. 56 84.0 12.0 4.0

As I lock bacl.z, the croup discussions
were exce-lIent. 59 85.0 8.0 7.0

10. t47 tIrcLo 7:,:l well spent. 59 98.0 -0- 2,0

11, The intitute met my expectations. 57 86.0 9.0 5.0

12. Too much time wa7; devoted to
trivial matters. 59 9.0 12.0 80.0

:Lnfoat±cn r.;,resented at the
inFLitItutc, wa.s- tc)o advanced. 59 1.(1 (-1P.0

Tne ct not readily appli-
cble ::.:2ortant problems in

arz-11. 58 7.0 3.0 90.0

15 . The ',Drinte 4 matrizias that were
very helpful. 59 01.0 3,0 4,0

16
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ncall.±7,:.

Yortv-Lour or

,f Present Work: Question 16 tried to ascertain if
.J.fied their Present work because o: perticiation
Iifty-seven persons resoonded to tils cuestion.

rslA.e-1 they had modified their present wo..: Thirteen
or 23:: rfas0:- Lhev had not modified their present work. The 44
responding yes were asked to identify such modification or activities.
These responses are in the appendices.

Idea Exchanges Between Institute VIII Participants: Question 17
asked if participants had established contacts with Institute VIII
participants or consultants for exchanging information, Twenty-six
or 45% had responded yes to this question; 32 or 55% responded no

PARTICIPANT'S VIEW AS TO THE EXTENT OF INSTITUTE VIII OBJECTIVES BEING
AC-EOMPhISHED

Pertinent comments of Institute VIII participants are included
in the appendices. These comments showed significant agreement among
participants that the goals and objectives of Institute VIII had been
accomplished.

'E'uoure Atendance at Institutes: Questions 23 and 24 asked
participants views regarding future institute attendance,

TABLE IV

PARTICIPANT'S VIEWS OF ATTENDANCE AT INSTITUTE

YES NO

23. If you had it do over again would you apply
for Institute VIII? 58 0

24, If an institute such as this is held again
would you recommend to others like you that
they attend? 58 0

POST-INSTITUTE RESULTS AT PARTICIPANT'S LEVEL

Part II of the Post-Institute Evaluation form asked each partici-
pant to respond to 18 self-related questions.

17



at the

vocational niocTrai.

.2 ccent vocational 171:a7:.,.T.,

.Loncepts to educators anc/c,
in u Jiooi dist4-ict, institution:

1 er.,..)1:esent.

curricula. 27

r.Cj :L11, construct new curricula, 33

insuctional trograms.

study.

1L,ve ii cer prr.aas for.vocational pr.,Dg/am. 33

1<av,s written articles or other materials. 14

Have initiated exemolary prograxns 32

Li, ben c17)sely with various
egme,21Its of the ccmmun,Ity such as businessr

ind._)stry, and/or agi:iculture.

12,. Have given talks on vocational education and
orientatien rams at the junior high.

12. ve been working more effectively with other
educators,

14 Have bc,1n ,..onstmtly using some of the
informaion orE:sented at the Institute,

Pava Ic.iarned new concepts T.rhich
to me.

16, used the printed materaI
at the instituter

1 2.,

1 9

-3 G

1 c

10

19

49 4

4 0

4 9

d.7 Have become ccra. aware of the vocational needs
of junor ha.gh school age students. 49

progrcims for improvinc.
Qrisnta:tion programs for junior

18

21
-7 0

1 1

r=,



c-,THER'EVALUTION'kL,!THODS

The tak force reports and geogranhical impac:t plas included in
the appendices met critera established for measurement of objectives
1 and 2 as stated,

Forms I and II *were administered at the beginning and end of
Institute VIII. Form I dealt with participant's opinions about voca-
tional education and Form II dealt with participant's general beliefs.
The institute director could not identify significant correlation between
these instruments and the goals and objectives of Institute VIII.
However, in analyzing the results of the instrument, no significant
change took place in the responses made by participants either on
FohI or Form II,

19
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APPENDIX

CORRESPONDENCE
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A=LICATIO-2-: FoRm

Short-Term Institutes for inservice Training of Pr,7%fessional

Personi Responsible for Vocational-Technical Education
in Western Metropolitan .Areas

INSTITUTE VIII

Improving Occupational Orientation Programs for Junior High School

Students in Metropolitan Areas. August 3-8, 1970, University of Wash-
ington, Seattle

Please tvpe all responses:
Miss
Mrs,

Name Mr-
Dr. (Last) (First) (Initial)

Mailing Address

Office Phone: Area Code

Current Position

(ZIP Code)

Home Phone Area Code

(Title) (Years Held)

(Employer's name) (Address)

Major Responsibilities

What knowledgesi abilities, or materials do you perceive your partici-
pation can contribute most to this institute?

Briefly describe your present or future activities which relate to
this institute,

What are your primary reasons for wanting to participate in this institute?

I AGREE that if accepted to participate in this institute, I will be
in attendance for the entire period unless prior arrangements have been
made. Further, I understand that reimbursement arrangements will differ
among the institutes, and I agree to accept either provision of room
and board, or a $75 per week stipend, whichever is offered by the spon-
soring institute. I understand that reimbursement for travel will be
made separately, and will be on the basis of air tourist rate, tax
exempt, within the continental United States, If the total costs of
institute travel do not permit full reiMbursement, a pro rata distribu-
tion of funds based on cost of air tourist fare will be rnade. Further-
more, I understand that the programs developed by this institute will

21
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he evaluated, and I agree to furnish the information necessary to eva-

luate my segment of the program.

Applicant

(Signature,

1.

suggest that this person could serve as a'
(to contribute to this institute)

PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN TO:

22

Mr. Arthur A. Binnie
Director, Vocational Educ,-,tion
Green River Community Colage
12401 S. E. 320th Street
Auburn, Washington 98002



GREE1T RIVER ::-..:01'.ALT:,LITY CLLEGE

12401 c.E, 320th St,, Auburn, Washingtcn 98002

Dear Appliant:

Congratulations! You ha,ve selecte as a par7:..icipan-L in Ins:litute

Improving 0ccupa.Liona1 Ori_. Prcc7a:-ams for Junior High Sobc71

Students in 1,1etropolitan

The Instltute wi. be oondl.
Washinat-m, duri_ the wee.,.,L

are requested to complete
as soon as possLole.

at the Thi-iersity of Wash±naton. '3eattle,

_Lugust 2 through August 8, 1970. You
17eturn the enclosed ::orm to my offce

Detailed infcmation regard':_g housing accomodations will be forwarded
to you soon along with an Institute proaram.

We axe looking forward to working with you at Institute VIII.

Sincerely,

Arthur A. Binnie
Co-Director
Institute VIII

23
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GREEN RTVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

12401 S.E. 320th St., Auburn, Washingtor_ 93002

Your application form for institute VIII, "Improvng
Occuoational Programs for Junior High School Studentls
in Metropolitan Areas" ha:s been forwarded to us frc7.
Colorado State University,

The applications FI:e presenly being processed &nd all
candidates will bEi- informed of their status as rapidly
as we can determine eligibility as established by the
TJ.S.O.E, Our taraet completion date for informing all
applicants is June 1, 1970.

You will be hearing from us soon.

Sincerely,

Arthur A. Binnie, Director
Vocational Education

24



I Pic:',1:EP

'T CC

TNSTIT'ATE ISI

OC72UPATIO (DT-T :=IT\TYON PP '-TRAMS

sTuDE_;Ts I1T '1ETOPOLITAH AREAS

atten,3 Thst;.tutc III
AucruFt 7 th:rough at thc
Wash_LngLon in

1-02CL -T- I will be unabik, to atter! nstitutc VIII,

Partioa_pant Sicir_utuE-e

Social Activity

The Washington Council of Local Administrators of Vocational
Education is planning a No-Host Northwest Dinner on Tuesday
evening August 4, 1970, at a new restaurant on Lake Union
close to the University campus Many of the administrators
own small pleasure boats which will he availM-31e that evening
for boating fun. We must know if you will participate.

plan to attend the Northwest Dinner.

will not attend,

ia.11 bring guests. Nuniber

25
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fine, cla a w of the prog:. otatlinind the schedule
cE 1.:1L7;te VIII, imprc,:' flccupatz.onal Progra.ms

dents in Metro'. c,___Ital7

_-.on is planL. the :_tnt Union
the Ua et t. cf Washincr.t Partiants should

.17,3' the lobby caf the :2z H.ent Union E - the li-cation of
.

...osted on t_le board. This wil
t,o ve your material and get

frc-rn _La westen stats,

The Eirsti session horldsv morning, 8:(:)C a.m,, will also be conducted
in the Student Uaion building,

Note rhat L-n Wednez.day .Ifternoon, August 5, 1970, there is an oprJor-
tunitv ±0-c -.Ltic.2.17,anr.s Le "Bring and Brag - Show and Tell."
This time is set aside star those with innovative programs in their
home cities to present them to the Institute or distribute or
display materials. I.i . zou have something innovative to tell and
desire 15-20 minutes time, please Inform me and I will try to make
errancements for you.

You are prObably awa.ru that Federal regulations no longer permit
tax exempt air fare aa of July 1, 1970, If it is possible for you
to travel air excursion fare, please arrange it Be sure to make
youl7 housing arrangements with Dr. Howard Larsen at the University
of Washington.

We ae looking fo2---'ard to meeting you and to a successful institute.

ALthur A. Binnie
Co-Director
Institute VIII

26



UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

Seattle, Washington 98105

May 1, 1970

Toi Conference Participants
Institute Eight
"Improving Occupational Orientation Programs for Junior High
School Students in Metropolitan Areas"

FROM; Howard B, Larsen, Chairman
Higher Education
(University liaison for conference)

RE Housing Accommodations

Residence space will be available for conference partica_pants
under -Ehe following conditions.

Accommodations will be provided in Haggett Hall and will consist
of twin bedded stUdent rooms served by community bath facilities.
Bed linen, blankets and towels as well as daily maid service will
be furnished. Food service will not be available in Haggett Hall
but may be obtained a short distance away in the Husky Union
Building.

Rates for room only will be $3.50 per person per night for double
occupancy and $5.00 per person per night for single occupancy.
Advance payment of room rent is not required. Interested parti-
cipants should write to the Manager, Haggett Hall, University of
Washington, Seattle, Washington, 98105 for reservations. Reser-
vation requests should be received at Haggett Hall by July 20th.

If you desire further information please contact me at 543-1891.
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3:afth St-,

You ..,,L,cently received notification of your aociptanco to
Intitte VIII J,n Seat, Washington .aor the dates of
Auoust 1970.

Tqe have non re:::eiyed any c.:1)mmunication frow you regarding
tis natter to date.,

Will you please .r,Lspond immediately so we may offer your
posit:Lon to an aiternaA:c.: .1f you are unable to attend.

Arthur A- Binnie
Co-Director
Institute VIII
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G.1--EEN RIVER COMTR.:ITY COLLEGE

12401 S.E. 320th St., kliburn, Washington 98002

You recently received notification of your accentance to
Institute VIII in Seattle, Washington for the dates of
August 3-6, 1970.

We have not received any communication from you regarding
this matter to date.

Will you please respond immediately so we may offer your
position to an alternate if you are unable to attend.

If we have not heard from you by July 17th, we will assume
you do not plan to attend.

Sincerely,

Arthur R Binnie
Co-Director
Institute VIII

Encl,



GREEN 2TVER COMMUNITY COLLEGN

12401 S.E. 320th St., Auburn, Washington 98002

May 28, 1970

Dear Applicant:

You have been selected as an alternate to participate in
Institute VIII, Improving Occupational Orientation Pro-
grams for Junior High School Students in Metropolitan
Areas, Seattle, Washington,

We are allowed 100 participants and are anxious to have
that number in attendance. All alternates will be informed
by July 1, 1970, if they have been selected to participate.

We appreciate your interest In this institute and hope
you are afforded the opportunity to be with us.

Sincerely,

Arthur A. Binnie
Co-Director
Institute VIII
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APPENDIX B

PARTICIPANTS

AND

GROUP ASSIGNMENTS
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IMPY:OVING OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAMS
FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

IN METROPOLITAN AREAS

Institute VIII

Mr. Alburn M. Gustafson, Director
Pupil Personnel Services
Morrow Educational Center
P. O. Box 4040
Tucson, Arizona 85717

Mr. Owen G. Carpenter, Coordinator
Elementary Pupil Personnel Services
Tucson School District #1
3120 East Lester Street
Tucson, Arizona 8E716

Mr. Louis J. Bazzetta, Coordinator
Industrial Education & Horticulture
Tucson Public School District 41
Morrow Education Center
P. 0. Box 4040
Tucson, Arizona 85717

Participants

(I) Mr. Oswald Weise, Jr., Dir&,ctcr
Vocational Orientation & Exploatatcy

Programs & Guidance
Arkansas Department of Education
Arch Ford Education Building
Capitol Complex

(II) Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

Mr. William G. Knight, Administrator
Program Planning & Evaluation
Board for Vocational Education
State Department of Education

(III) Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

Mr. Maurice F. Guptill, Principal (IV)

Utterback Junior High School
Tucson School District #1
5035 East Cooper Street
Tucson, Arizona 85711

Mr. John R. Swanson, Counselor
Phoenix Union High School District
2829 West Solano Drive N.
Phoenix, Arizona 85017

Mr. Sanford Kalwara
Consultant for Special Education
Phoenix Union Iiigh School District
2042 W. Thomas Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85015

Mr. Richard Troxel, Teacher
Phoenix Union High School District
2042 West Thomas Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85015

Mr. Grant Johnson, Director
Freshman Program
Phoenix Union High School
512 E. Van Buren Street
Phoenix, Arizona

(V)

Mr. Walter F. Sawrie, Supervisor
Vocational & Industrial Education
Little Rock Public Schcols
West Markham and Izard Streets
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

Mr. Eugene E. Wise, Supervisoz
Vocational Education
North Little Rock Special School Dist.
1909 Ponderosa Court
North Little Rock, Arkansas 72116

Dr. Don R. Roberts
Assistant Superintendent
Pupil Personnel and Human Relations
Little Rock Public Schools

(VI) 100 South Arch Street
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

Mr. Robart J. Menke, Director
Career Development Services Dept.
San Diego Unified School District

(VII) 835 Twelfth Avenue
San Diego, California 92101

(VIII)
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Mr. Herbert Ellenburg, Consultant
Work Experience Education
Room 424 721 Cap_tol Mall
Sacramento, California 95814

Mr. Jesse D. Morphew (V

'Coordinator of Occupacional Education
4100 Normal Street
San Diego, California 95814



Mr. Ceorge Mangusing
Community Relations Advisor
Mabel E. O'Farrell Junior High School
6130 Skyline Drive
San Diego, California 92114

Mr. James Hilsgan
Instructional Consultant
6521 East La:ze Drive
San Diego, California 92119

Mr. J. 0. Brixey
Principal, Junior High School
3609 Bonita Verde Drive
Bonita, California 92002

Mr. LeRoy B. Cavnar, Supervisor
Vocational Guidance
State Board for Community Colleges
& Occupational Education
207 State Services Building
Denver, Colorado 80203

(I)

(Iv)

Mr. Donald Forster, Teacher-CoordinatorM
Industrial Cooperative Education
George Washington High School
Denver Public Schools
Denver, Colorado 80227

Mrs. Nellie R. McCool, Consultant (VI)

State Vocational Guidance
State Board for Community Colleges
& Occupational Education

Room 207 State Services Building
Denver, Colorado 80203

Mr. Thomas Manion, Supervisor
Industrial Education
Denver Public Schools
414 14 Street
Denver, Colorado 80202 .

Mr. Leonard Miles, Chairman
Industrial Eduoation Department
Smiley Junior High School
2781 South Reed Street
Denver, Colorado 80227

Mr. Patric R. Trujillo
Manpower Coach
Colorado State University
2611 W. 26 Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80211

(VII)

Dr. Mary Helen Haas
Department of Vocational Education
Colorado State Univelsity
Ft. Collins, Colorado 80521

Mr. Douglas Whitten
Vocational Supervisor
4128 South Knox Court
Ft. Logan, Colorado 80115

Mrs. Marcile Wood, Coordinator
Consumer & Special Needs
1920 Sheely Drive
Ft. Collins, Colorado 80521

Mrs. Florence N. Sakai
Program Specialist
Business Education Section
State Department of Education
P.O. Box 2360
Honolulu, Hawaii 96804

Mr. William G. Young, SupervisOr
Industrial Education
Orleans Parish School Board
731 St. Charles Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130-

Mr. John E. OlDowd, Director
Secondary & Vocational Education
New Orleans Public Schools
731 St, Charles Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130

Mr. Reynold M. Erickson, Director
Pupil Personnel Services (Guidance)
Minnesota Department of Education
48,2 Centennial Building
St: Paul, Minnesota

'Mr. Kenneth L. Thompson
Research Consultant

(VIII) Work Opportunity Center
107 Fourth'Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414

Mr. William R. Lundell
Senior Coordinator

(I) Distributive Education & Work
Experience Programs

Minneapolis Public Schools
807 Northeast Broadway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413
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(IV)

(V)

(VI)

(VIII)

(I)



Mr. Sterling D. Peterson
Consultant in Industrial Arts
Minneapolis Public Schools
807 Northeast Broadway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413

Miss Martrene Woodard, Chairman
Home Economics Department
Mayo High School
1420 llth Avenue S.E.
Rochester, Minnesota 55901

Mr. Leonard B. Kodet, Consultant
Program Planning & Development
State Department of Education
Centennial Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Miss Marjorie Niehart
Supervisor of Curriculum
St. Paul Public School Dist. 625
Room 716 City Hall
St. Paul, Minnesota 55102

Mr, James C. Burke, Counselor
Marshall Junior High School
119 Battle aceek Place
St. Paul, Minnesota 55119

Mr. Harold A. Specht, Chairman
Citizens' Advisory Committee
701 Kenwood Parkway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55403

(IV)

(V)

(VI)

(VII)

(VIII)

(I)

Mr. Edward Peterson, Instructor (II)

1309 North 20 Avenue East
Duluth, Minnesota 55812

Mr. Chester R. Anderson (III)

General Coordinator for Occupational
Career Information & Inter2retation

Public Schools of Kansas City, Missouri
1514 Campbell
Kansas City, Missouri 64108

Mr. Jesse Jones, Jr., Teacher
Graphic Arts
St. Louis Board of Education
5849 Kennerly Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63112
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Mr. Jay Willows, Director
Vocadonal & Adult Education
David H. Hickman High School
Columbia, Missouri 65201

Mr. Tom Mock, kssistant Director
Guidance Services
State Department of Education
P. O. Box 480
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101

Mr. Edward A. Stitch, Consultant(
Vocational Agriculture Education
State of Nebraska
Department of Vocational Educatic
611 East Eldora Lane
Lincoln, Nebraska 68505

Mr. Robert R. Edwards
(Teacher, Junior High School)
5063 Locust Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68516

Mr. Richard S. Rarick
Assistant Area Superintendent
Albuquerque Public Schools
1411 Princeton Drive N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mr. Dever Langholf, Princapal
Mission Avenue School
5808 Bellamah N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110

Mr. Leonard M. Greenspan, Princit
Cleveland Junior High School
2914 La Camila N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87111

Mr. Delfino Valdez, Area Counselc
Technical-Vocational Institute
4024 Palo Duro N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110

Mr. William R. Gore
Assistant Principal
2304 Dietz Place, N.W.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107



Mr. Sizemore Bowlen, Director (VI)

Vocational-Technic-61 a Continuing Educ.

900 North Klein
Ok1ahoma City, Oklalloma 73106

Mr. Joe Starwa1t, Teacher-Coordinator
Oklahoma City PUblie Schools (VIII)

504 Southwest 67 StreeL
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 3139

Mrs. Gloria A. Rehrig
Vocational Counselor
2900 Dogwood, Route 3
Edmond, Oklahoma 73034

Mr. Cas F. Heilman, Director
Careers Oriented Relevant Education
102 Benton Hall
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97330

(I)

(II)

Miss Ruth J. Lepschat, Supervisor (III)

Health Occupations
School Disttict #1
364 N. W. Brynwood Lane
Portland, Oregon 97229

Mr. Tom Williams, Specialist
Exemplary & Exploratory Programs
Division of Community Colleges and
Career Education

Oregon Board of Education
942 Lancaster Drive N.E.
Salem, Oregon 97310

(IV)

Mr. Fred A. Treadway, Assistant Director
Industrial Arts (V)

Houston Independent School District
3830 Richmond Avenue
Houston, Texas 77027

Mr. W. H. Titz, Consultant (VII)

Department of Occupational Education &
Technology,

Texas Education Agency
Drawer AA Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
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Mr. Albert H. Bartschmid, Director

Division of Special Education (VIII)

Texas Education Agency
Drawer AA Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

Mr. Joe Seale, Curriculum Coordinator
Corsicana Independent School District
312 West First Street
Corsicana, Texas 75110 (I)

Mr. 0. Eugene Thompson, Supervisor (II)

Basic Skills--CVAE Program
Houston Independent School District
3830 Richmond Avenue
Houston, Texas 77027

Mr. H. C. Allen
(Principal--Junior High School)

2006 Mimosa Drive
Corsicana, Texas 75110

Mrs. Barbara P. Sorensen, Counselor(IV)
Southeast Junior High School
2269 Ramona Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108

Dr. Leonard W. Glismann, Specialist on
Industrial Arts
Salt Lake City Board of Education
440 Eas First South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Mrs. Rosamond Demman, Specialist (VI)

Vocational Education
Salt Lake City Board of Education
440 East First South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Mr. Clinton D. Zollinger, Director(VII)
Vocational Education
Davis County School District
45 East State
Farmington, Utah 84025



Mr. Henry P. Bell, Teacher
Industrial Arts
George Washington Junior High
2101 South Jackson Street
Seattle, Washington 98144

(VIII) Mr. Richard R. Lutz, Teacher
Cooperative Education
University of Wyoming
College of Education
Laramie, Wyoming 82070

Mr. Donald W. Gallacher, Curriculum Coord. Mr. Donald Simmons
Industrial Arts and Trade & Industrial Educ.Consultant--Pre-Career
815 Fourth Avenue North
Seattle Public Schools
Seattle, Washington 98109

Mr. Edward L. Bailey
Head Counselor
Highline Public Schools
1503 S. W. Thistle Street
Seattle, Washington 98106

Mr. John M. Wilson, Director
Occupational Education
Yakima School District No. 7

104 North Fourth Avenue
Yakima, Washington 98902

Mr. Jodie McCrackin
'Special Assistant to the Mayor
City of Seattle
1200 Municipal Building
Seattle, Washington 98104

(I)

(IV)

Mrs. Patricia H. Keenan, Counselor (V)

Pacific Junior High School
5312 South Budd Court
Seattle, Washington 98118

Mr. Bruce D. Weise, Principal
Highline Public Schools
16210 25 Southwest
Seattle, Washington 98166

Mrs. Shirley M. Long, Counselor
18703 Fourth Avenue South
Seattle, Washington 98148

(VI)

(VII)

Mr. Thomas W. Hodgson, Director (VIII)

Occupational Education & Industrial Arts
Seattle Public Schools
815 Fourth Avenue North
Seattle, Washington 98109
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Department of Public Instruction
State of Iowa
Grimes State Office Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Mr. Robert Lamp
Vocational Guidance Exemplary Prog
900 East Boulevard
Bismark, North Dakota 58501

In Attendance, but no stipend alla

Randy Cacallori
Fred Dau
Robert DeCou
Edwin Doyle
Robert Elwood
JoAnn Gouker
Martha Gregory
Derwood Knebel
John Little
Merry Magid
Robert Tsukui
Lloyd Comstock
J. Alan Duncan



INSTITUTE VIII

ADDENDUM

Participants

Mr. John Davis
3418 Milwaukee Road
Denver, Colorado
(Model Cities)

(VII)

Mr. Tom Klomparens, Guidance Supervisor
Cody Junior High School (I)

Cody, Wyoming
(Replacing Mr. Bruce C. Perryman).

Mr. George L. Telge
Vocational Counselor
Jack li.ates Senior High School
Houston Independent Schools
3830 Richmond Avenue
Houston, Texas 77027

(Vr.11)



IMPROVING OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAMS
FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

IN METROPOLITAN AREAS

GROUP I

Alburn M. Gustafson
Oswald Weise
George Mangusinu
Patrick R. Trujillo
Reynold M. Erickson
Harold A. Specht
Richard S. Rarick
Gloria A. Rehrig
Joe Sea)e
Donald W. Gallache/
Edwin Doyle
Lloyd Comstock

GROUP II

Owen G. Ca/penrer
Winiam G. Knight
Jame& Hilsgen
Mary Haas
Kenneth L. Thompson
Edward Peterson
Dever Langholf
Cas F. Heilman
0. Eugene Thompon
Edwar-.1 L. Bailey
Richard R. Lutz
Robert Elwood
J. Alan Duncan

Institute VIII

Group Assignments

GROUP III

Louis J. Bazzstta
Walter F. Sawrie
J. O. Brixey
Douglas Whitten
William Lundell
Chester R. Anderson
Leonard M. Greenspan
Ruth J. Lepschat
H. C. Allen
John M. Wilson
JoAnn Gouker

GROUP IV

Maurice F. Guptili
Eugene E. Wise
LeRoy B. Cavnar
Marciie Wood
Jesse Jones
Sterling D. PetersoP_
Delfino Valdez
Tom Williams
Barbara P. Sorensen
Jodie McCrackin
Donald Simmons
Martha Gregory

GROUP V

John R. Swanson
Don R. Roberts
Donald Forster
Florence N. Sakai
Martrene Woodard
Jay Willows
William R. Gore
Fred A. Treadway
Leonard W. Glisman
Patricia H. Keenan
Robert Lamp
Derwooa Knebel
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GROUP VI

Sanford Kalwara
Robert J. Menke
Nellie R. McCool
William G, Young
Leonard B. Kodet
-om Mock
Sizemore Bowlan
Rosamond Demman
Bruce D. Weise
Randy Cacallori
John Little

GROUP VII

Richard Troxel
Herbert Ellenburg
Thomas Manion
George Telge
Marjorie Niehart
Edward A. Stitch
W. H. Fitz
Shirley Long
Fred Dau
Merry Magid
Clinton Zollinger
John Davis

GROUP VIII

Grant Johnson
Jesse D. Morphew
Leonard Miles
John E. O'Dowd
Robert R. Edwards
Joe Starwalt
James C. Burke
Albert H. Bartschmid
Henry P. Bell
Thomas W. Hodgson
Robert DeCou
Robert Tsukui
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SHORT TERM INS=UTES FOR 1NSERVICE TRAINING OF

F',OFESSIONAL PERSONNEL F2,SPONSII3LE FOR VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION

IN WESTERN METROPOLITAN AREAS

Improving Occupational Orientation

Programs for Junior High. School
Students in Metropolitan Areas

Epcnsol:ed by

GREEN RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

12401 Southeast 320 Street

AUburn, Washington 98002

CO-DIRECTORS

Dr. Raymor.d J. Needham .

Dean of Instruction

Green River Community College

UNIVERSITY OE WASHINGTON

The College of Education

Seattle, Washington 98105

Mr. Arthur A. Binnie

Directo:: of Vocational Education

Green River Community College

Institute Dates
August 3 - 7, 1970
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PROGRAM

Improving Occupational Orientation Prc -ams for Junior High School Students in

Metropolitan Areas

INSTITUTE DATES: Sunday, August 2 - Friday, August 7, 1970

CO-DIRECTORS: Dr. Raymond J. Needham and Mr. Arthur A. Binnie

FACILITIES DIRECTOR/CONSULTANT: Dr. Howard B. Larsen

INSTITUTE FACILITIES: University ofVashington

INSTITUTE OBJECTIVES

Given a five-day educational workshop experience including current research

reports, reading assignments, lectures, workshop experiences, participant-

consultant interaction, a program visitation, and problem brain-storming, the

institute participants (25 guidance personnel, 15 state vocational directors,

10 school principals, 15 school board members, 5 community representatives, 5

professional association representatives, and 25 curriculum coordinators) will:.

1. Produce a document "Implementation Plan for Improving Occupational

Orientation 40rograms for Metropolitan Junior High School Students"

. 2.. Prepare individual 'impact' plants for their own cities

'3: Devisc't an evaluation method and schedule for a post institute 'impact

report;' and
4. Submit their final post'Impact report' on schedule.

- .

Institute success will be measured by 100% completion o the objectives by

the representatives from major cities involved in the institute.

41
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IMPROVING OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION FOR

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS IN METROPOLITAN AREAS

PURPOSE

With the increasing emphasis on college and college preparatory programs

by the lay public, educators and mass communications media, there

is a great danger the non-college bound student and his needs, parti-

cularly in occupational orientation, may be neglected. The problem of

such students is further aggravated by the limitations of guidance

counselors in terms of occupational knowledge, complexity of the labor

market, job entrance requirements, and the difficulq-y of personally

getting first-hand information essential to making career decisions.

The literature cites considerable evidence that career orientation

can be effective for the junior high or middle school age groups--it

is known that as early as the fifth grade the occupational hierarchy

of jobs is knowledgeable to youth, while at the same time they know

little about the tasks, preparation and knowledge required in the occu-

pational world. Tho youth are ready to learn, but the educational

system is not prepared to offer meaningful career orientation programs.

It is the purpose of this institute to: (1) Review emerging concepts

and current exemplary occupational orientation programs for junior

high school scudents; and (2) Develop an action plan for planning,

organizing, and implementing career orientation programs in twenty-five

major western city junior high scho:A. systems.
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Sunday, August 2, 1970

8:00 p.m. RECEPTION

Monday, August 3, 1970

8:00 a.m. OPENING

INTRODUCTION

WELCOME

GREETINGS

ANNOUNCEMENTS &
INSTITUTE OBJECTIVES

9:00 a.m. THE CHALLENGE
Why Vocational Orientation
at the Junior High?

9:30 a.m. COFFEE BREAK

10:00 a.m. PROBLEMS AND ROAD BLOCKS
to Career.Orientation

11:30 a.m. WORKSHOP GROUP
ORGANIZATION and
Assignments

12:00

1:30 p.m.

LUMCH

Student Union Building

Dr. Duane L. Blake
Project Director
Short Term Inst!tutes for Western
Mr,tropolitan Areas

Colorado State University

Dr. Raymond J. Needham
Dean of Instruction
Green River Community College

Dr. Fred T. Giles, Dean
College of Education
Univertity of Washington

Mr. Arthur A. Binnie, Director
Vocational Education
Green River Community College.

Mr. Sam Kerr
Regional Office

S. Office of Education

Dr. Joe R. Clary
Executive Director
North Carolina Advisory Council on
Vocational Education

Mr. Arthur Binnie

WORKSHOP SESSIONS Group

Objective: On completion of this session each group will have prepared

an outline of Rroblems and implementation of road blocks as relevant

to their groupsl.metopolitan area.

4:00 p.m. GROUP REPORTS AND EISCUSSION Dr. Joe R. Clary

5:00 p.m. DINNER
43



Tuesday, August 4, 1970

8:30 a.m. REVIEW AND TRANSITION

9:00 a.m. CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Arthur Binnie

Dr. Wes Tennyson
Through the Curriculum Professor of Educational Psychology

University of Minnesota

10:30 a.m. COFFEE BREAK

10:45 a.m. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS Dr. Wes Tennyson

12:00 LUNCH

1;30 p.m. WORKSHOP SESSION

Objective: On completion of this workshop session the participants
will have developed an instrument or procedure model for implement
curricula programs in career development.

2:30 tp.m. COFFEE BREAK

4:00 p.m. GROUP REPORTS AND DISCUSSION Dr. Wes Tennyson

5:00 p.m. ADJOURN

7:00 p.m. SPECIAL N.W. DINNER

Organized by the Washington Council of Local Administrators of

Vocational Education.

Wednesday, August 5, 1970

8:30 a.m. REVIEW AND TRANSITION

9:00 a.m. PROJECT NEED - Teacher Mr. Glen Adams, Director
Orientation and Involvement Project Need

10:15 a.m. COFFEE BREAK

10:30 a.m. PROJECT NEED - Federal
State Involvement and
Assistance

11:30 a.m. LUNCH

Mr. Ron Berg
Washington State Supervisor
Vocational Guidance & Counseling
Olympia, Washington

1:00 p.m. BRING AND BRAG - SHOW AND TELL

Participants present exemplary programs from home areas - slides,

films, material, etc.

2:30 p.m. COFFEE BREAK



Wednesday, August 5, 1970 (Continued)

3:00 p.m. STUDENT PANEL,

A panel of Junior High School students from the Central Seattle
Area to tell 'how-it-is' as related to occupational orientation.

4:00 p.m. BRING AND BnAG - SHOW AND TELL (Continued)

Participants continue to present exemplary occupation
orientation program from home area.

Thursday, August 6, 1970

8:30 a.m. REVIEW AND TRANSITION

9:00 a.m. THE MANPOWER & ECONOMIC
EDUCATION (MEE) PROGRAM
(Rationale, content and
evaluation of a course
designed to help young
people prepare for their
roles as workers and income-earners)

-.Dr. Robert L. Darcy
Professox of Economics
Colorado State UniversitV
Ft. Collins, Colorado

10:30 a.m. COFFEE BREAK

10:45 a.m. QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION

12:00 LUNCH

130 p.m. IMPLEMENTING THE MEE
PROGRAM (Strategy and
tactics of getting MEE
in the curriculUM. includ-
ing TV *series and materials,
teacher:training and commu7
nity participation and
support)

3:00 p.m. COFFEE

315 p.m. QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION

A:00 1): rn INDIVIDUAL Ca"PERENCES
with participants

5:00 p.m. DINNER--

7:00 p.m. WORKSHOP SESSION - OPEN

Objective: Fina1izatio:1 of exemplary program plans.

Dr. Robert L. Darcy
Professor Phillip Powell

Professor Phillip Powell, Director
M. H. Russell Center for'
Economic Education
Henderson State College
Arkadelphia, Arkansas

Professor Phillip Powell
Dr. Robert L. Darcy

Dr. Robert L. Darcy
Professor Phillip Powell
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Friday,

8:30

9:00

August 7, 1970

a.m. Review and TRANSITION

a.m. GROUP WORKSHOP SESSIONS

Objectives: On completion of this session each group will have pr

-1. An 'impact' plan for each city represented in the institne.

2. A plan for past institute evaluation of institute related meas
change.

10:15 a.m. COFFEE

10:30 a.m. GROUP REPORTS AND DISCUSSION

12:00 WORKING LUNCH

2:30 p.A. GROUP REPORTS AND DISCUSSION

3:30 p.m. SUMMARY AND EVALUATION Dr. Ben Yormark, Director
VocJtional Education
Highline School District
Seattle, Washington

500 p.m. INSTITUTE COMPLETION
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APPENDIX

PRESENTATIONS BY CONSULTANTS



-
i Ce..c.Da-tan

Ron Berg

',.7ashington

F,ervisor
.:_fl'uctaon to Vocat.].',..n:3

'Dr Poberst L. Darcy
-2roi s.sor of E.::cnomics
Colordo State University
Yort Collins, foiado P0521

DL. Phillip E, Powell 7-)irector

M- H. Russell Center Econcnic Education
Ecn=3ezsen Stat,,, Teacher College
Ai.k,adelphia, Arkansas 71923

Wesley Tennyson
Coile of Education

1311...on Hall

University of Minnesota
Minr_apolis, Minnesota 55453

Dr, Ben Yormark
Director, Vocational .7-2.ucat2-on
7.:t71-Lline School Distr,

Bc>x 6(-:100

.eatt_e; Washing7.:)n

1:: Sam Kerr
P,..sgLonal Office

U. Cifice of Pciucation
:;,eattle, Washington 98101
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7.(0^A'Pre.ee EDUCATION

Sam eeri
Cf-fjee, U, S. eefdoe of Edeee_rien

Thane you veey much nr. Eihnie, Dr, Needham, eIr. Larsen, aed

tellj educators, in the interesf yoeational education.

To eay that I'm please to be here ehis morning I think would
ee the enderstatement of the year. Please, for two reasons--one
eeet it's a great concern to me to work with peciole who are involved

arE-, interested in advancing the programs of vocational
education theieuhoet our country. Seeeendly, because it seems in
the past S or 6 weeks, I've done nothing but ask peoole directions
on how- do you get there. As you probably know, the Federal
government has been undergoing (-elite an extensive revision in
terms of regional offices and placement of Federal agencies in
:erategie areas. The Federal government has been oeerating, as
fa.2.: as re_ional offices is concerned,with nine regional offices
lecated ac.ross the country. Tc serve all the states in the interest
of vocetionel and all of the educational and other Federal progrems.

l_eei&ent Nixon, back last March a year ago, indicated,
dacteted, thet the regional structure would be changed, anca -Leat

rather than have nine regionaI offices to serve acroee the

country, there would be eight. And the boundaries of the states
would change as sereed through these regional offices. And the
regional office in whic:e we were located, in Charlottesville,
virginie, which was Region 3 was to be moved to Philadelohia, so
ehat all the other Federal agencies involved could be Located in

one central location. This would include Housing and Urbae Develop-
ment, Small Business, Deoartment of Labor, HEW and all of the
other agencies, would be together in that one location. After this
initial decision thar there would be eight regional offices, it
wes finally revised again and decided that instead of eigl
regional officec there would be ten regional offices to serve
the United States and Region. 10 would then be located in Seattle.
And the reason for the location of Region 10 in Seattle was to
serve the etates and no help with Region 9 which was then located
in San Francisco which they felt was covering a prettylarge area.
Since Regio 9 in San 1Prancisco was covering all the Pacific
Islands, coeerine California and Arizona, Oregon, and Washington
eed Alaska, was -:juite a broad geographic area. So it was decided
e:eat 17egion 10 tnen would be located in Seattle and we would serve

fat,r states of Oregon, Idaho, Alaska, and Washington.

igica 9 would then serve the ot.-hr stats which had been

server! that region. And else, chat Region 3 which was
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of . of

North. : ;,?uerto 7,eac,

a)i serYed out of C'na

Recjion 3 wcJ.

delphia Tt ,and the 'firyin
served oa. than Philadeu :.

UC b GrA7C1 ou-

tjul7.=_ JInc.! nac'.e in

boundaries y:,a regional offices.
situation, ihis meant tnat they appro5chec?. an.f" sai:t rew

you like lac c (Tharlottesville, ,

Washington, initLate tne program of .-socat. oual-te
educataon lG.. So this is when -

ago :,hally a week ago we 5:rno-." .

since theI we'v- "...,een trying tc
country. 1.1 Wyor.- wanted ::now

well we f.:_aTI.d that out

ot. to we w,7nted tO ](IDW wn
was and tics,cf- c,.)urse, when we arrived here they .nfol.IT:u us

that the regional office building would be located 1-1 the A...ce
Building down on Second and Union, but unfortunately
building wasn't ready yet so instead of going thero we woli_Ld

go out to Pier. 91 for a week or so and then move back Into -1-1e
regional office building, so we have been doing a iot of :roving
around. Well, whn I finally got to a telephone two
three days ago, I had a call from the Washington office and
it was Dr. Otto LeTcl ir1.1 he wanted to inform me that you were
having an institute h:-.7se this week and it was unfortunate that
the people who were scheduled to be here, for one reason or
another could not be here. As you know, in the Federal uovernment
there are many 4.1sk foroes operating at this time e...(1 Snany priorities

that take placepeople are moved around rather ,:luichly, i terms,

of assignments. So. Dr. Otto Legg, I thl_nk originally sclieduied

to be here, nad some other assignemtns ana could not make it, so
Dr. Frank Briley was scheduled also to come outBriley Is
working in vacational ergucation in the Wanhington office. Tnen
Frank called and said that he couldn't make 1Lhe, had another
task force aLiignmnt. which took priority. So i..iendeau was

going to comc. (7,u7 -;i1-1,ce Al was on exemplary pIo3es cic)wn in

Nevada, sinc: laking a Western tour, woul e\!L:JJ:

and come hez. know, Al Riendeau is in cia:,..je

Part D exercT,Iat ;arog,ims under the Vocational .F.ducat ..-dandmens

of 1968 anc'l very much involved in triseary
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projes and has been kept -,3atty busy in movinc, along in
connection with that;_ so_Al found that he couldn't make it,
unfortunately, because he really (and Dr. Briley also when

talked to IA.m again on Friday) was very concerned that he
could not make it because he was really looking forward to
coming out. Frank was with us in Charlottesville then he moved
to Washington and I talked to him there sevral times.
Before coming out, he indicated to me that he was coming and
how enthused he was about the opportunity to come to Seattle.
But unfortunately things did not work out. Well anyway, by
Friday when I moved Into the house--I finally finished movit2;
into the house Friday morning--I went down to the office and
t4-e had just moved into the new office building Friday also--so
things were in pretty much of a hectic mess as you know, in terms
of moving, and I had a ce: 1-;ere to call Dr. Needham's office
and talk to him about the J.c and the conference which you
were having this week. So I called him and got Art Binnie, and
talked to him on the phone and explained the situation and
how unfortunate it was and said if there is anything I can do,
Art, to help out this week, let me know. He said there was--
he thought the best thing I could do is be here Monday mornLAg
and make the presentation in place of Al Riendeau. So I knew
that sounded like a pretty good solution to him, but it
didn't to me. So I said, well, we'll do the best we can and
even this morning, In coming out to the grounds--which is the
first time-I have ever Ilad _the.opportunity and pleasure to be
-at-the-University of Washington--I.had a little difficulty fille-
-ing the parking area-also, and finding the building, but I'm
glad to-be able to get here and to get all my directions straigh-
tened out and to have .the opportunity to talk witl you just
a little bit in terms of the vocational education 1... gram ..nd

specifically in terms of the orientation or exploratory pligram
at the junior-high-,school level. We feel, in terms of vocational
education that we have-at the present time under the 1968
.Amendment one of the most flexible pieces of legislation that
we have.ever had in. the .field of-vocational education in the
act-which-provides funds to enable us to do many of the things
-which, In .Lhe pa3t, those of us in vocational education have
said - I wish-we -could do that, -but we can't because of the
-Federal restrictions- But under -the 1968 Vocational Education
Amendments-to the 1963 Act, there are very few restrictions,
in terms of-what can be done tc serve people in the area of
vocational education. .

Number one, of course, have funds--
we have more funds under he Vocational Education Amendment of

1968 than-we had in .all 53 years of the Smith-Hughes Act.

One year's f7inding is greater t17an all 53 years under
the Smith-HughesAct. There are.may things that can be done in

--terms of.funds, but funds s.lone is not the answer to a good voca-
tional education or to any. goo:1 educational program. It takes
more than funds tcimplement an effective educational program. I think
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when we tlie history and develcpr:
we can appreciate, a great extent, the thr
to do at this frc,a-- in vocatioal educticn
the past. Ar this is because with the 196
T-raining Act and te 1963 Vocational Educatio
placed on meeting the needs of peoPle rather th,-.
for skilled occupations. We are pre-oaring people,
needed to be employed, and 17 believe th'7 is the

be dofie at the fresent time in vocational ::cat.t-L
what could have been done in the past. As 1--,u

original vocational education act of 1917, the Smh--
that although the funds were limted the things that cu
to promote programs were also limited. First of ell, it
in terms of area, of vocational area. The three
out very specifically, that you could train in vcoiiceu
in the fields of home economics, agriculture, and rdee
And it was limited to these three occupational ar,as.
in terms of vocational education that you could use the
to supplemeLt the instructional operati_ns. That
tl-le cost of the instructc-s in terms of vocational couLs,
other than a small amoul.c for teacher training, was reaiJ
of what could be done 'rith Fed ral funds in the beoinnnr,
Smith-Hughes Act. This limited extensively in tims
not use money for buildings, we could not use money c ,

we could not use money for many other.things that t:J.
of vocational education. We were limited in terms of
programs, we were limited in terms of the age of the E,-L.121-ict

enroll in vocational education at that time.

It is interesting to note that all of the sucoeedin
pieces of legislation which followed the Smith-llues Act
the Manpower Development and Training Act added occuptac,nal
which could be served rather than placing ermphtlsis on people beal-.q

served. That each piece of legion added another occujitinJ,I,
area, we added the field of dis: itive educatica if recall.
We added the health occupations, we add fisheries c)ccuir,ations.
Under the National Defense Education Act of 1958 we acide technicL
education, but a17. of these were added in terms of occupational
areas and providing the skilled manpower to fill the neede in the..,
occlwatj.onal areas. In 1962, wi.th the Manpower Act, the emphais
changed rathc- than occupational areas to people to 1:),J servc:(L he
must provide pa7ograms to meet the needs of the neople,
of what the occupational areas might be. In tte 1963 ocatiJ
Education Act, if ycu recall, there was no mention of c.ccupatnal
areas as such--e:-..cept the area of business education whJGh wA
out and the reason t was spelled out was because it had u r L)1
incJuded in any previous legiSlation, and it was sped.1ed
that this was also included as an area of vocational edui:..)1!,
But in the 1963 Act it was spelled out fol. groups of T-.7,L)p1.c end _

charge was that you will provide training of a vocati-.
nature to meet the needs of these foul gro4)s. And tluse fcw: cj
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,s sZnol st -ents

still sek:...11a the
iona sducatiL:n for th,:ie

.,ople at I-Fryel), the pc-t se=hdarv arou;-: (th_t

m:-st vocar.ic,nsl education fo,- FD-oc3- who have 14-ft the
schood, s,ther through .-raduatin or for some .-thr reaon

hae Left thE h sehool ,A.na need traizling in order to make
tac =--mployable). The third gro,'Ip was identified as that group which
wa a. undKemployed people, adults, who were not employed

ma prese:t no or peonia who wera working below rneir
additie)nal trainang, cL.uld be elevated to a

1c_The.!1- Jevcl tcoi And sfl: we speak cf training and retraining
for these people.

And a fourth gr:Jup wa:L; identifie,3 as those :ch F,ocic)-

a.:demic or- ecohmic needs or persons with -pecrai needs.
Ine L963 Act. whieh y:,ta new, grew out af the report of the panel
ct consultants, and inl,luded many )f their rsoorrtrr,c:ndations, some
L)t these- were mandat.1-ry ..z1.L1 in terms of runds which had to be
e.;pend,ad i these areas. B,.;t. the fourth area, the group with

neds aae perfLissive type of prc)visions within the Act,
in terms ot money that had to be s. ded in

a. So wher, they c)o'l st.'rk of v)hat had been done in terms
of )ccational education aftkz two or three years, under the 1963

they V%It--f, dissatisfied rith this group four the group with
tile persons with speial nE-eds. And they said more must be done
in terms of this mc rtieular group. So with the 1c)G8 Amendment to
the 1963 Act, ye:Li wiii find these same groups identified. They
are identified as th ,-. disadvantaged group :this is t.1- group with
spec.ral needs, soeio-academrc and economic needs. But also another
group,of oourse, added to that and this was a group of the
handicapped which il:cluded also the physical handicapped individual_
But to be suze tha.t these groups would be served it then became
mandaty that fucds wouad be expended in these areas. So we now
have the p..:oviion that 15% of the money that is provided under

E Of vocatrenal ..,ducation must Le expended for secondary
edu. .ation. Fifteen percent must be -c-xpended for the group identi-
fied s the ,:isadvantag'ed., and ten percent must be exPended for
the nandicapp2d; so we find now that we have these groups not only
a_dentified, but specified in terms th they must be served by
tisiryj Fedexal funds for the programs in which they are involved.
ThLs yes then all of the aroups that are served, the high
sehol people; th oost secondary peopli, who h-Je araduated or
eft schoc ; the group that is on the 1or market,

or under,:mployed; the disadvantaged group;
the ::.o-ec;onomrc and acaldeica..ly handicapped.
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what c:]n the scbool provide in terins of orientation, Pre-
vocaona± courses. "v-hat should th.ey do so that these courses
:an be p,r-Dvided. Well, we usually talk of these in terms of
9ance and counselinc: first. We sav we must really develop a
good crogram of guiding and counseling servicewhat does this

-Juidance, group guidance tyres of programs--
at th.a junior high school level. It also implies that we need
to prvide clinics and workshops or institutes that will help to
rrej::are these guidance counselors so that they can provide the
type of orientation and pre-vocational training needed for the
sLudent either at the elementary/junior high s;:hool level, that
will give tlarn the information that they need to help them form a
pace foi- their total program oF vocational education. I tried,
fter talking with Mr. Binnie on Friday, to note possibly

some ar.?.as that ww might consider, in terms of what can be done.
First we must...provide, as I say, the insight through good guidance

cunseling serice. This might mean, at the junior high
±.2nool level and at the senior high school level, that we must
reduce the ratio which we have considered in terms of one guidance
counselor for 400 students. That probably this ratio has to be
ieduced if we're going to provide the type of service that needs
to he Ti-yvided in Pre-w:cational training. We probably can
norisider 1-aidance eourses, at the junior 1.1J.gh
s,.hoo]. .r;e the students on a group basis to
Tvide them witTn sc:ne of information and insights into
the world of wo_I.k and the ne,-i-,,J;s if industi:y.

If we are to have the counselors who etr- well versed in the
world of -rk and =the needs of industry, then I think we must
provide ,c clinics or workshops to get the counselors together
and work with them in terms pf developing good programs for this
level of student. Probably at these levels we must make some
provisions in the junior high school for simul_ated work experiences
for -trie student.. We must make some provision for the students to
become involved in occupations which interest them. Now this can
include, of course, working and developing scrapbooks and pictures
and other information on various industries that they might be
interested or con--:erned with. We might consider developing mobile
units which include many of the facilities and equipment needed
to provide occupational information with students. With the
possibility that these mobile units would be equipped with individual
carrellS where the student could get information either through
films or slides or filmstrips or by 5ome other means--the basic
information they're interested in, in terms of occupations.
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I think that the junior high sohc::i is nood

for u. to explo-re how industrial arts oa: ho 7:_Hd. As you

of the major objectives often stated in the t:eld of

Is that of pre-vocational instruction, and ths, it would acpe
to me, would be a good place to.exipand and to ex.r.:lore how the

arts facilities micht be used to proVide laboratory exoeriencee in

oocucational information. I think part of the curriculum at the _

high school level and an integral part of these pre-vocationa_

should include real, meaningful field tripsand now I emchasize
the real, meaningful field trips. Not just a trip to go out and

walk around an industry or some place of business, and walk in on.f

door and out the other, but meaningful field trips, which you pla7i

in advance to decide what we are going there for and what we can

see in these places of business that we visit and then discuss them

after we finish them. What did we really see and what did we find

out? I think that it is important at the junior high school level

that we might arrange for visitors and representatives from Industry

to come in to your group guidance courses to provide the students

with some real, first-hand information in terms of occupations

in industry. I think these are some of the things that the school

might provide the counseling/guidance facilities--simulated
iahoratory experiences; provisions for field trips; visitors to

come in and discuss it; and the advantageous use of industrial
arts laboratories for the student to explore and to receive some

worthwhile information and some practical knowledge in terms of

industry. To do this at the junior high scnool level we need a

Program of flexible scheduling so that these courses can be wo:cked

in and that students can take advantage of the courses which they

need and when they need them during the course of a junior high sch:Jol

year.

We need also to see that we are providing as a follow-up to

your pre-vocational program at the junior high school level, opportuni-
ties for students to continue this type of training at the senior

high school level or post senior high school level. There is no

point in introducing the student to a multitude of industrial
opportunities and then tell him when he gets to the llth grade

that the only thing we can offer you is auto mechanics or typewriting

when he ha- visions of many other areas. Now your 1968 amendments
of couL.se makes provisions for this so that you don't ha:,e to set

up laboratories for all of these areas at the senior high school or

post high school level--the expense of which would be exorbitant--
but there is expanded in the 1968 Amendment, of course, provisions

for cooperative education using the facilities of industry as a
laboratory for coop programs which is being done to areat advantage

in many places. I think that as part of your curriculum at the

junior high school level we need not only to -provide the student

with insight and to the basic industrial occupations and opportunities,
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but also to give him some first-hand information on the related

aspects of employment. I think we need ro include in the curriculum

some information for the student in terms of ,fnat would that jcb

really be like? What is it like to work in industry eight hours a

day and five days a week on this job that I tbink is the one that

I think that I should select for my lafe's work? What is it like--

what are going to be the demands on me as a woke-f If i choose

this fietd of endeavor. And I think onis should involve, in terms
of related information, we have to give them, first of all, some

information on what are the safety hazards Involved in this type of

job. If you say we select this, what are the safety hazards involved
in working eight hours a day in this type of ocupation. What type

of clothing is involved; is this type of lob going to involve the

use of a uniform or overalls or white shirt and tie; what are going

to be the clothing requirements in terms of fy oers..)nal experiences

on this job? What is the noise factor in this work? You know, many

times we look at films and filmstrips or we read the occupational

inventory or the dictionary of occupational titles or the occupational
outlook handbook and we get a word description of the job, but the

word description of the job doesn't always tell us exactly what you are

going to experience when you get out 3n that job. What are the noise

factors; you know, it might look like a clood job to work in a sheet

metal plant or a stamping plant and whel:e you hav,s !..hes.,a gigantic

hydraulic presses that nobody in writ:Inc a dzscrlpt]=, probably,
tells him that there is a terrific amount of noise involved in that

job and some peoplA.are just not accustmed co workLng n.ear that

type of environment. So I think we ought to inform the student

about these things, these are the things that you at.e going to

encounter if you get olat on thattype of job. How about the odor,

are there. any unpleasant odors involved in this type .of-work? Is

this going to affect you if you get involved in this type of occupation?

How about height? Are you involved in working at great heights? Would

this be a facto i. if you were deciding the type of occupation that

best suits vou? How about working in confined quarters--does this

?..type of work involved this: If it does, is this a factor with you?

I remember talking with one boy working in the coal mine out
in Western Virainia and he loved the job; he thought it was the

greatest job he ever h.d and I said: what, just what, type of

environment do you work in? He said, "well, most of the day I'm

lying on my back and most of the time in water, and I'm in

confined quarters and I can't stand up. Even to get to the job we

have to crawl in order to get to it." And I said, well, you may

enjoy that kind of Work, but I think maybe for others it might not

be the selected type of job, but people are affected by different
conditions in terms of working situations and there may be some that

you would like that other people would not like.
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we also provide chls _e1,1-el information t:;nnecti_n witn jGb,

These are also foy That are Involved in terms of a good

:.Logram. Any many of us Ji= ca=e are
this at t':.e ;Dresen.c t. -Al connection wit:: our regular v2cationa'L

programs. I rlaink students need a,,sistance in deciding

on tne frelfi of eo6ea..r you know, wa find this no _nattei at what

levei cr education ../3.,1 : -1.1:: find youself, whetner vou are worxing

at toe june soot Th.avel, at t,..2 senier high sohc,':',1

or whczher you are Invoj-,z-,f at the college level. You find students

who are trying :aecide what really is "-Li12 fie:Lc; -t ervfleas.)r

they should oursuc., I believe that I have found more et the celle-,e

levl when working as a college Instructor of students who could not

decide Dust wnat manor to pursue. We found more curriculum changes,

more reauests for curriculum changes and student, )osing not half

a year, but in cases, one year or two years of college work, or
extending their Txfogram over that many vearf unt.,1 the;, finally
decided what. :fle1 ,f1 of endeavor was best suited. to ,thelo. c:;o thinK
that this r-r.---;-:).cational aspect of the whoLci old cf

education is ro.clLy an Imgortant area. It we can 7.rc,vide ths a-1,2

help the so to dooie in the fo---mative cj:-) throush

elementary, lunior highwhen we reach the high school he ;hay hav,=2, clt

least he shol_d ha-.,e some basic oreents of what: is
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worlcq of wor; and he might es=ect, and what types of jobs
are available to ilLm and wh&t the recTuirements of these jobs might

be. This is what we try to brovide in your basic orientation oourse.

I as part of thr- 1968 amenrent, of course as You
know, in addit-lon uo the basic part of the 1968 amendraent are what

we call Part B of the Aot which was the original vocatLona1
education act - there are several separate ..)arts to it. These

separate Tz,arts involve specialized areas, and as you hoow, we have
specialized areas in research, we have specialized areas in

exemolary or innovative programs this is Part D of the vocational
education amendment or e.xploratory and innovative courses. We

alscl have specialized areas for home economics, we have specialized

areas for work study, we have specialized areas for cooperative

education, we have specialized areas for residential schools,

we have specialized areas for ourzioulum development.

In the development of your pre-vccational and orientation courses,

one of the major parts of the 1968 amendment which you would be
concerned with would be Part D of the Act which is identified as

exploratory or innovative.projects. Ana the purpose of this part
was to attempt to implement some of the research which has been
done in the past in terms of how we c,,n improve vocational education

programs. Part D is not intended to dc ew research. Part D is

intended to implement some existing successful research and put it

into practice. Of the criteria which were develoPed by Dr. Venn,

the Commissioner of vocational.education, until he left that

position.Julyl. But his prerequisities and criteria for a good

project under Part D exemplary was that it would include.work at the

elementary 3evel. Pre-vocational or*entation programs.at the
elementary and junior high school le -1-7this was one of the prime

prerequisites in setting up.an exemr. .17 project, the others included

pravision for the disadvantaged and y included.the fact that

work expurience coop programs shoul come an integral part of the

total vocational education program. They provided that short
intensive courses should be given ci should be set up for students
who have reached the 12th grade and _ave not previously taken

advantage of any of.the vocational clucation offered.

It also provides that these programs will be J.ncluded and

carried on as part of the regular vocational Program after the three-

yoar exploratory phase.. .The exploratory programs, as you know, are
set up for three years and funded over. a three-year period. At

the end of that time they should become an integral part of your

total vocational program. Well, these are some of the things I
think that we might consider as you begin your workshdp or clin.7"_c in

terms of highly developed and groul5 orientation or pre-vocational

programs.

I hope that I have made some contributions to the workshop and

I look forward to being with you on and off part of the day and a
little bit tomorrow if you will allow me to come. Thank you very

much.
59
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icss1-.1-) r. Clary, Tx.;-cu-... .

State Advisory Council on VocatIon.

The story Is told of a wear?' young LYave'er
who sought the counsel of a sage, better to tiriCi
need," said the sage, "is dream in your eye."
man asked. "No more than rnos dreams do:. reolisd

The sage was right. D.reams in the eye do hurt,
life, as it ought to be. Then the comparison with
The man with a dream in his eye is never fully satis_tie.d
quo. His visua1 and mental images are wrestling to sh
to have no dream in the eye leaves one only with a bianl!-L
better to dream and hurt a little, than to stare and. nevl

I would like ror u: to s7r)er-1 somE, en= tF:y iu

for career orientation programs and how to curn these

What is there about our society which gives rise to
dieams of ours? Recently Dr. William S. Loomis reviewe,71.
he :Looked at some of the contrasts and contradictions

In a society that is or shortly will be reachig ia

Productivity of one trillion dollars, over one-tn/rd ef ics
people live In or on the margin of poverty.

In a society where there are persistent unfilled ds-1(1,,,,
highly skilled employees, about four million unemployed Indivwdails
are unable to match their work skills to meaningful empLoymenTL,

In a sc,ciety where the scientific establishment has ac.ually
reached the moon and is probing outer spa-_.e, less than one-nowt
of the adults over 25 years of age have completed a high scnool
education.

In a society where education is increasinaly the basic link
between youth and the world of work, some 20 percent of its '2oung
people become high school dropouts.

In a society where over one-half of the student population
does not enroll in post-high school education, less than 18 percent
of its students are currently being enrolled in secondary- porograms
of vocational education of a gainful employment type.

In a society where preparation for work is required fof vettually
all people in all jobs, the prevailing educational structure is
primarily designed to serve the 20 percent, or less, who will_
eventually complete a 4-year college degree.
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If that mission statement is uoing to be met, then we educators have

some responsibilities to beYp stadents look at themselves, at the world

of work, Lind the relationships between these two in order to most eff:ectively

take aji:/anage of voc:ation,:,1 ucation opportup.:!.ties orn to them Note

that the mission statement specifically speaks to programs suited to the

needs, interests, and abilities of persons to be enrolled. It seems to

me that occupational orientation programs at the junior high school level

are essential to more effectively accomplishing this mission and helping

students Tot into those programs which do meet their needs, interests,

and abilities.

1
William G. Loomis. "P:cofessional Development for Vocational

Education - Its Limitless Potential." Paper presented to the Third

National Vocational-Technical Teacher Lcluoation Seminar, Deanville

Hotel, Miami Beach, Florida, October 23, 1969.

P.L, 90-476. 90th Congress. "Declaration of Purpose."

Educaticln Pvmendments uf 1938. Octobor, 1968._ _ _ _
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Occupational oyientation crogms fcc
should not be designed with the expectation that students will come
them having made a firm occupational choice. T.Chat we know .=iho.at

and what we know about research in the area of vocational maturity _)_,L

vocational development suggests to us that this is an unrealistic expeocazin.

But career choice is important and the _junior high school ves
be extremely significant to the development of the eventuai career

of the student- We too often force studer-ts at tn junior high level L(._

make occupational and educational decisions with too little help to them

in their formation of bases for making such decisions. If we can develoP

appropriate and sound programs of career orientation fox our junior high
school students, we will have made a real stride in public education.

Now, for a few minutes, why are career choices important?

According to Willa Norris, noted leader in the career guidance field:

The choice of an occupation is usually one of the most
important decisions a person makes in his lifetime. To choose
a vocation is actually to choose a way of life. A person
spends a large proportion of his waking hours on the job. In

fact, many workers spend more time on the job than they do with

their families. The average man can expect to work over a perioa
of forty to fifty'years. Nor is the time he must- devote to it tne

only way his job will affect him. It can affect his health,
physical and mental. It will partially determine his values, and
it will influence his manner of speech, his dress, and even his

leisure-time activities. It will tend to determine where his
family lives, whom they meet, and where his children go to
school.

1
In short, it will affect his whole social and economic

status.

Dr. Robert Hoppock has also stressed the importance of the occupational

decision. He says:

1. The choice of an occupation may determine whether one will

be employed or unemployed.
2. The choice of an occupation may determine success or failure.

3. The choice of an occupation may determine whether one will

enjoy or detest his work.
4. The choice of an occupation influences almost every other

aspect of life.
5. Occupational choices ptermine how a democratic society will

utilize its manpower.

1
Norris, Willa. Occupational Information in the Elementary School.

Science Research Associates, Chicago, 1963.

2
Hoppock, Robert. Occupational Infciiaation, McGraw Hill, Inc.,

New York, 1967.
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Dr. Hoppock suggested also that a person cannot choose what he does
not know, and man.1, occupations are unknown to most people. A person might
stumble into an appropriate occupation by sheer luck, but to make a wise
choice, he requires accurate information about available occupations,
cheir requirements, and tnei offerings. However, this information alone
is not sufficient. A person must also have knowledge and acceptance of
his own aptitudes, abilities, needs, limitations, interests, values,
feelinos, fears, likes, and dis3.1kes and be able to relate the signifi-
cance of all the facts. Hoppock su.mnaiized his idea in the following way:

It is obvious tlat knowledge of occupations can be
effectively applied only when one knows something about
oneself. It is equally obvious that knowledge of oneself
can be effectively apolied to tne choice of an occupation
only when one knows something abrt occupations. Either
without the other is incomplete.

Career orientation programs logically then should be concerned with
assisting students in learning more about themselves, learning more about
occupations, learning more about the relationships existing between
educational attainment and occupational opportunity, learning more about
the economic and social structure of our society and their influence on
the worTd of work and the life-styles of workers, I am sure you will
identiy other concerns of career orientation programs during the week,

That does the public expet -.3f us in -Jocational-technioai education?
Recently Hugh calkins,.Chairman of the National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education outlinedthese expectations as he saw them. The
first expectatic4-1 was simple enough. It was "that every child while in
school learn to read, write, and compute." Calkins illustrated his
expectation by looking at Cleveland, Ohio - his home town. He said
that they would educate only about half the young people there. About
half their 17 year-olds would drop out of scl.00l. Most of those who
dropped out, and some of those that graduated would be unable to do
arithmetic well enough to be a taxicab driver, and unable to read and write
well enough to pass most minimum tests for employment. But, still, why
the role of vocationaltechnical education? Calkins thought the answer
was to be "foun.d in that stubborn problem of human motivation. Most
of those who fail to learn to figure, read, and write in our schools,
fail because schooling seems to them an exercise in futility. Books which
are irrelevant to their interests, classes which are oriented towards
further years of schooling after the twelfth grade, mathematics which seems
to serve no useful purpose, do not get the attenton of young people being
brought u_p to solve immediate problems. The elementary grades are where
vocational and technical education should begin for many students -- must
begin for all students. There is where the connection between reading
and employment, arithmetic and income, writing and self-respect, must be
made clear. To the pUblic, these connections are obvious. The public
expects that schools will make them obvious to the students also."

lIbid.
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The second ezdectation 0.1' the o,];clic c rin Is

vocational-technical educatcon wL11 ace vounc,

not go on to a four-year progran, in an ,Fr7.1p.oyment i dac 711,.

their skills and interests.

You will note that this exbactation is not only stucants,

for employability but to frid :obs for 7.:ns-.=-e students.

The public also expects those of us in voc.:,:ni:onal-hnica_L

and indeed in all educationto be Patient with those wno learn !--53WL

The tendency of some vocational educators to raise admission standards

and exclude from training programs those who need the t2:ainihg mosr,
flies squarely in the face ,of the public's expectations for vocationa

and technical education. Tne public does not believe that educational

failure is inevitable, any more than the public accepts the idea tnat

the automobile industry needs to manufacture defective cals. rile ;-Juhlic

expects the schools to work with those who need schooling th most,

and not to achieve easy statistical suc:-oss by limiting pre-emoicyncnt

programs to those for whom success comes easily.1

As we think about the topic of occupational education programs for

junior high school students, 1 like the premise of Dr. Edwin L. Herl,

Professor of Education and Chal!=man of Graduate Programs in CounaeloL

Education at the Pennsylvania State University, that an entire .;ystem

education can be built around a career development theme. He sugges,-..s

that efforts to do this are not premature because, as the outconn.s of

education obtained by many young persons are appraised ob3ectiveiy, tna

irrelevance and the lack of specific purpose which result can be .1:eadiiy

documented.

Who needs help in facilitating their career development? Dr. Herr

suggests that the student who drops out of school before completing high

sdhool does. The student who graduates from high school and goes

directly into employment does. If college choice can be seen as something

other than an end in itself, as an intermediate step in career development,

then those who select this educational option also need help in facilitating

their career development.

There are many studies which show conclusively that career development

and choice making are really of concern to students in elementary and

secondary schools. You guidance counselors are aware of this. But, soma

studies also show that alleviation of these concerns are not being

accomplished for many students through the educational process. We have

been guilty of trying to respond to individual groups in our schools through

special programs or curriculums for the disadvantaged, the pre-dropout, the

1
Calkins, Hugh. "What the Public Expects of Vocational-Technical

Education." Remarks made at dedication of The Center br Vocational and

Technical Education, The Ohio State University, September 4, 1969.
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mentally retarded, the specialty-oriented, or the colleae bound. Dr. Herr

further suggested that, "education has often responded to the wnole child

by allowing the objectives of particular disciplines to define the boundaries
within which educational experiences would be conceived, thus negating for

the individual the possibilitles for interrelating, articulating, sequencing,
individualizing, differentiatin9 and integrating (sic) the deluge of experiencr
which constitute growth, ..,,arning, and the attainment of personal competence."

Now, let us turn our attention to some of the problems and roadblocks

to developing the kinds of occupational orientation programs we need for

junior high school students in metropolitan areas. Actually I do not

think these are greatly different from the problems and roadblocks faced

in rural or small town areas. They are perhaps moze intense and the
magnitude may be multiplied many times over.

I would like to identify some of these as I see them and have observed

them. You can probably add many more to my list. I do not have ready

answexe to these--hopefully you can zero in on some posSible answers this

week as this workshop proceeds.

The Nati,-,nal Advory Council on Vocational Education, in their first

two reports, issued during the past 18 months state with great effective-
ness and force thc: case for the school's responsibility for career

education. (Included in this would be career orientation programs.)

These reports support the widely held conviction that the violence that
wracks our cities has its roots in unemployment and unequal opportunity.
Those who have no jobs in an affluent society such as ours lash out in

anger and frustration. Young men and women who cannot qualify for decent

jobs distrust the society which reared them. Many of these dissidents

speak with the voice of rebellion.

Racial unrest, violence, and the prevalence of unemployment among

the young have their roots in otr educational system. These young people

enter the job market lacking the skills and attituads required by employers.

They and the millions of others who are underemployed--inadequately
prepared high school graduates as well as dropouts--are tragic evidence

of failure on the part of the educational system of which we are a part.

Think of it--nearly one-,fourth of our young people denied access to

the labor force. This is a waste of money as well as a waste of human

resources! Yet, instezd of concentrating on the *problem at its source,

we have relied more on remedial measures after the damage has been done

through retraining programs for hard-c.ore unemployed, welfare, correctional

institutions. etc.

1
Herr, Edwin L. "Unifying an Entire System of Education Around a

Career Development Theme," University Park, Pennsylvania: he Pennsylvania

State Univeraity.
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Why has this pattern developed? In prepazing its reports, the
Advisory Council took a 1-,ard look at the whoie srle. At the hearL
problem they found a hat2.anaL attitud-a th r. says tnar_ v0c,ationai
is education for somebodv eie's children--tha'c: In the roJ_Ilds o± mos::
Americans the reailv caesirabie secondary educet:ion is chat which leds
to the traditional four years of colleoe. We are all guilty--businessmeh,
labor leaders, administrators, teachers, counselors, parents, students,
and yes, even vocational educators.

This has many implications for career orientation programs at tne
junior high school level. It is reflected in such things as whether
or not the educational program is unified around a career development
theme, the philosophy or mission of the school, the adequacy and
direction of the guidance Program in the school, the correlation of subDect
matter with the real work world, the willingness of students to participate
in career orientation programs (especially courses;, and the willingness
of parents to allow students to do so.

The first roadblock or problem then centers around attitude.

A second problem has to.do with the lack of vision to plan a
program of career orientation. We sometimes just assume that everybody
will do some career orientation or we assume.the guidance person will cak r_,
care of it. We sometimes are willing to settle for just a course, a unit
in civics or shop or home economics, a careers day, a few outside speakers,
a field trip or two, or perhaps the giving of a few tests or administratron
of an interest inventory and recording the results in students' folders.
What kind of rrogram do we want? Will the career orientation program be
centered arouild a group guidance program coordinated by a guidance counselor?
Will it be a course approach similar to one used in North Carolina: Will
it involve the total instructional staff correlating academic subject

the world of work? Will the responsibility be given to
Irts and home economics teachers? Or can we use all.these and

)1- -pproaches in a caref-'ly planned program of career orientation?
lem for many of us comes wnen we look to other schools or in

books for a recipe, prescription, program, guide, etc. that we can pick
up and insert into our own school or school system. I doUbt seriously
that you are going to find such and yet, there are a number of approaches
going on over the country at which you should seriously look.

I note that your program this week has you looking at several
examples of career orientation programs. Perhaps some ideas from these
can be woven into that program model you will build in your own local
.system. I urae you to borrow from anywhere you can--just don't expect
to find the whole package which can be neatly and painlessly slipped
into your system.

A little later .T want to highlight two types of approaches we are
using in North Carolina.
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We could probably enumerate other problems and roadblocks, but most
of them, I believe, would fall into one of the four areas or categories
we have mentioned, namely, attitude, program, personne_L, and/or moisy.

Let me share with you tor just a few minutes two approaches to
career orientation in the public schoolG of North Caro1ina--one a
curricular or course approach which we call Introduction to Vocations,
and the other a "non-course" approach we call the "Middle School Program,"

Let me state at the outset that we have other career orientation
approaches through our guidance programs, industrial arts programs,
the beginning courses in home economics, vocational agriculture, distrlbutA.ve
education, business education, trade and industrial education in some
of our "academic" areas. The two approaches I wish to describe today
complement these other areas.

Introduction to Vocations in North Carolina is a one-year--one peflod
a day course for 9th graders (both boys and girls) to help them to take
a look at the world of work.

The program began in the 1963-64 school year with 45 programs and
2410 students. Today there are approximately 250 programs and approximately
20,000 students enrolled.

The world of work looks awfully big and complex to a youngster
who knows little About it--and also to many of us.

The primary purpose of cur Introduction to Vocations course is
to help students develop techniques for educational and vocational
planning--or to say it another way--to he.lp students plan for their
educational and occupational future.

The course objectives include:

"To help students:

1. Appraise their interests, aptit "- P ohievement
and relate these to possible ._ opportunities.

2. Develop an understanding of changing employment patterns
in the world of work.

3. Develop an understanding of the basic processes in the
American economic system.

4. Become acquainted with the major occupational fields.

5. Develop a healtlwattitude towards work.
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k..rd of
a, 4stfo.%

Enthusiasm

%. CreatvLty

Ability to do .and

4, Ability to wetL with

Trained in gu.dance

6, Above average abilities in puti_c tat fl6

7. Industrial or business expefience

How does Introduction to Vocations fit Irio se,;ondarl. ed_.

program in North Carolina? Below Is "A Suggested Pattern That intra_.
to Vocations Students Can Follow in the Public S.:hoots of North "

See Next Page

Evaluation? -- A weak point wiL.n s One rather major study w,
done the first year. It showed scsme 1:.,,:ner positive aspects ab,uuL. ri

program but left a number- of unanswered qt..estions, We no longer 'onsider
that study valid for our present progz-am. Program growth is perhaps
a positive indicator, Our subjective evidence from dtscussions with
teachers, administrators, and students looks good- 41 major study --
still in the subjective realm -- was conducted three years ago on
attitudes of public school personnelsuperrntendents, principals, aAd
teacherstoward the progm. The results were very positive and very
encouraging, Other studies are in progress.

Hopefully, upon completdon of the course, the world of work looks
neither so large or so complex to the student..

A second program about which we are quite excited in North Carolina
is, what we call, our "Middle School Program," It is not a clIrriar
or "course approach" as is our introduction to Vocations program,

In the fall of 1968, the State Director ot Vocational Education
appointed a Committee on Occupational Exploration and charged dc with
investigating occupational exploration opporturlities in the junior
high grades in the North Carolina public schools, Their repott, rej_ezd
in April 1969, was entitled, "Expiating the Wcrd or Wo!LK, Grades

70
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The committee identified
Needs pi Students in Grades b-9,"

Students heer:!, mcre Dppoft,
appralsing
and needs.

-4 Students need rt3tG opp in d-,ive;

wholesome human relationshif,s, i.. e
positive attitudes toward the

3. Students need additional counn-

41 Students need "pre-constructed" sit,a,:lons to identiiri
vocations available in their corilas:r. and t-o exp1oLe rh
occupational trends of a mobile work to:ce,

5. Students need additional opportunities to familiarize
themselves with our baslc economic system.

6, Students need additional oppc.czun.Lt:es to explore tne
world of work through actual .-_Dr s3.muiated work exper_eh:e

7, Students need addItional oppGrtunties rD make educ,Atioh6i
choices as they relate to furxe. erm13yment

8, Students need more knowledge ot the occupationa.L training
opportunities available in grades 9 rnrough 12 and on the
post high school level.

9- Students need opportunities to experience success and
develop personal pride through educational expericAces involving
manipulative.activities.

1.0. Students need mo -ortur cloris and

11- Students need more opportunities ',:o.obve actual work
situations-

Prom this report came an Act from the Gene:- AsseMbly ent_itIed,
"An Act to Provide for a Program of Voc.ational_ation in the Mddie
Grades of the PUblic School System."

Our Governor', the Honorable Robert W. Scati., _iersonally reaested
tne Legislature to appropriate $4 million to de a-LT and begin 2-1e

implementation of such a program. T:le appropri_-_3n actuaily made was
$3 million for the first two years.
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,f,roje_cs we:Le

and r1 :e 171,1L,t fLiOt cLog..-:am.,: were beg,...n in .FebruaLv i920.

The basic pcgrams, Irnr)iemented in a ways, croide ir
cccucati3nai informat.,on and career guLdan,-...e be integrated .(1-c_c,

the middle SA-1-Dol c.,,rricuLum, It also ,,Dr.)vides for the addition

and expansion 3f pLacticaL, "hands-on", snop-ty..)e exberiences in the

areas of practicer arts, home arts, business and maLketing, and agric.ulture,
notLiulture, and an in::_usion ot occupatio,-.al inf_zrImation into ail sunject

areas. These -..omoo,nents are supported ny improved guidance servioes

Twentv-one pilot 1,..Lo_j.:ts were begun In Febuaxy 1970 and an

additional 16 are to begin in September.

i have a few sLides illustrating the types of experrences the

students are gettung, While you see these, let me indicate that strong
in-service education programs have been developed for teachers and
Leaders, an evaluation program has been developed by- the Division of

Research, State Dpartment of Public Instruction, and the Occupational

Research Unit, Tentative resuits look good. We believe this type progL:am

:an be of great benefit to as here in North Carolina.

A high priority Item in our State Board of Education's "B"

Budget Request to our next session of the State Legisiature will be

for the expansion of the program.

This is one of t;he most exciting programs to come out wz..y
long time. The Governor is excited about it! The State Board and iL,s

staffs are- excited s_out it' Administrators and teachers and counselors
are cyr.-ited about it! 1.arents are excited--but, most important of all,

Che students are excited!

We believe we aro moving toward the time when the illogical and
perplexing division between occupational and academic education no
longer exists, and when we can truly build an entire system ot education,

K-14, around a career development theme.

There are some other programs at which you should look, One that

excites me is the Choice or Chance program developed in the Oakland
Unified School District of Oakland, Calrfornia. You may wish to visit or

write to them for details and materials.

The State of New jersey has developed an Introd,...:tion to Vocations

program somewhat similar to the one in North Carolina but using a cycling

approach to give students actual hands-on exploratory experiences in a

limited number of areas. The New Jersey DepaLcment. of Education in
Trenton can supply you with information,
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nA-RE7R Dr-TFT,OPMENT

wesie,v Tennrson
'ir:iversity of Minnesota

For those of us who live in that Northern state of Minnescl:a,
summer seems always to increase our oerceptiveness of that which transpi.res

about us. In summer, we are a bit more conF:cious of the girls in all
their infin_Lte variety; we notice the boys and their summer hairstyles;
we rediscover our neighbors and enjoy the-rasantry of talk; and we
observe the children and stand in awe of their continuous and energetic
activity. In every respect we become more acutely aware of each othe:,
and we are consciously impressed with the biological phenomenon that
where there is life there is activity.

Summer in Minnesota provides those of us who live there with
beautiful weekends. Such wos the case this past weekend. Neighbors
whc cbserved my bellvior over the weekend must surely have thought
that I had learned how to take the business of leisure seriously, fo2:
I spent the better part of two days lying on a lounge in the backyard.
They could not have known that as I lay there soaking up sun, I was
actively at work, formulating a few thoughts and ideas for this
presentation. They could not have knowl that during those hours, my
work and my play came together in a curiously meaningful way, and
was enjoying the leisure of working.

My attention focused on the children at play. A five-year old was
busying himself in a sandbox, using replicas of adult-like equipment--
toy graders and trucksto forge what I took to be a maze of roads and
tunnels. He soberly informed me that he was really building freeways!
Another youngster, a bit younger, was preoc-Jupied with investigating
objects around the yard, and all the while carrying on a running conver-
sation with some invisible but presumably real person. At one moment
this child was engaged in the most serious study of a rock which she
manipulated in her hand; at the next she was laughing joyfully while
grasping at an insect. Still another child, older, was making something
out of a piece of balsom wood. Three hours later he had produced (of
all things) a 19th century saloon, with swinging doors, hitch rail, and
other intricate parts. Other children in the neighbOrhood were sharing
a mutual relatedness through various group activities.

As I observed these children, the constructiveness of the activities
they structured for themselves, and the joy they experienced, I thought
how incredible it is that some social philosophers of the day can be so
intent about drawing distinctions between work and play; how shortsighted
that these social analysts do not, instead, help us understand how man's
psychological fulfillment and his very biological existence depend upon
engaging in activity of an ordered and disciplined sort.
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children .eere ee.eleee; ,Ieeeere ef their eerscnal werch, beilding eeif-

esteem, satisfyie teeir needs for achievement; they were testing thei

potentialities, diseo'eerine, themselves, and forming identities. I

thought about these things and how central they are to the goals whien

those of us in guldeeee consider most important. But the developmental
pattern whieh is so beautifully revealed in the life style of these you:eg
children, seems somehow to get rearranged and distorted as they advance

through the school years. As we educators take a hand in structuring the
child's activities, an attitude seems to be subtly conveyed, and uncon-

sciously- assimilated, that work is somehow different than play--more
difficult, more degrading, without intrinsin value or meaning unless
it is rewarded in grades, money, or other materialistic forms. Too often
the rewards accorded by the system, whether we speak of the school
system or the industrial system, seem to be based upon a premise which
denies the naturalistic relationship between work and play. And our

faulty reinforcements cause many youngsters to lose all zest for work,
to lose all zest for learning.

The error we make is similar to that committed by the father with

his chileren. The father had a son and daughter and was very upset about
his children swearing at such an early stage of their life. So he went

off and consulted a counselor. The counselor told him, "Well, you know
if all else fails, why don't you try corporal punishment?" The father

then said, "You mean I can hit them?" And the counselor said, "Why yes,
but the thing is not to get excited about it. Don't show any emotion.
When something.like this happens, just punish them and don't show any

emotion, just punish the act." So the father said, "Great, I am going
to go and try that as soon as I can." The next morning the father was
sitting at the breakfast table and Johnny and Janie came tripp!ng down

the stairs and dashed into the kitchen. The father said, "Good morning

Johnny. What would you like for breakfast?" And Johnny said, "Well,
I guess I'll have some of those goddamn corn flakes." With this the
father just leaned over and clipped Johnny with a backhander that sent

him sprawling--but without.showing any personal emotion. The father then

turned to Janie and said, "What would you like?" She said, "I don't
know, but it sure as hell ain't going to be.corn flakes." This is
called reenforcing the wrong reaction, and it has its counterpart in

the way we educators reenforce work.

When the school builds uponethe inherent interest of the child in

activity and exploration, enriching his learning through appropriate
experiences which help him see what he is about and to consider what is
most important to him in relation to the adult world, we then begin

to have the elements of a career development program. With such a program,
each member of the school staff has a stake in the child's career develop-

ment; each teacher, and indeed each parent and businessman, carries

some responsibility- But a more critical question for our consideration
is, "Who is to assume responsibility for providing the leadership needed

to build a compLehensive career development program?"
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We mav anticipate that uohooi s in every state increasingiy will
be encouraged ro meet vocational needs of students through the establish-
ment of comprehensive programs of career development. The success of
such pro.yiams rests upon the lzadership which can be drawn from the

several disoiplinec represented in education. Hopefully counselors will
be involved, for the cu::-,selor brings both an attitude and a body of

kno,gledge which liafacittial to the success of the program. I strongly

suspect, however, that 1:be task will be accomplished best by leadership
teams composed of vocational educators, counselors, and academic teachers
who can invest their sef:arate talents in a program based upon he
career development concept.

Unfortunately, we educators have not been prepared to contribute
most propiciously to the vocational development of students. Let's face

it, We operate under the handicap of having been indoctrinated with a
model of.vocational guidance which, though blessed with a rich tradition,
is based upon a narrow conceptualization. A vocationaLguidance strategy
based essentially on the Parsonian concept of matching individual
characteristics with occupational requirements simply does not provide
an adecuate oi mearo_ngfui framework for educaLors who axe involved with
children o p!JzItcr high age. Preoccupation with the problem of immediate
vocational c_b_ol,? has imposed conscraints which limit everel';7 the

inflrence a teajha::: or counselor might have no a student's vocational
development. The constraining effects are of several kinds,
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First, indoctrinated as they have been with a single strategy,

teachers and counselors have forced decision of choice upon students

who were not developmentally ready for them. In some instances this

has had the effect of arresting vocational development. One may

speculate that a recognition of the inappropriateness of the model

to much of their work is a principal reason why some counselors and

many teachers have rejected vocational guidance altogether. Second,

by concentrating upon assessment of abilities presumed to he related to
choice outcomes, educators have neglected to concern themselves with

the development of abilities and aptitudes. While it is generally
recognized that what a person is able to do'depends to a considerable

extent upon what he has learned or practiced, there has been an inclina-

tion to capitalize upon aptitudes already developed rather than

cultivating new talents. Third, an ingrained devotion to the part

that cognitive information and factual data play in choice-making has

.- made it difficult for the practitioner to recognize that occupational
motives and behaviors are the result of a complex process of development

and experience, involving dynamic needs, values and personal striving--

a process subject to the influence of systematic learning. Fourth,

the focus upon choice has perpetuated the disjuncture between guidance

and the curriculum and distracted counselors and teachers from working
together to modify the school and its program to take into account

student needs.

Much of the current theory and research in vocational psychology

is directed at broadening the traditional conception of vocational
guidance by drawing attention to the process by which vocationally
relevant behavior is developed and expressed. This broadened concept

of career development provides a logical framework for accomplishing
those goals which authorities see as the essence of guidance: namely,

the need for increased self-understanding and the need to understand
how we as human beings might relate' in more meaningful ways. Beyond

this, the concept also accommodates nicely the need for self-esteem,

which comes about primarily through productive effort appropriately

reenforced.

PROVIDING A HUMAN AND RELEVANT ENVIRONMENT

Two seemingly unrelated developments hold important implications for

the career development curriculum. One is the continuing pattern of
unrest expressed by college and high school students across the nation.

The other has to do with recent theoretical propositions and empirical
findings from the field of industrial psychology. Each development

deserves our consideration.

Like the disgruntled factory worker, many students today are show-

ing much dissatisfaction with their job--their job of learning.
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In the recent industrial literature, there is reported a r.h, a.

Herzberg, Mausner, and Snyaerman (1959) which :sggests m.nrrt the
which make fox: a satisfied and happy worker may be cuire difiezent t_nn
those which cause the worker to be dissatisfied and unhappy. Accorcio,
to the theory, there are certain factors related to the context :mil
which the work is performed, and if these are absent ox missing In the
work environment, they lead to dissatisfaction. Thus, poor working
conditions, bad company policies and administration, ineffective super-
vision, and poor interpersonal relations stimulate worker dissatisfaction
and unrest. These context-related or "hygiene" factors largely
determine the humanness of the work environment. If they are good,
the worker will not be unhappy. But at the same time, a worker Is
never completely happy, satisfied, or motivated deeply to work solely
by benefit of management policies, administration and supervision, cr
good human relations.

A second set of factors are associated with the work task itiseif,
and these lea,-1, to satisfaction and high motivation for wort',. Their
absence does not necessarily stimulate unhappiness, hht they east be
present for real satisfaction to occur. Inclued 1-ire are so_:1-1
as: (1) intrinsic components of the work, (2) a sense achleveme0L,
(3) recognition, (4) responsibility, ana (5) advancement. These task-
related or "content" factors determine the relevancy of the work envircnmen
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT CURRICULUM

W. Wesley Tennyson
University of Minnesota

I count it a special opportunity and pleasure to share some of the
work Professors Mary Klaurens, Sunny Hansen, and I, with the help of

two capable assistants by the "mas of Richard Thoni and Mary Antholtz,
are pursuing in curriculum mate_l. -; development. Our work is in
process, and at this stage we ha-ar:. t oothered to coin an aporopriate
acronym to describe it. For purlases of c-7mmunication, let me refer
to it as CDC, standing for Career Des7--1opmt Curriculum. .1.-n

you through the step-by-step procdura:s we ':'ave been following,

is my hope that you will become i=e_tsted _11 launching a
curriculum development project in yc':r schcls, and that you may become

a bit more familiar with the apprca&-7,s ancl problems one enoountros
when he attempts to formulate curricly.:um.

My colleagues and I got invol-/e3 n C= because of a deep interest
in helping young people develop in'tc :rully functioning and effective

human beings. Members of the tea= 1_7o bac:kgrounds in coordinat:Lon,
counseling, and general teaching, and it is out of these respective
experiences that we have become awre of the extent to which young
people today--and not just the so-called non-motivated, disadvantaged
youngster but students of average or above average ability as well--are
not realizing their potentialities because they have failed to work

out the relationships between themselves and their society. CDC is an
attempt to identify important concpts of self and community which too

often are left at the periphery of the curriculum. Unlike the Western
States Small School Project which is aimed at building an Integrative

Career Development Curricuium leading to substantial modification of
the school program, our project is more modest, directed at specifying
career development objectives and learning activities which can be
implemented through the traditional subject matter areas. Let me
take you through the several steps that guide our work.

Value Premises

Goodlad (Goodlad and Richter, 1966) has spelled out a detailed
procedure for formulatirg curriculum. He proposes turning to values
first, then deriving edur:ational aims from values, educational objec-

tives from educational a:vms, and learning activities or experiences

from educational objectives. Goodiad indicates that the process of
deriving educational aims,goes back first to selection among values.

A completely value-free position is impossible when establishing

8:.
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In short, the unrestful student, like the unrestful worker, 1E
trying to tell us something, but he may not know what it is. In
part it is "treat me well," "treat me as human." But the student is
also saying, "use me well. Let my life having meaning." Career develop-
ment offers one way of bringing meaning to life throt.gh the knarriculum.
No other concept holds as much promise for establishing relevancy, for
bridging school and community, and fcl- omoting self-development.
Career development cannot he separated off in some office, it has to
.9ervade the entire curriculum and school program, and involve the
community.

Work is central to the life styles f each of us. It will continue
to be in the years ahead. We should tea_h our young people how to
enjoy it; and where it is not fun, we should teach the kids how to
reconstruct it so that it is fun, and meaningful.

Reference:

Herzberg, F., Mausner, B., and Snyderman, B. The Motivation to Work.
,

New York: Wiley, 1959.
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curriculum. He points out tl-lat the most serious difficulty in contem-
porary curriculum planning is a failure to begin with a set of va- le
premises and to inform educaional specialists of the value decisiJ.:s
already made.

The value rationale underlying CDC has been drawn from two so.J.rces.
A que has been taken, first, from =hose social and behavioral scientists
who advocate a goal of Liberation =hrough education. This is essz._tially
a concern vith the "examined life" - an examination of self and ons
motives, and an examination of the motives of others. Reflected the
CDC ob-tectives and materials is the importance we attach to helpin-.
students think through what it is they value with respect to major
life issues and problems. Reflected also is our desire to help thL=i
young person develop the skills needed to communicate and clarify his
ideas and feelings in the interpersonal sphere.

A second source of influence has come from those in the field of
vocational education and occupational psychology who understand so
clearly that in an urban-industrialized society a man's work constitutes
the major factor in his style of life, providing many of the basic
motivations for his behavior and conditioning all other roles he will
play in society. While an individual may, and indeed does, participate
in a number of different social worlds at one time, almost all men, and
an increasing number of women, eventually test their values and
abilities in the context of realities presented by a work world.

Thus, three general value assumptions have figured prominently in
the efforts of the CDC team to derive learning objectives and experiences:

1. Students need to be provided experiences which foster
a process of valuing and value-thinking.

2. They should be given opportunities to clarify and test
their value-thinking in interpersonal engagements with
peers, and they should be provided with appropriate
feedback regarding the effectiveness of their inter-
personal behavior.

3. The students must be provided reality experiences which
will enable them to test their values and evolving self-
concepts in the larger community and the world of work.

In addition to these general value assumptions, a number of value
premises related to the young person's socialization undergird the CDC
Project. Like other people who hold basic societal values, those who
work with curriculum are likely also to adopt certain value positions
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Third, equality of opportunity for all, ..Lth.-u: reg-ard to race,

sex, or religion, must become a part cf each and cewerv c:ne's value

system. This we want to teach young people resprL:t for human dignity,
respect for the Person and what he is capable of

Fourth, any workei who renders a socially vai:ble service should
be accorded respect and ,:;iven dignity. Most of a22 ths we want to
teach you;;Ii- people,

Career Development Dimensions

Guieed by these value Piemises, the CDC team sought to find a
concept which would provide the language needed to state our educational
aims. Career development, a sub-science of occupational psychology,
seemed to fit our needs perfectly. Current theory and research in this
field is directed at explaining how human development and life styles
are related toork and vocation. 13.fortunately, the parameters of
the field are not neatly- circumscribed, but the CDC team, by drawing
from widely scattered T)ropositions Ilas identified s,sven dimensions which
we consider to constitute career development. These dimensions not
only give definition to thc-, concept of career development, but they
serve as the broad instructi.onal aims of CDC. The seven dimensions are
listed in Exhibit No. 1. Let me comment briefly on each:

Dimension 1 focuses on self. .says we must utilize the stimuli
provided by occupational experience to help the learner come to a
clearer understanding of hinself and his self-characteristics.

Dimension 2 is 'directed at helping students acquire occupational
information. We believe that teachers who use career information
in relatino their subject to the world of wo:2k find this trs an

effective way of motivating students to learn.
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The matte:Jr. r_yf 1-as also been an issue. with
curriculum sPecialists c.n -1-1 preciseness and specification
needed or reuired. In fl-,rular_ina coals and objectives for CDC; the
team was influenced prily the ideas of Ralph Tvler and Robert Mager.

Tyler (Tyler, 1950, p:.'30) has said: "The most useful form for stat-
ing objectives is to express them in terms which identify both the kind
of behavior to be developed in the student and the content or area
in which this behavior is to operate." While Tyler recommends stating
instructional objectives in behavioral terms, he does not appear to be
greatly concerned about specificity. Thus; an objective in Tyler's
terms might read as follows: The student should be able to write clear
and well-organized reviews of books for English.

Mager seeks much greater specificity, however, he doer state that
it is not necessary to include all three of his criteria in each objec-
tive. His criteria may be paraphrased in the following manner:

First, describe what t'ne learner will be doing to demonstrate that
he has attained the ob-lei'7e,

Second, describe the imPortant conditions under which the behavior
will be expected to occur,

Third, state the standards of performance expected of the student.
(Mager, 1962, p. 12).

An acceptable objec-:.ive in light of these criteria would be the
following:

Given a human skeleton, the student must be able to correctly
idehtify by labeling at least 40 of the following bones: there
will be no penalty for guessing. (list of bones inserted here).
(Mager, 1962, p. 49)

You will see that the terminal performance goals developed for
CDC represent a compromise between the recommendations of Tyler and
Mager; the degree of specificity varies depending on whether a parti-
cular goal is of a cognitive or an affective nature. Our terminal
goals represent directions, not absolute standards. Over 10..) terminal
performance goals - drawn from many different sources, including the
National Assessment Program - have been assembled and classified. To
give you the idea, I have listed a few such goals under several of the
career development dimensions; and these appear in Exhibit 2.

You will reca21 that Dimension 2 has to do with exploring occupations.
The terminal performance goal reads:

The student will identify the kind and scope of capabilities
required by a few jobs in several occupational areas (e.g.,
focusing a microscope, scaling a drawing, deciding upon the
proper statistical routine, developing an improved approach to
customer Services). 86
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1 selected this e;:amole to illustrate that much of what you already
teach has vocational relevance This objective could be adonted bv a
teacher of science, mathematics, or a vocational subject, who may
to correlate the content of his course with the work world.

Several of the other terminal performance goals were selected to
illustrate another point. See if you can identify what each of the follow-
ing objectives have in comm.:Jn.

No. 2, under Dimension 3, reads "The student will describe how
the work contribution of woman is as socially significant as that of

man."

No. 2, under Dimension 4, states "The student will examine and dis-

cuss the structure and sources of power and authority in the work situa-
tion and their effect on his performance and behavior."

No_ 2, under Dimension 5, reads "The student will examine Lhe
issue of how work in America can help to overcome the poverty in which
the majority of mankind is steeped."

The common thread is that each of these goals has to do with a
significant social issue which society is currently faced. The Women's
Liberation Movement is not only a problem for the female, but increasingly
will become a concern of the male. Power and authority has become a
critical issue with our young people and it is being tested in school
work stivations across the country. And, the problem of poverty threatens
to tear this nation and -"he world assunder. These are the kinds of vital
and controversial themes which make up real life, and they are what
concerns youth today. Our timidity in approaching them through the
curriculum has limited the school's ability in developing personal ade-

quacy in its students. They are themes which cut across all subject
areas, and should be dealt with throughout the curriculum. The goal
related to women, for example, could be implemented through social
studies, health, biology, home economics, and I would surely hope,

industrial arts.

Learning Opportunities Packets

Now let me tell you how we are using the terminal performance
goals in constructing Learning Opportunities Packets. As a first
step in the procedure, terminal goals which are related are grouped
together and given a packet label or title. Approximately 20 such
packets are in process of development at the present time.

After a group of related terminal goals has been selected the next
activ:Ity is directed at determining what the student needs to learn.
This is a matter of setting forth enabling objectives, which I shall
illustrate later. Our enabling objectives spell out the specific
learning tasks which facilitate the student's attainment of the terminal
performance goals. They are not instructional ends in themselves;
they are the means for achieving the behaviors and attitudes represented
in the terminal'goals. The enabling objectives also provide direction
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for the third step in construction of a Learning Onnortunities Packet,
namely: the development of learning exneriences and activities, In
many ways this third part is the most exciting aspect of the project,
for it challenges our creativity. At the same time, the determination
of appropriate learning experiences is very cominlicated, and we are
presently feeling handicapped by our lack of familiarity with research
on the role of media in the learning process.

Taken together, the enabling objectives and learning experiences
or activities constitute what we call "learning opportunities", and
in creating learning opportunities, the CDC team has been guided by
several criteria- I should like to tell you what these criteria are:

1... Learning opportunities must confront the student with the
b,ahavior or attitude implied in the terminal performance
goals that are stated.

2, Learning opportunities must be within the range of abilities
and interests and styles of students involved.

3. An emphasis is placed upon developing learning opportunities
which are fresh, innovative and excitingly different,

4. Learning opportunities should strike a balance between those
which can be undertaken through independent study and those
which are pursued through group interactions.

5. There should be a variety of learning opportunities provided
in order to accomodate the needs of teachers in all subject
areas.

6. Some learning opportunities must be of an open-ended type,
providing possibilities for movements in un-anticipated
directions.

This last criterion reflects our conviction that children also ought
to be involved in the formulation of their learning opportunities.
The CDC team is acutely aware that a great part of the real learning
which occurs in the classroom has not been programmed previously.
That which emerges spontaneously in the interactions between students
and between students and teachers may often have greater value than
that which appears on the program agenda for the day or hour. We feel
very strongly that the school, through its instructional procedures,
must provide for thin student involvement in curriculum formulation

Now let me refer you to the Learning Opportunities Package I
selected to exhibit (Exhibit 3). It is labeled "Women and the World
of Work" a title which I guess reflects my preoccupation with what
may be considered the two most interesting phenomenas in this world,
women and work! Let me draw your attention to a few features of the
document which may help you get the flavor of what we are about.
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Note, first, that we have grouped three terminal performance goals
which are related. These represent the ends, the ultimate behaviors
to be attained through our instruction. Following, you will note that
we have written an enabling objective, which is really an instructional
task to be accomplished. There are seven such objectives or instructional
tasks making up this particular package. We shall not take time to do
so, but later when you have an opportunity to study the package, you will
find that there is a sequential ordering of the enabling objectives.
The sequencing moves from basic concepts to more complex concepts.
A teacher has the option of teaching the entire package or selecting
those learning opportunities which interest her most, fit her time
schedule, or bast meet the needs of her students.

Take a minute with me to look at a learning opportunity: Enabling
Objective No. 1 reads: "Discovers elements within our culture which
have contributed to the continuance of the traditional view of women."
Suppose now that the biology teacher looks at this objective and says:
"Hey, this is rather important, and it fits in with a unit I teach".
She then looks over the learning activities and selects one, or maybe
she decides instead to design a learning activity of her own. Let's
assume she decided Learning Experience No. 3 is a good one for her
purposes. (I select this one because it is relatively short, and our
time is limited) It reads as follows:

Students in small groups prepare a questionnaire to be adminis-
tered to various males dealing with their attitudes toward women
and work. Students should construct questions which ask not only
what a person's attitude is but also his rationale for holding
this particular view. This questionnaire could be used in the
following manner:

A. Allow the girls in the class to interview the boys, using
the questionnaire. Let them reform into small groups to
discuss the results.

B. Have the students administer the questionnaire to a variety
of males of different vocational areas (e.g., male teachers,
janitors, bus drivers, professional men, etc.). Also have
each member of the class interview his father; this will
hopefully lead to a more complete understanding.of the origin
of the student's own opinions.

Let us look at another learning opportunity - one which may appeal
to the teachers of English. On page 4, Enabling Objective No. 3 is
worded: "Reads and discusses relevant literature dealing with women,
their traditional roles, and their place in the world of work."
Learning Experience No. 2 is derived from a reading of Henrik Ibsen's
play, A Doll's House. Through a series of questions the student is
confronted with the concept of sex role differences, and he is immedi-
ately engaged in a process of value clarification. This particular
assignment may be used either as an individual or group learning
experience.
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PROJECT NEED

Glenn Adams, Director
Project Need, State of Washington

Thank you, Art. It is a pleasure to be able to address this
group of concerned educators. I am always at somewhat of a lost
when talking with a group such as this, since those who attend are
generally fairly well convinced of the validity of what I say about

our educational system. I have the feeling that I'm talking with
the wrong group--that I should be addressing all of those who are not

here.

As Art mentioned, I have created a directory of employment
opportunities in the Northwest that covers the states of Washington,

Oregon, and Alaska. There is quite a history behind the development
of this resource that may be of some interest to you--why it began,
how it developed, and how it eventually led into what we now call

Project NEED.

As I see it, we have two major problems. One concerns the shortage
of facilities and equipment for vocational education. The other
problem, and the one to which I will address myself today, concerns
the attitudes of our young people toward vocational education--or toward
any kind of involvement in school other than academics. It seems to me
that we have gone to the extreme in exalting the academic pursuits,
no matter how shoddily pursued, and in scorning the crafts and the
people who want to move into an area of vocational education (to para-

phrase John Gardner's observation). The result of this kind of.thinking
over the past several years has been that in general, the high School
structure--and more recently the community college structure--have
developed curricula which are in large part academically oriented.

In the high school or secondary system, we have approximately 80
percent of the course work directly geared to the next step in the

academic process. One serious consequence has been that we have large

numbers of our young people drifting out of our schools. College
preparatory curricula have great status, vocational education little.

Our system loses something like 40 percent of our young people
before graduation from high school. In a technological society such
as ours, these young people who do not even have a high school diploma
are virtually unemployable. Unemployed and unskilled people, as you
know, are hardly an asset to any community. Those people that are
employed are called upon for increasing proportions of their income to
support treatment programs for those who are non-productive. When you
couple large numbers of unemployed, uneducated, and unskilled people in
this society with the blatant materialistic press that we have coming at
us every day in all of the media, it quite naturally leads to higher
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and higher crime rates. This is a burVen that our society cannot
long endure. We simply cannot tolerate.tis very.much longer.

Of those young persons who do graduate from high school, approximately
half of them enter some form of higher education. They are about evenly
divided between entry into the community colleges and the four-year

institutions. I think the students entering the community college
represent rather dramatically, the almost total inadequacy of our
secondary counseling and guidance system. These youna people come to
us with a most unrealistic idea about themselves and about the world
of work.

For example, at Everett Community College, and I think that Everett
is not unique and probably represents quite well the national picture
for community colleges, each fall we enroll between 2,000 and 3,000
individuals who have, had little or no prior experience in any collegiate

institution. Each June we graduate approximately 200 individuals.
Although some of the differential between induction and graduation-figure,-
may be accounted for by individuals who transfer prior to graduation and
others who may be there for purposes other than graduation, it can be

safely stated that we know relatively little about what happens to the
vast majority of our enrealees. We know little about them prior to
entry, during their tenure in the college, or what happens to them
after they leave. About all that we can be certain of is that for many,
we have pr-wided another in a continuing series of failure experience.

Approximately 90 percent of the students coming to us as freshmen
declare an educational or occupational intent that would require the
completion of at least a B.A. degree--almost 50 percent saying that.their
ultimate goal is a Ph.D. or its equivalent. These declarations are
made in spite of the fact that in general, the students present scant
evidence to indicate that they can successfully complete such a program
of study. Generally* they are people who have not done well in high sChool.

Their test scores do not differentiate them from a random sample of high

school seniors. Yet* they are making the same kind of chemises with regard
to occupation and educatiori as are students entering four-year schools.

Based on the best estimates possible from currently available data,
it is apparent that only about 15 percent of the students who enter
community colleges do eventually obtain a B.A. degree from a senior

institution. The majority drop out before or after.transfer, frustrated
in their attempts to reach unwise or impossible goals. I'think that the
community college student, both in this state, and nationally, is a victim
of this nation's obsession with the idea that the sheepskin is the only
dignified way to enter the world of work.

I think what is particularly distressing is that the fai/ure of the
institution of the community college to meet the real needs of the majority
of its students is, in fact, a composite statement cf thousands of
individual failures of the individual human beings we are designed to serve.
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I don't think that there is any acceptable reason for the richesr and
most powerful nation in the world to continue a relentless production
of 18 and 19 year-old failures. This carries a cost that again, we
cannot long endure.

After witnessing an every increasing parade ofihilures through
the counseling offices at Everett between 1962 and 1965, I decided to
create a directory of employment opportunities which would present career
possibilities in a realistic balance. It doesn't do much gocd to look in
the "Occupational Outlook Handbook" and see that a particular kind of job
category is trending in a certain direction if neither the counselor nor
student has any way to tie that inform±ion down to his own neighborhood

or city. Initially, we contacted only firms in Washington and Oregon
that had 50 or more employees. We asked the personnel managers of
over 2,000 employers what kinds of job opportunities they currently had
or anticipated having during the subsequent vrec. The firm's las-zing
the directory also included the fowing information: How many -aeoplc,

they employed, the firm's address 2=r1. telephone nuMber, the name and
title of the person to contact wh4-:-_7: aseking employment, whether they ha_d

on-the-job or apprenticeship programs, and wht?.t;her they had summer
employment opportunities for stueis. We al_Tic included appropriate
articles by recognized authoritia vocatiomal education, how to get
a job, the community.college progr,:s, career possibilities in growing

industries, etc. Our 3Lnitial assaon was that this knc1 of publica___on

could serve as a bridge between t mploying and educating conLaunities.
We believed that it would be perced by employers as a vehicle throug
which they could prLJent their incillotry and its opportunities to the
teachers, counselors, and students. Further we believed that school
personnel would see this as a real opportunity to find out more about
what is really possible for today's youth in the world of work. What
we experienced in fact was an incredible array of apathy on both sides
we soon discovered that the concept of an employment directory was
clearly not one that could support itself financially, and that we would
either have to discontinue the project or seek financial assistanco

from the state.

It was at this time that I discovered a report on the state of
education in Washington, published in October of 1966 by a legislative
subcommittee chaired by Representative Kull. That report spoke very
clearly and authoritatively to many problems that are being generated _In
our state because of the general imbalance and inappropriate emphasis on
academics in our educational system. The findings and recommendations of
that report are substantial and impressive. It is, in fact, an indictment
of our secondary educational system. The fundamental theme observable
in all of-the recommendations contained in the report is that we need
to do a much better job of communicating with students, teachers,
parents, and industry regarding the realities of the world of work.
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Using the report as a framework, I created Project NEED (named from
the title of the directory, Northwest Education/Employment Directory).
Project NEED was a proposal to mount a comprehensive iDrogram to develop

more effective career and educational guidance in the junior and se:alel:
high schools throughout the State of Washington. The proposal was
unanimously approved by the Washington State Coordinating Council for
Occupational Education in November, 1967, and $14,000 was apt_opriated

for the support of the first year's activities.

The initial phase of Project NEED was to insure that all counselcrs

in the junior and senior high schools of Washington had in their possessi:Dn

a copy of the Directory. In conjunction with the provision of the Directory,
there was a well-articulated progran of personal contact and communication
with the counselors regarding, first of all, information relating to
the critical situation into which our Inarrent unbalanced practices lave
led us; secondly, assistance -with becoming _more proficaent in utili_Ling
the vast amount cf local data that Ls contained in the Directory;
assistance with identifying and integrating other kinds of resource
materials; assistance with the development of career planning clasaes
and other vehicles through which this information could be communicated
to students in groups. The third major function of the program was to
require that those individuals enrolled in the Project NEED Seminars
develop'and implement some innovative proayam in their own districts
buildings or classrooms, which would solv or ame_lorate one or more
of the problems discussed im the Ser_har. The Seminar is approved for
graduate credit by four state univeisities and one private university.
Participants in the Seminar represent elementary teachers and administrators,
secondary teachers and administrators, and community college personnel.
Resource speakers from business, industry, goT-ernment, labor and.education
freely volunteer their time ana talent to the project. I am confident
that most people in the state would agree that Project NEED has become

one of the most effective guidance projects not only otgthis, state,

but in the nation generally.

The next step is to move in the direction of getting the information

to the students. Through the assistance provided by the State Division

of Vocational Education, we are moving into this phase this fall. We

will be helping school districts to establish career planning classes
at all levels from junior high school through junior college. We

will assist students to learn how to explore themselves and how to
write an effective resume, in addition to providing information about

careers.

In the final ahalysis, there are four essential ingredients in any
kind of successful program designed to break out of the dilemma we are

now in. One is that you must have a philosophy that says something like:
"Every student, every young person, every person--has the right to
choose freely--what he wants to do for a living." That implies a great
deal, not the least of which is, that the student knows what the
alternatives are. Secondly, you need money. The most promising ideas
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in ths world will flounder v'ithont an adequate financial base. The
third major ingredient is t:hat you have creative leadership. You can
have the philosophy, and yo.a can have the money, but unles you've
got someone who can go out iind tell the story and create -:citement
and interest in the midst c-f apathy, nothing will happen. Nothing arll

all. Fourth, action is required. This is a point that so oloyios
should not have to be state& but unfortunately, it is here where so
many sound programs failin their execution, or lack of it. Ali of
these variables are interdemendent. None will be effectie without all
of t:ae others-

You may also be well advised to look outside of your own ranks of
profsional people -uo someone who wiLL sell Your story for you.

concept of vocational education with all of its benefits iteeds to be
sold, just like "college eaucation for everyone" has beeal sold for the

last 15 to 20 years. A person from the outside has conserable more
lati7ude--more freedom--wit:h the general public. My cyr: :7ase may serve

as a example. If I work,F,7'i for the Division of Vocation Education,
whar 7 said would be st:szct, and taken as an attempt tc uild my empire.
If yJu have someone from tche outside who is art.iculate, c:mcerned, and
wi137Lng to speak for you, a person who is willing to bec-,:e a critic
of our educational mess and present constructie alternFtives, his
credibility will be much better.

A final point to be made is that you cannot approach this problem
with the attitude "look at the nice idea we have." No one, strangely
enough, wants to hear about nice ideas. If you were to call all the
newspapers in your city and say: "I have a nice idea and would like to
call a press conference and tell you all &bout it," no one would come.
On the other hand, if you said: "GlennAdams is going to blast the
educational structure in this state, and it might be something you'd
want to hear," you would pack the house. You would get attention.

When Project NEED was launched, that was exactly the approach we
used. We had television coverage on all three channels on the early
evening and late evening news. Approximately seven minutes of their
20 minute newscast was devoted to Project NEED. Channel 9, our educa-
tional station, did a half hour program on Project NEED - what it was

and why. Right now, KING TV, the largest network in this area is
beginning the production of a series of half hour films on vocational
education. KING initiated the project because they perceive a serious

problem. They perceive the problem, I think, largely because of the
publicity and coverage that Project NEED has been given in the past
three years. Yes, we do have a nice idea, but it would never have been
realized without a direct frontal attack.

(Followed by a question and answer period.)
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PROJECT 'FEED

Ron Berg, Washington 5t.ate Supervistr
VocatioLal Counseng & Guidance

am very happy to have a chancE, to share wit:_ you some of
our concerns, some of our feelings and some of our hps, maybe
:ome fears too. I'd like to tell a couple of storie, nt first if
I could because we do have about an "LJur.

This happened in Seattle and i really wasn't long age
and I hope I'm not insulting any--yo know--any Seat-__La people here,
but this particular high school and its principal, l_Lk..a all good
princl:oals, was very conscientious--ha knew it was h.a_s ship and he
was responsible for what went on. Sc in the matter of routinely
checking the multitude of details and supervisors and 7ceople that
he had to check with all the time--he had a list seniors
who had signed up already and had sen-: in their ccL_Isc:a applications--
but he happened to notice that (we'll call the stuLlal--t John) John
had not sent his in yet, and John was Valedictoria_l. _1:3o the

principal got on the horn and called John out of c1a,7:z and John
came up and the principal said "John, I noticed you .7aven't filled
out your application, its getting kind of late." Jc,':.Ln says,

"I'm not going to college." About 3 minutes of complete silence--
you knowthat really chilling kind of silence--"go see the
counselor, he'll straighten you out." So off to the counselor's
office John goes. Well, the counselor was caught unaware, you know,
sometimes this happens to counselors and the counselor fell into
the trap. He said, "John, what are you down here for--you know--
gee, you haven't been down to see me--you know--as a referral from
the principal." "Well, he talked to me and asked me if I was
going to go to college and I said no." Another 3 minutes of this
dead silence. Then' the counselor starts in on him, "you have to
go to college, you're valedictorian," and so on and so on and so on.
"No." The kid is stubborn. Well, the counselor being a good
counselor, calls in the parents; by golly, the parents go at the kid
and the counselor goes at the kid--no movement at all--and its
getting late.

Finally the counselor, being a good counselor, fell back on
some of thf:1 old training and he said, "hey, in this whole cotton
pickin' process no one has asked the kid John--what does he want to
do." So he called John back in and said, "John, I apologize for
what's gone on before and really, kind of help me with it--what do
you want to do?" John said, "I'm going to be a carpenter, I'm
going to start by being a carpenter's apprentice; as a matter of
fact, I've already gone down to see the joint apprenticeship
council; I've taken the test, I'm already accepted. The minute I
graduate, I start my apprenticeship program."
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"Well me a little bit more hout this John."

Jt-11
;:now I'm smart, I'm going to be the hest calen-t's

whcde clty, I'm not ;_z_lways uoi.:Ig to be a cal-n-c's

ar e. :a1:-TJentel:; i'17J going to he a ccntractor, in

JJL, L _0 y-E-LLe I'll, going to come back--when I'm able to buy and sell

guys, and give you the same rough time you gave me."

I dcn't know whether you heard that Mr. Duncan or not. It is

a c)od stor2. I think i-es a true story.

I have some concerns about John in this matter--I wonder where

h.e ,-71D1: his =cational guidance, where did he find out ahout

.LarLtices_'.L.ps--it apparently wasn't the principal or the counselor.

kind cf occupational guidance did he cet back in junior high

On what is he basing his decisions? Is this the most

Liopriate route for his plans. I think these are all very, very

rent kinds of things. Maybe John is taking the most appropriate

1-t-2,te, maybe not. What happened back in elementary? What were the

ftes that influenced John's decision? Well, let's bring this up

tic the state level. Like you, we in the Coordinating Council are

cc,ncerned with where do the students g2t the awarenesses, attitudes,

an skills needed to take that next step whenever that next step

occ.,_Irs and where it occurs. And whether its going into an entry

level job or going to the University of Washington and taking

vocational training in medicine. We're concerned with this too.

To kind of give you an idea, I think, to kind of help you underst4nd

what we are, in terms of state organization. I am a staff member of

this particular unit which is known as the Coordinating Council for

Occupational Education. This is what, in other states, would be

called a State Board for Vocational Education. We had a State Board

for Vocational Education up until about two years ago, then we had'

some reformation. Whatis our major responsibility? The supervision

of the administration of vocational ecTIcation in the State of

Washington both for K through 12 programs and for the community

college programs. We are a service coordinating liaison unit.

We contract out through Mr. Bruno's office, our State Superintendent

of PUblic Instruction, and Mr. JimBlue, who is our State Director

of Vocational Education in the K through 12 system and for vocational

technical schools. And with Mr. Moe who is the Director of Vocational

Counseling for the community college systems. They are the operating

agents.

We get montes from the Federal government and therefore this

makes it desirable for two agencies--for a period of time, anyway--

while we have money. I might mention that in Washington about 75% of

the support of vocational education comes from state monies and about

25% from Federal. We allocate out monies to the K-12 and community

college systems through what we call the state plans and everybody has

a state plan. This was a demand placed upon states as a result of

the Vocational Act of 1968.
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of this, in fact j tnink there are some her, at -c-s instLtu:e.
dcwn here in thcs pLo9ram develL)pment secti

ctndet guidanc,.i we (do have some money and I thank is w:.-iat you

are really conce-Pned with!

To hel:: both th(, :,tate and 1:he local avatarns meet :-±liT

and priorities and tne,_:,e are the g,:-ali; and -.pi.LILLes
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ecaucation can produce eduoaraohaJ_ genius.

am not going to rece,i it to you, 1 thank this would be
insulting your intelligence and we can provide copiec it you'd
like to have it. When a school sends in a projecthey, we want
to p7:ovide some inservice training to upgrade our teachers
and counselors in developing awareness about the world of wo'z.-k,
we have to take intc: these (=foal categories and some of them
will have to fit into accounting ..ategory--consulrang sef-/ices,
Instructional supoort professional development, program
planning, administrative services and these kinds ot things.

Project Need and projets like Prcjct Need, are funded
under .4, Professional Development cf Staff.

I don't like to talk at peonle--it kind of bothers me--so
if ycu have questions you can just break right in. Feel free.

Under contract we cannot contact a school of the K-12
system cr a community college board without informing the other
parties. We are a service consulting organization. How it really
works, if, let's say it Seattle says i:-hey'd like us to help them.
Okay? I would contact Mr. Jim Blue from the Superantendent's
office and say - Hey Jim, Seattle's got some cor:cern, hcw cdocs,3
this fit an with what thev said in their state plan and -- s(-7; alL
the districts senr in their statea plans, about yearly and five-year
to Mr. Blue's office. If there's something that his staff can't
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handle this can hatDpen - even with the cons%Iltant staff,
what we do zs--z.hen hc,'lL say, fine go ahead and do what you can
and help them (DL:t: DuFt c.ome back and keep me informed. It's a
partnership agreelr,ent, but particularly, I might get in trouble
if I just go to Seattle and tell you all kinds of thin, because
then I'd he overstePping mv responsibilities. As one person so
aptly put it--it's nice to know why you're important and why you
exist, but if it weren't for the money you guys would get, we really
wouldn't be too concerned about you.

I think the important thing is if we can provide service,
think we'll be used; if we can't provide service, then we probably

don't need to exist anyway. We are staff members of the coordinating
council, which in effect, is the State Board, and they are the body

authorized to receive Federal funds. Along with this body there
are 9 members: 3 from the State Board of Education over here under

K-12; 3 from the community college board; and 3 appointed by the
Governor; and you have a member - I'll go into that in Dust a
minute - this other board. Two of the members appointed by the
Governor in the bylaws has to represent business and industry,
the other has to represent labor, and the third is his choice. Now,

along with the coordinating council there is formed in this state,

a citizens' advisory committee on vocational education, and I believe
this committee is appointed by the Governor - is that right?
What this committee does is -- they're really tuned in on needs
and concerns and they get their recommendations to the coordinating
council and this is then incorporated into the yearly and five-year

state plan.

That's a good point. So we ha.ve a lot of people concerned
with plans and needs -- not just money you see for one.

Mr. Duncan is on that state advisory committee, acting as a

house resource person.

Are there any questions on the role and organization of the
coordinating council and what we do at a very general level?

How can we be of assistance? Project Need is, I think, a
real good example of how state can develop a working relationship
and a partnership with colleges and all the school districts for
an upgrading of teachers' skills so in turn they can help upgrade
and help the students.

Project Need, as I envisioned what it was, is a series of

workshops to inform 11 educators that are concerned about the
world of work, the problems facing tne world of work, employers'
and employees' views.
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I-1.0w the

next steo.

I can't but
c_:uestiohs that c be. 1 t'hink it's

ccc

Need that Your questins can be translate(:.. lntc. Can 7
follow this up a minute and then maybe hz:Ing 1+- hc

To develop in teachers the skills needec: to nass on to students
those attitudes, awazenesses, and skills needed 1.-) cic to work. Ali
students, not lust one. Th,:, format of Need is in a continuaL
process of changing.

One Project Need workshop is not quite the same as tl-,e other -
some of the tools that we have to help teachers change with it now
we have had the directory which I think speaks to helping -ounselors
more directly than kids. I. think it's a good counselor's reference
tool. It's an important supplement.

The Coordinating Council puts out and distributes a oublication
to all counselors and libraries in the state of Washington called
MANNING YOUR OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING. ThJs is anotner valuable resource
for educators. It tells what kind. of training you can 2.7:cea.ve by
going to vocational colleges or vocatinal schools and community
colleges.

It's a natural resource for the counselor and the teacher can
use it in conjunction with the student.

We are back now to page 4; the development of book such as
this which is availabl to counselors, teachers, and libraries in
the state. It's the prDqram CATCH, and one of the co-authors of it
is Dr. Schile. It is a real good tool for at least 8th grade through
adult education. I'll 3eave this here and you can see it. It's good
because it Icind of helps the junior high student right away and says,
hey you don't have to read the whole cotton pickin' thing and this
helps. It says, turn to page 2 and asks you, what do you want to do;
what are your plans; what do you think you want to do? Oh, I want
to join the military; I want to putt around; I want to get married;
I want to do a variety of things.

Well, if you jut.want to putt around, then you turn to page 6
and this tells you. what to do. If you decide you want to get married
and let your ni_zsband support you or you want to travel or pu+te.c
around. Unfortunately, I have no information to give you as this
book is not .-)rograrnmed for this. However, traveling or puttering
around means that you are postponing for- awhile -c.he decision, whet.her
to continue your education or find a job. Getting married usually
carries with it the necessity of working while you and your husband
settle in a home. This brings a person back to the reaIici yo..1 want
to know more information about the educational jobs.
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Please turn to psge
talking about these kinds
or things; do you like to
indoors our outdoors? In

11. You get over to 1age 11 and it starts
of things: do you like to work with people
stand up or sit down; do you like to work
the back of the book it tells alc,7,ut aii

the different kinds of programs people can take to receive excellent

training. So we use all these kinds of tools in Project Need. Thio
is from the Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc., Danville,
Illinois. I'll leave it with the Institute so you can get information
on it. I think the real excitement of Project Need has maybe not
been brought out and this is the involvement and spin-off projects
that have resulted, because of Project Need workshops. Project
Need workshops are about a 10-day experience, 3 hours a day and run

that way. And one of the unique requirements of that course, as
such, is that you don't really get graded at the end. You have to
develop an action program based on the needs and problems you've
learned about in your experience in this workshop. Try it out on
the school for 3.or 4 months and then send back your evaluation you
see so in this essence it's kind of like th's workshop, it's action
oriented. You've got speakers speaking at you, you know, you may
disagree with,some and agree with some, but somewhere there is going

to be a spark, I think, where each one of you say -- hey, there is
a need, maybe I can use these kinds of things -- at least, let's
try it.

Well, one of the larger projects to come out of a 10-day workshop
is something called Project GIVE it's Guidance in Vocational
Education. I don't know whether this one has been mentioned or not.
It was done by 3 participants and here the makeup is interesting.
The 3 participants were the Director of Vocational Education for
Kent schools, the Director of Pupil Personnel Services for Kent
schools, and one of their leading psychologists. You know, this is
unique in itself -- usually the way people do.i't talk to counselors
and teachers don't talk to counselors and nobody talks to anybody.

Project Need seems to have fostered this--these 3 people with these
tremendous backgrounds and experiences got together on a project to
meet a need in vocational education and guidance. Well, as a result,
they sent proposals to the state office and were funded to the tune

of about $12,000. Because it met the needs of the kids. And it

fit the gor.ls that you saw here. What did they do? They took a
survey of Si,h and 6th grade kids about what did they know about jobs.
What were their, feelings about jobs. They surveyed the teachers as
to what they thought kids knew about jobs and what kind of programs

there were.

Some of the queE-tions were:

I have thought about what my life work might be - yes or no.

(This is 5th and 6th graders.) 91% of the total showed concern about
the teacher by making it a career choice. This is the 6th grade

level what they are really looking for is a comprehensive program
K-12 in the Kent schools to make sure that all kids are ready for the
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next step, but they had to find out where the kids are now and
this is what this project soeaks to where are they, what do they
really know -- they asked the kids. Who was really influential
in your career choice right now. Who had really had the greatest
impact. Eighty-nine of the kids responding on this said that TV
was the single most important factor influencing my decision on jobs.
Now that's kind of scarey whep you really sit down and figure
what kind of jobs are really mentioned in a given night on TV.
Surprisingly enough there is another little problem I have with me--
in the normal study, Ohio State Interest Inventory--about 47,000
students nationwide found there was no significant change in
vocational choice for boys anyway between the eth and 12th grades,
which is a very startling thing. That means some real decisions
are being made at the junior high and intermediate schools.

This is what they will find out, this is what this is speaking
to. How they make their decisions; TV is making the decisions.
I don't know how, but TV is. The father and mother were very
influential. Down here about the bottom; well no, teachers are
about 3/4 of the way down and counselors on the very bottom of the
list. Oh yes, yes, I am sure this is an answer; but you see, I
would come back and say--somebody should be accountable for developing
the information about the world of work in a curriculum and I think
that somebody, more than anybody else, should be a counselor.
Parents and friends, friends were down about 7th, but parents were
2nd and 3rd.

I think, sir, what this study pointed out is that without
the kinds of knowledge that you're talking about, kids are making
choices inadequate and inappropriate and uninformed choices.

I really can't speak to this, sir, I don't know. I think
maybe as thi project develops, maybe we'll have an answer for the
Kent School District. But I think if you can start something,
Project Give, is in your own home area.

It's not getting me out of a bind, but we are not the opera-
tional agency, we cannot give money for equipment that is under
Mr. Blue and Mr. Moe.

I had some crazy questions myself. This is not equipment;
again, I'll have to say, we cannot provide equipment.

I have surveyed over 1,000 seniors personally and I spoke
to classes, it seems now, less than 5% of all the seniors had ever
head the word apprenticeship, I mean heard the word. Not all the
5% knew what it was, now what I'm asking is, doesn't somebody,
somewhere in the educational process have the responsibility for
providing information so that the person can make adequate and
informed choices.
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I'm with you 100%, I think you should have a K-12 developed
essentially. I don't know whether this $12,000 will help stud-.nts.
I have great hopes that it will produce many, many times the $12,000
in assistance.

I understand that is what that questionnaire is for, basically
to find out what direction to take to train these students. Right.
Yes, here's a piece of answer research based on the needs of Kent
schools; they weren't concerned about Zeattle or any other place,
they wanted to know what we could do about Kent.

But I think out in the field it's real when you say: Can
share with you some of the maybe things; I have seen too, I have
seen teachers doing tremendous jobs in their classrooms for a
class, but unfortunately he doesn't share or can't share with the
teacher over here and it's not part of the school program. It's
not part of the whole curriculum. We have such tremendous resources
within our schools; it's a shame that we can't use these in-house
research people.

Okay, there are some other kinds of standout projects and I'll

leave these here. Somebody really developed a cute questionnaire
and brochure, some cutacartoons, but the cartoons are very, vemy
intelligently done. They speak of attitudes. The direction that the
projects go ara unlimited all the way from big projects like Give to
down in Pasco and Kennewick and ii that area--a group of 5 people
said, hey, we don't really know vhat dropouts are, you know. They're
part of our population, they're part of our product, what we've
done somewhere. So, it sounds corny, but they invited a dropout
to dinner and it's not corny and they found out that low and behold
this dropout was a person and he was working or he had goals or
dreams just like everybody else and I don't know how you measure
the attitude change thai might develop from inviting a dropout home
to dinner.

What comes out of Project Need or Project Awareness or whatever
title you want to give it is action and attitudes.

Okay, now, how much does Project Need cost? Roughly the cost
is about $3,000 for the workshop--who provides the money? This is
from the coordinating council under inservice and teacher development,
I guess, or whatever the title was. The other mOnies-are expended
for the costs and honorariums of bringing in the guest speakers
from labor and industry and also bringing in, I might mention this,
teachers in the field and counselors in the field and educators
in the field who have innovative and exemplary programs to share
with people. We have some people sitting here that fit into this
category. Mr. Wilson has been a resource person many times, for
Project Need, because of the things he's done in the elementary
grades with vocational guidance.
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I don't know whether other states have something s .miler to
Project Need, I think they have the capabilities of providing
these ongoing workshops to stimulate interest and make people aware.

These requests come from schools--to kind of give you an itlea
where they have neen; well, I can't find it right off hand, but, as
far as I know, they have not been requested, now we have not been
able to fill all the requests that have come in, co maybe that is
what you Man.

We are trying something in the Yakima area that sounds
very exciting. We have 10 school districts that want to hold two
projects each simultaneously. Five over here and five over-Veren,
so we can dovetail resource people, so a person might drive from
one at Toppenish and then drive down to Sunnyside. For you people
who are not natives, we are talking about a geographic area that
is ecout 30 or 40 miles. The speaker would speak from 4 to 5,
drive from 5 to 6, and speak from 6 to 7.

The exact format of Project Need will depend upon the needs of
the school; Seattle is oertA.nly different, I think, in format than
Yakima valley. All other sources of funding from the coord±nating
council and the ways that we can help you--one is through our research
department, planning and research. We funded an experimental
research project at Mercer Island--that's poverty walk aelor here
across the bay - you know, where the big houses are and all that
stuff--in a junior high school. This splaks directly to the kinds
of concerns you have. I'm going to talk to you by reading a
i.ttle bit. Mercer Island is situated in Lake Washington, adjacent

to Seattle, is a highetabtoeconomic cmunitv -- 2,600 students
attend the one high school. Mercer Island High School students have
high aspiration levels for future professional goals. These goals
are possibly sustained by parental philosophies and strong academic
instructional assistance. The general attitude held by the students
and some school personnel is that nearly all of the students will
graduate from a four-year college or university. Dr7 they know
their population; that is the first question they are asking.

A recent follow-up study of the Mercer High SChool graduates,
however, did not support this assm.ption. The survey indicated that
25% of the male students and 42% of the female students attend the
four-year colleges and univerisities, but if this percentage remains
constant, About 34% of those enrolled will not graduate.with a
baccalaureate, which is tremendously high with everything else
they have. Anyway, they said, let's take the students that are in
general math and develop, through English and Math, soma interest
about jobs, and we'll get the video equipment. We'll actually have
the kids write the scripts, find out what jobs they want to interview,
the kinds of information theyAnint, go out and actua.ay do this,
video tape.it, bring it badk--have parents involved. An outstanding
program--yes, that's up here on Nob Hill.
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z.n on this ah.f. ,f,ezip an actic.s.r. Tros;ecr . l'c7,1: the ne.t

or year You are in . schc.nc exarll, at G..t-ac'l_via-.v a

wanted to know what ':iappening to our: don't.

And that's in an agricultural community in the '1:akimii valley.
bc, sne wrote ulD a pr=.-tject, went fcr cre62, !=.he thought.,

by mavbe I on this; it's a Little bit
and I need some reso-arces to have secretariat he12. So she .agaan
submitted a prolposaI '.o our office for research an& got fundd
the tune of about :=2,000 to finish this thing out. Anc--1 she

doing a follow-up study, fandina out that maybe tha civ;
uf having 40% or 50-L, of the kids graduating frczT1
10% are. Hopefully, this will improye attitudeE; about cizEricul.om.
That is one erarcuile I think there have been many mc:re
but we need follow-uo studies. We nee.-fi, follow-uTD studies between
;1_1n.i,.:r high and hl_ah high school and boyond, and

:ntar to l'o.nior hz:_ye a;:_-,Ilat:.on to
tae e:,:tent that we would just lik to i1se and s.ay
we've got, I think all of us, one way to go--this is a very,
very challenging business c be in richt now, but I'm very
optimistic.

I tha.nk we have ELo::e people wath more concerns than we've
ever had, about getting kids ready for the 11.xt step--the world
of work.
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example, if pri7ate and public anterorse adopt equal-oppor-
tunity employment prF..otices and Provicic career-development programs;
then the stage is set for rolicv implementation at the micro-individ-
ual level -- Programs of vocational education, occupational orienta-
tion, work experience, vocational counseling, mobilitv,job information
and placement, post-placement support, and career development. The

out-come of a successful meshing of macro, micro-crganizational, and
micro-individual policies from the viewpoint of the system as a whole
will be full employment with high productivity. From the individual
view-point the results will be men and women who are employable, who
have the motivation to work, who can find and hold jobs, who are produc--
tive, earning a decent income, and who derive a measure of satisfaction,-
enjoyment, and fulfillment from work itself.

We have a long way to go before every American worker is adequately
oriented to the world or work -- adequate even in terms of preparing
people for successful labor force participation based on jobs and earn-

ings, But -- as the Department of Labor has suggested -- we are partic-
ularly remiss when it comes to orienting workers to the qualitative as-
pects of employment, helping them develop a meaningful perception of the
relationship between the individual as worker and that portion of man's
socio-economic environment that Prescribes and ,:onstrains his work be-

havior. To help young people bridge the gap from school to work we must
assist them not only to acquire vocational information and job skills, but
we mt also help them to understand thct broad socio-economic environment
in which they will work, as productive human resources, and live, as men
and women,

The social scientists among us will begin to sense that_I-am begin-
ning now to talk about something that goes beyond occupational education.
I am talking about economics and economic education. Work is part of the
economic process and is therefore a legitimate subject for economists to

study. But the 'orld of work takes in more than just economics -- it's
far more than a process of earning an income and helping produce goods and

services. Work is part of economics but more than economics. World-of-
work education is part of environmental or ecological education, focussing
on man's relationship to his social environment rather than his physical
environment, It is more than occupational orientation and vocational ed-

ucation.

The purPose of ma...naowerreioa, as my colleague Phillip- Powell and 'I

have termed -chis area of instruction, is to help young people develop human
resource comretence along with a holistic understanding of the world of worl
or wage-employment system: Le., the socio-economic institution of working
for pay in modern industrial society -- to become competent as workers and
E2ma.'911malaa as men and women,
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A program ofmanpower educlation, as exemplified by the experi-
metal course and textbook, 11ANPOWER AND ECONOMIC EDUCATION, atrorcaches

the study of work and the economic system from the point of view of
man in his capacity as a human resource, functioning on the productive
side in the economic process where the creative "instinct of workman-
ship" may be expressed. It's dual objective is manpower development
and socio-economic understanding of the world of work.

The desired outcomes of such an educational program for young
people relate to a wide range of understandings, attitudes, and be-
haviors that will affect employability, motivation, employment,
productivity, job tenure, earnings, work satisfaction, human develop-
ment, social orientation, and the whole auality of employment and of
life for individuals and the nation. The practical benefits of
manpower education for disadvantaged youth can be escape from pclverty;
for middle-class youth prevention of alienation; for all youth an
awareness of the creative values of work in terms of productive con-
tributions that indi-riduals can make to society, secure and comfortable
levels of living, socio-psychological satisfactions, and human
development and fulfillment. Manpower education can help reduce rates
of involuntary unemployment, subemployment, de.oendency; and more
positively, manpower education can promote social progress by
enhancing-the quality of employment and of life for the entire

community.

Education is no panacea for society's ills, as students of
poverty ahd human resources have learned. The same caveat applies
to vocational orientation or manpower education. But education
helps, and we have facts to prove it. Indeed, if you will agree
that more knowledge is better than less, and that a functional
knowledge cf the world of work in the "neurotic-trillionaire" economy
of the United States in the 1970's is nat simply picked up casually
in the 7.:ov.se of living to age 18 or 22, then a prima facie case
exists for manpower education in the schools--to provide young
people with the awareness, information, and skills needed to cope
with the wcAt. environment (in which they spend one-third of their
waking hours for 40-odd years of their lives).

Let turn now to an identification of the kinds of information,

awarenes and skills that are included in a program in manpower
and economic education program that was originally developed under

the title: "Manpower Development: Opportunities in American
Economic Life? as part of a curriculum project co-sponsored by
the U. S. Office of Education and officially labeled: "A Junior
High School Course in Occupational Opportunities and Labor Market
Processes."

The one-semester course was developed and initially field-tested
in Ohio during 1966-68. The instructional group of students con-
sisted of approximately 600 eighth graders, 100 ninth graders, and
50 tenth graders enrolled in the Zanesville, Lancaster, and Colutbus,

Ohio, schools.
109
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Preliminary evall_lation of_ the course was carried out to deter-

mine its effects on the understanding, attitudes, and behavior of the

students who were enrolled. Instructional and control groups were es-
tablished, matched by mental ability. A 40-item multiple choice
strument entitled "Manpower Economics Test of Understanding" was con-
structed, checked for reliability and validity, and administered pre
and post to the treatment and control groups The 600 eighth-grade
students who took the one-semester course increased their mean score

on the test by 40%, the control students increased their mean score by

6%, so the instructional group showed a net gain of a little ovr 33%.

To determine the effegt of the instructional program on student

attitudes toward world-of-work opportunities, institutions, Tolicies,

facts, and values, an agree-disagree instrument called "Survey of Man-

power and Economic Attitudes" was prepared and administered pre and post

to the instructional and control croups. Results showed that eighth
graders enrolled in the course changed their opinions on 21 statements

out of 62 included in the survey (34%) whereas students in the control

group changed their responses on only 11 statements (18%), Subsequent

analysis of the dat:1 indicated that students who took the course de-
veloped greater confidence in coping with the world of work while con-

trol students showed no significant change during the semester.

A third evaluation instrument was designed tc elicit ratings and
comments on the course itself. Three and one-half times as many stu-
dents rated the course "outstanding" or "above average" as rated it

"below average" or "pooi." Overall, the eighth, ninth, and tenth
graders judged the course to be exceptionally valuable in terms of

their future decisions and actions. They regarded the course to be
above average in interest and below average in difficulty. The stu-
dents involved in the Ohio experiment covered the full range of ability,

and there was no consensus among teachers, guidance counselors, and prin-

cipals as to whether the course was most valuable for below-average,
average, or above-average students, The program is not slanted towards

any particular group, and we feel that it offers substantial educational

benefits for both the disadvantaged. youngster -- whose observation and
knowledge of the world of work and the economic sy3tem may De quite li-

mited and distorted -- and the so-called middle-class youth, wiose per-

ceptions of economic reality, including the dignity and value of work,

also are known occasionally to reveal some eiistortion.

What has happened to the MANPCWER AND ECONOMIC EDUCATION program
since the original pilot-testing in 1967-68 is the subject of Phillip
Powell's presentation, and I will not go into that now, other than to
observe that more than 50 school systems have adopted the text fol: use
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Now let me surlie bv focussing 0:1ce on the oue,:tirLn
rationale and cotenl benefits cf this t,!pe or occupational

or ,.a.nnower education course. We live and work in a socio-eocnomic
environment that is demanding, highly prod.octave, personally threatening.
and Potentially dehlmanizing. 07.r effici-lcy-oriented ecohoic system
is ba,-,ed on specialiLation, interdepen.lence, technoloaical chan.ja,
and private monetary gain. There are 80 mil13cn peopie in todev's Amerm-
can labor force; and hardly a man, woman; or child in this nation ef 2O0
million is untouched by the vicissitudes of employment and the ecce sys-
tem. Virtually all males and almost as many females can expect tc soenc'
a substantial part of their adult lives in the labor force creatrvely
oroduc7na our trillion-do:Oar GNP.

But what do America's youth learn al)out the chanaing world or. work
-- either from direct experience or from classroom instruc-,:ion: Mv ob-

servation is: Most of them learn very little. What can we do to help
young people develop a practicial, realistic, and personall.y meeingful
perception of the work system? I believe we can help them to learn, 7ust
as help them to learn mathematics, aeography, and home economics. specif-
ically, what contribution can the junior high schools make in helping pre-
pare young men and women to bridge the gap from school To work? They can
provide opportunities within the curriculum and outside, for exploration
and learning about the facts, concepts, principles, and values associated
with the world of work.

The plea for economic education in the schools is not new, thouan the
manpower, world-of-work approach is somewhat novel. But if it is true, as
author Robert Heilbroner asserts, that "the changing shape of the world of
work is the economic rlhallenge" facing the U. S. in the Seventies, then we-
need to respond to tl c challenge by instructing our young people in the
principles, facts, valueS, opportunities, and demands associated with the
socio-economic institution of working for pay in our modern, dynamic indUs-
trial society. Given the nature and severity of the crisis that confronts

*A revised editn of the Manpower E, Economic EducatLon text is avail-
able fYom the Joint Council on Economic Education, 1212 Avenue of the Ameri-
cas, New ?ark 10036 fr)r $3.50. the Teacher Manual tc accompany Manpowe:: &
E.onomic Education is $1.50.



our cr'.sLs 471i_nes, we can't e ahoul_l the

widespre.-0 lack 7.:2 l_indertanding of cc.)nomy

operatf-,s- We ried eener,A1 litexcv, and manpowe2: underF:tand-

ing, to 111c, 12rUjleros of "the ncnILL.. not.-

inac;curE labEZI gmem tm hc. U. S ecencli by jourrialist. For

nr. Nixon' America iz3 not merely in of inflation, unem-
_

ployment, high interest rates, vacillating fiscal and monetary -.Policies,

but also 'specause of the blemishes and socio-psychological pathologies that

accompany 1-%Merica's trillion-dollar affluence: the poverty, urban decay,

youth une/rIployment, iilsecurity, environmental pollution, civil disordez,

allenatA.on, &morale, and nhilism, Clark Zerr, once upon a time a highly

esteemed rrinpower ec;onoraist, has commented: "To do something, you L ve to

know something" There is much wisdom in this advice for American society

in the Seventies.

In conclusion, let m(2 express the personal judgment that it is just

as mistaken to turn American youth out into our modern industrial world

without instructing them in some fundamentals of its values, institutions,
procedures, opportunities, and Challenges as it would have been for the

fisherman of Gloucester 150 years ago to send their sons to sea with no

1,1nowledge of marine the 2tars, fish, boats, La:)_t, tackle, and

ocean lore. Without an understanding of the marine environment, Gloucester

youth woUld have perished. Without an understanding of the industrial en-

vironment in which they must work and live today, young men and women sim-

ply can't he expected to function effectively and meaningfully within that

environment -- as workers and as human beings, with competence, self-confl-

dence, self-esteem, a sense of identity and participation. On the contrary,

lacking instruction and preparation, they become vulnerable to the personal

and social tragedies of unemployment, insecurity, social incompetence, de-

pendency, feelings of powerlessness, alienation, the signs of which we al-

ready observe around us- Education is no panacea, manpower education in no

r,anacea, but greaer understanding in so crucial an area as the world of

work would seem to merit priority status in the changing curriculum of our

nation's schools as we seek to prepare young people for the decade of the

70's and beyond.



IMPLEMENTING THE 2-1POWER "ANT) -:(- 7 ON %I.':

Phil3Lp Assoclate P.:;fesso;.-
M. H. Rusei1 Center for Economic Educalon
Henderqon Stal-e College, Arkadeiohia,

My colleague, Bob Darcy, has discussed you the ral::ionale for
and content of our Manpower and Economic Educa:i (MEE) program.- Zcpu

will recall that MEE is an occupational orientation tyPe course for
either the junior or senior high school. He has also described the
results which we have obtained from evaluting our program. I would
_Like to continue this discussion of MEE by sharing with you some of
the experiences we have had in implementing MEE.

My description of some of the things which we have done, and what
we have learned, in three years of work in implementation, may be of
some assistance to you as you become involved in getting occupational
orientation programs accepted and adopted by schools. The lessons
we have learned may be useful in identifying some opportunities for
implementation you rtiay have overlooked or in avoiding some problems we

dis-doveredT Perhaps you can employ some of the strateav and
tactics which we have used in the implementation of MEE.

,lementing new curriculum programs involves doing whatever has
to be done to get the schools to accept and adopt your program and
present it as it is designed to be used. This three-fold task of
getting acceptance, adoption, and correct utilization may not sound
like too much of a job--especially when compared to designing, writing,
and producing a new program. However, our experience has been that
impacmentation-is much more difficult than-the original creative
efforts which produce a new program.

When you develop a new program, you often have good control
over the environment in which you work. You identify a need which
the current curriculum is not fulfilling, do some research to find
out what needs to be done, and develop or obtain some materials which
will help meet the need. This part of curriculum research and develop-
ment can be handled by a small number of competent people. You
organize yourselves as a team and set about to do your work. And with
time and some effort, you are able to come up with a new curriculum
offering or at least a different package. Bob and I dsscribe
curriculum research and development as one-tenth inspiration and nine-
tenths perspiration.

Paper delivered August 6, 1970, at Seattle, Washington, for
Institute VIII, IMPROVING OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAMS FOR JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS IN METROPOLITAN AREAS.
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As soon as yoc. 1-0 start fl,,,-1-tesr_IL your origil
yol become Invol.vec] in imc,:smehtatiof:. orc:blems.

Yc.,u have to fihd schoc,1F: which are willig.tc.: cu-c_ a new T-_-)rocam.

Field-testinG -1-1volT.7es o=mirment of time, manuower,
and perha.ps eve. soe unusual. or additional sx,,Tehdl tl.lres on the uarft

of the s:;hcis. Schocls must want to lead rather tnan foilow if
they are goincr to give you:: iprooram a trial run. Too many Echool
systems are quite willina to T'ollow rather than lead in curriculum
reform. In the ejucational world, most schools do not immediately
beat a path to the d,:,r,r of the develof of a new and/or better
educational program.

Implementation involves workinca with people, groups, and
institutions outside of your own organization. You no longer have
as good of control over what happens to your p:,;ogram as you did in
the earlier developmental phases. The, success you have now is more
in the hands of other people. They will largely determine whether
your program will be fully implemented. Working with a great number
of other people can be frustrating, baffling, time consuming, and
inefficient--but it is necessary to bring allout curriculum chamje.
The success you have in implementing your urogram will greatly depend
upon how well you communiate, cooperate, and coordinate with other
people.

The strategy we have used in implementing MEE has involved
doing everything we can to promote programs which help joung people
prepare for effective participation in the manpower market. Bob
has spokeL in some detail about how 2.mportant we thi21k it is for
students to be given an opportunity to learn about the world of work
and to gain the skills and develop the atti-!--udes and values which
will bring them personal satisfaction both as a worker and as an
individual.

Bob and I have spoken and written about our concern for several

different groups. We have worked with universities; public organiza-
tions such as state departments of education and state employment
services; and private groups such as labor unions, Chambers of
Commerce, and Economic education councils in encouraging and initiating
human resource development programs. We also have disseminated
information and materials which promote an interest in vocational
education.

More specifically, we try to encourage schools to develop
vo:Lationaa or occupational orientation programs. These elementary
and secondary school offerings can be very useful in providing
students with the general information and skills which are useful
in the world of work. They can also help students for attitudes
and values and begin to identifl, their own roles in the manpower
market.

ll
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What your strategy must include is a delivery system that
provides results similar to those you have indicated in your promo-
tional activities. You must provide the schools with a complete
package of materials and services to insure full implementation of
your Program. Curriculum innovators themselves should be prepared to
provide many of the resources needed to get the j done. Part of
this task may be fulfilled by asking individuals and.groups outside
of your organization for assistance. These could be people with whom
you have been working on other programs. Schools often don't have
either the types or amounts of materials and services which are
needed to fully implement a program.

Bob and I have tried, right from the beginning of our MEE
implementation efforts, to give the schools using our program all the
support we could. Our package of materials ahd.services has included:
text; teacher manual; promotional and suppler,' .2 handouts, brochures,
and pamphlets; evaluation instruments and ass_ .ce; classroom
and school visitation and conferences; supplemental TV series; and
school personnel and community -orientation and training.

We have developed our own student and teacher materials
especially prepared to help the student toward the goal c7 under-
standing his role as a wollker and income-earner. The.text was
designed with the characteristics of our student audience in mind.
Daily lessons with an identical format of abstract, body, and summary
offer brief, easily digestible, bits of information and ideas for the
students. The teachers' guide provides practical information such as
answers to questions in student materials, extra discussion questions,
bibliography for further study, and overviews which place the indiVidual
lessons 1.-a a la.::ger thematic context.

We have also written and distribtAted materials which explain
MEE, such as the green brochure you received this morning and our
monograph, Manpowe':- Education in a Growing Economy. Supplemental
student and teacher materials which we have produced or secured from
various organizations.and groups have been .disseminated through my-
Center. These materials include such things as bibliographies, audio-
visual lists, pamphlets on topics discussed ± the student materials,
.and brochure'S and booklets.on the current economic.situation or
economic problems facing the nation, state, ard local community.

As Bob mentioned in L..Ls remarks, we have developed an evaluation
package for the schools which are using MEE. There are instruMents
for measuring changes in students' understanding-and'attitudes. We
also have prepared questionnaires for evaluating the reactions of
students, teachers, and administrators tc the MEE program. We have
not only encouraged schools to evaluate ut we have worked with
them in doing the evaluation and interpreting the sults. Recently,
1 1-ave worked with the Ft. Sm1'-1-1, Magnolia, and -t.t1,a Rock schoo.I.

svsters in evaluating MEE.
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The a-,a-u.-tion hava
schools and olassrc-cm

te
tauunt. WnFat obscr_ the
to you ln- written evalIc;-:s cf
rvlsions of materials an'fl
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Classroom visii:_aticr:s an.(fl group r staca with
Ln implementing a progiam in a school system also are valuable cr
communicating information to participants, clattln feec.j.bach on a

program from teachers and administrators, reccl_meding :,:..nancTes in

what is being dce, crQ recognition for which we)l
done, ImpLcving morale amon::,- your associates, lang ou7:_ mo.re

about the conditions in th;.- schools anu in the community in whicll
the program is being imple.mented.

I also developed a 78 program (now cut to 46 programs) Manpower
and Economic Education television series to sunplement the classroom
teachers' activities. The cp--iginal series included a show for ,;..very

one of the 75 daily lessons in the student materials plus an
introductory and two review shows_ Thc, individual 20-minute TV
shows c7omplement the ue. lv essons by dealing with the same suject

hLIt in a some, eliffcnt fashion and. thx:.nuc-.h anc;thel_
These programs arc useful_ to the t,.1-ilchers, becausE zhv
guest speakers, and throuuh on-the-lob shows, the actual world or
work into the classrcoms.

One of the most. valuable services that you can provide to the
schools wh ch a-re implementin c! a program is to orient and train thei.Y_
personnel who will be -nvolved in it. You must provide the teachers
with specific training related to the program. This training should
deal with content, materials, and teaching techn3r7ues. If at all
possible, you want to the aaministrators and counselors who will
be dealing with the p-.Log.L'am thoroughly familiar with what you are
trying to accomplish and ho',7 your goals can be reached. You should
also cry to orient the .community in wh:ch you are working, through
speeches; vistations; and press, radio, -1.1d TV news releases.

Bob and I ha,a. used short inservie meetings, multi-week summer
workshops, and one-week summer workshop in Ohio and Arkansas to train
instructors to teach MEE. We have also Individually and collectively
put on orientation, type progaams in various communities and at several
collegic,te institutes or workshops. All of these activities have been
worthwhile. However, the suMmer'workshops have pr,duced the greatest
tangible results and the biggest improvement in wha'._ is going on in
the MEE classroo,A.

An example of the payoff which is possible with a complete ari.
,wel-function:tng delivery system occurred -his lst school year in my
work with the Ft.Smith Public Schools. In either the fall or spring
semesters, Ft_ Smith had all of 'heir 8th grade students approximately
1,000) enrolled in MEE: After only one year, Ft. Smith is on Its y
to having one of the finest MEE programs win the nation. This out-
standing record has been achieved because af the leadership of _ne
superintendent, principals, and especially Calvtn Patterson, their
director of. secondary education.
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Imnlementation .1-1 Ft. Smith actually becjan durin7: the 1968-69
school year was nt in seiii.c the orog.::am to those who would
be -.)artit:ipatinc.:,: _Ln it. the riast schoL I have vislted

havs w2tth cn six oosic,ns. All but
of these tri,ns were for two or ir,ore days. ='2_,ve of these trins

involved classroom visitations and group coni:ere.7.oes with all the
participants involved. I have vsited each of tht teacheL's class-
rooms at least once, and the Center has sent materials to the teachers
during the school year. Evaluation of the prog.ram this year consisted
of pre- and post-testing all second semester students with our Test
of Understanding and Sial:vty of Attitudes.

We are currently making last minute arrangements for a week-long
MEE workshop which is tO be held in :Lt. Smith later this month. All
the teachers, principals, counselcrs, and supervi.Jory personnel who
are involved in the program will be present. Leading members of the
community will be visiting with us and/or serving as our luncheon
speakers. The workshop wi_L1 be a seminar in which all of us will be
discussing the content of MEE and the teaching materials and methods
which can be used with it.

The type of well-planned and carefully executed implementation
which we have had in Ft. Smith gets a prograrA started and running wel
The delivery system of materials and services which my Center has
provided Ft. Smith is one of the key inc7)::eients in the success we have
had there with MEE.

Let's now turn to some of the lessons which we have learned
in the past three years while imf_Lamenting the MEE program. These
lessons indicate some of the specific strategy and tactics which we
have used. The lessons are primarily based uPon the experiences that
Bob and I have had in working with MEE in Ohio, Arkansas, and Colorado
schools. However, we have also worked with individuals, groups, and
organizations in many other states and even in a few foreign nations.

These lessons are based 'apon our joiht experiences. However, they
do reflect more of my thinking, since I have devoted a greater amount ,

.of time to implementation than Bob has. The lessons may not be
universally applicable, but they are baed upon a great deal of
experience in a relatively large numbeI of different situations.
Perhaps they can be the basis for an interesting question and answer
and discussion E.,ession after this presentation.

I have prepared a five-page handout (enclosed) which summarizes
the lessons. You Will hote that the lessons in the handout are divided
into six groups according to whom or to what the lesson efers. The
groups are the innovators, teachers, school admii:istrators, materials,
tuderts, :11c1 community and public. These are the,chief ingreeie.ts

which are involved in curriculum implementation. The handout will be
passed out at the end of my speech. What I am going to do is c_Ate some
c)._ the more significant lessors and tell you about the ex-riences
upon which they are based.
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I hope that I have ,1-cf;Ided you _11..h in:Edratic,n trias
to b oi assistahce in 'your work. The discu.A.irm session 1..hrch
follows will giv.2. us a rzhance to clarify and e:and on thse ant-a
::elated ideas ana to echang-a views. I look forward to your rear.rtions
and s-ggestions anf-i ,---rtunity It oft us ro aii tcr4ethel.

And ds.fl't foc. that since my Center is the national head-
fo-r world-of-c,[k ecc:homic education pfogram, I am williny

to assist_ you in dev:11(:ci an irx,:.:Lemeniily occu"oatron.il orientafir-d

PASS OUT LESSONS FRon .IMPLEMENTIL-TION AANIUT,



SUMMARY OF LESSONS LEARNED FROM IMPLEMENTING THE MEE PROGRAM''

Which Can Be Applied To Other Occupational Orientation Prcorams

Innovators

1. Set some specific goals for your program and evaluate to see whether
you are achieving them. You don't know what kind of program you have

if you don't evaluate it.

2. Allow plenty of lead time in implementing your program in a
school or school system. It is better to put off implementation -±c2-
a semester or year rather than rushing in ill-prepared and not ful-
filling the potential of the pr: um.

3. It is better for the future of your program to have it working
well in a few places rather than so-so in many place3. Schools are
more likely to 4et on a well-running bandwagon rather than one that
rattles along.

4. Try to get at least a complete semester of school time allocated
to your program. Teachins your program as a unit(s), especially in
courses where fitting it into the scope and sequence of the regular
c:fferings is difficult, will not maximize its potential contribution
to _he curriculum. If the program is worth doing, it's worth a
semester's time.

5. Don't assume that people who should know certain things about your
progralu, do in fact know. What they don't know can hurt 's program.
You should see that their ignorance is replaced by under riding

6. Find out who understands and approves of your program and use

them to promote it.

7. Get people,.other then those with your own background and training,
involved in your program. They can be very helpful in implementation,
because they hav,J diffrent personal contacts and skills which you
can use.

8. Make sure that adequate help is available for follow-up and
follow-throv.gh once you gat a school or school system interested in
your program.

Maintain continuity in personnel and policy in implementing your
program. Conflicting advice- and recommendations will confuse teachers
and administrators.
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lr.J. Know the curriculums of the schcols sc r2 c-3on-dinate

your program with the .7t1ier course

11. Read the cu:.-rent tehing
program can fit into

:

12. ImPlementing new curriculum procr,-ms
immediate and tangible results are often -o a_arve. Make
sure that your associates in implzmentaticn ai th.e type who are not
easily frustrated ar*. can work in a situation where t'Le esul-cs 'of

thor labor are nct always known.

13. Give yourp?rogram academic respectability by iny it into one or
more of the academic disciplines or fields.

14. Check to see if there is any monev available from c:,ther than
regular sources to help finance your program. Additional funds can
help you buy supplies and services which are needed., but- which are
not provided for in the regular budget.

15. When the curriculum contains an integrated and ::oordinated program
in the cleMentary and secondary schools of ::-3,_,ration fc-:- the world
of work, you can accomplish a great dea ir,o.le with yc.)..7 ational
orientation program.

*The Manpower and Economic Education program is an occupaI..ional
orientation course for either the junior or senior high schoo2 c:eveloped
by Robert L. Oarcy and Phillip E. Poyell.

Teachers

1. If you can't do everything that needs tc L nr 110 i.nlement your
pzogram; concentrate on working with the teacher. .cause tey wall
make or break the program.

2. The attitude of the teechers toward your program will pr)bably be
the greatest determiner of its success or failure.

3. Help' your instructors feel that- the program is theirsnot yours.
Th3y will do a better,job teaching-their program rather than yours.

4. The first time your program is taught in a ::3chool or schcD1 system
is crucial for the future of what you are trying cocomplish. Put a
great deal of effort intb working with the ns-cructrs who ale teaching
it for the first time.

5. Recruit ar:)ropriate teachers for your proyL. tc, ..ogin with rather
than relying on retreads who have tauglIt in otl-lr. courss or piograms.

6. Have instructors assigned to teach your p-,f.ogram Instructors
who are teaching uhe program part-time can'IL give it the -T11,...Ition it
deserves. 122



7. Traditi:mal college courses usually don't help much in prealng
instructors to teach new curriculum programs.

8. Develop your own training course for the instructors of Your new
program. Use your own studert and teacher materials as the basic

reading for the course.

9. Inservice training of teachers for your program after regular
school hours is better than no special training-at all. However, it
is not as effective training as-a summer institute or workshop.

10. Your instructors will need he2p with their teaching methods as well
as with content of the program.

11. Motivate the instructors to use innovative instructional methods

such as group guidance, role playing, and simulation.

12. If you want to demonstrate to a,a instructor how your program can
he taught, volunteer to teach ol,e or more of his classes.

13. Prepare student materials which are in complete form for the
instructors, instead of giving them just a guide to teach your program.
They wiT1 feel more secure, especially in the first year of the prcgrm,
with the finished materials, and will be more successful in the

classroom.

14. Keep in touch with your teachel:s by periodic mailings of supple-

mental materials. These mailings nc,t only improve the teaching that
is done, but are also good for the teachers' morale. They demonstrate
that you are interested in thm and their students.

15. Provide released-time and other incentives for the instructors

of your program. These incentives are especially valuable when the
program is first introduced in a school.

16. Assist teachers and administrators in eval,aating your program
to see wheth-r they have achieved their instructional goals.

17. Don't re17 on written reports from teachers and administrators

to judge yout- program. Visit teachers in their classes, and .avaluate

what you observe.

18. Teachers and counselors can make a good instructional team for

an occupational orientation program.

19. Traditionally trained social studies teachers do not usually make

exceptional occupational orientation instructors.

20. Encourage your o,...cunational orientation teac.)ers to work at various

types of jobs (-luring the.summer. See if. ,fou can organi-e an internshp
or work experience program for your teachers.
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21. Often the best teacher of' a world-of-work program is one
has also been employed at something else other than teaching.

School Administrators

1. Active support for your program frol_ sohc1 admin:%strairs
extr.emely helpful in implementing it. This is especially tr-le 1-
the ea-ly st,ges of the program.

2. Stimulate administrators and teachers to innovate with your
jprogram to meet unfilled student needs. Eelp them to see that it
is better to innovate and be a leader than to be forced to change by
communty pressure or legislation.

3. Avoid selling your program on the basis of adding something else
to the curricul?Jm. Many school administrators think the curriculur
is already ovecrc-qded. Talk instead of setting priorities and
meeting student needs and how the .prcgram is a means rather than an end.

4. Get the administrators and teachers to accept the goals of your
program and then show them the materials which you have for helping
students reach their goals. You selling a program not a
textbook.

S. Be flexible in how you get your program in the curriculum, and
you can increase the possibility of its being implemented. A new
program almost always creates scheduling difficulties.

6.. Don't count on administrators and teachers to keep you informed
about what is going on with your procrram. You will often have to
take the initiative yourself to find out what is happening in
the classroom.

7. Try to get school administrators in7olved in your training
programs for teachers, so that they wC11 know more about the program.

8. The physical arrancTement of the classroom will affect your
progr7s.m. Student discuss!.on or group guidance are difficult where
students are sitting at desks which all face the front of the
classroom and are bolted to the floor.

Materials

1, P:ren-,re materials which simply and briefly explain your program.
Th _11 be valuable for promotional and public information
acL vitios.
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2. See to it that administrators, ccuselors, and te,achc:rs

closely examine the materials for Your program. ThE_:y often mis-
understand the program because they do not know what it is tryIng
to ac,:omplish and how the materials can help the student reaai
the program's goals.

3. 13emo:iistrate, in your training program, how student materials
can be taught. Don't assume that the instructors will know
how to most effectively teach the materials.

4. Be sure that the teachers materials contain specific and
detailed background reading suggest:_ons for the instructors.

5. Make sure there is enough money in the budget for instructors
to obtain the referenc-.3 and supplemental materials theN need to
teach your program.

6. A great deal of free supplemental materials are available
for teachers and/or students from local, state, and national
organizations and groups.

7. Carefully evaluate any supplemental materials you provide for

the teachers or students_ Don't use the materials just because
they are available.

S. Provtde the teachers, or have the teachers develop, supple-
mental materials which will localize textbook content.

9. Keep up , ties with the people who support your program
and/or who teach it through mailings of supplemental, promotional,
and other types of materials.

10. Many of the teachers will be tied to the printed page.
Identify audio-visual materials which can be used with your
program, and develop new materials when there is none available,
or what is available, is not appropriate.

11. The teachers will often not know how to maximize the use of
audio-visual materials and equipment. They will turn on a TV
program and sit in the back of the class with the students and
do and say nothing. You will have to assist them in learning how
to make wise use of audio-visual materials and equipment.

Studerits

1. Youz program should help to bring about some changes in
students' understanding, attitudes, values, and beha,-lor.

2. Recognize the special characteristics o the students for
whom your program is designed. PrFtp.re your materials and teachers
for the right audience.
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3. What the teachers like or dislike abol.zt prc,cram will
reflected in the students' attitude toward the-r leernlno

4. There is something for students of all levels c..,f abillty end
motivation in occupational orientation ororams.

Community and Public

1. Discuss your program in the community, and have your associates
do likewise. Keep the pt-blic and professional groups informed
about what you are doing and why you are doing it.

2. Involve community leaders and other appropriate individuals
and groups in participating in your program.

3. Find out who is opposed or neutral toward your program and why,
and either win them over to your side or ignore them.

4. Work for those who work with you. Help individuals and groups
who are assisting you in your program.

5. Encourage teachers to use community people in the classroom
when their experience, background, or training will provide additional
insights for the students.

6. Cive public recognition and awards to the teachers and admini-
strators who are involved in your program.

7. Invite people to visit the classrooms where your program is
well-taught. The desire to emulate a program often beains with seeing
it in action.

8. Occupational orientation programs have some built-in advantages
for getting parents interested in what is going on in the classroom.

9. Coordinate your occupational orientation program in thP schools
with other programs in the community. Human resource development
takes place outside the school as well as in the classroom.

PEP 8/70
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PRESENTATTON Al'JEJ EVT.,UAr'-!'TCN

Dr. Ben A. Yor-mark, Direotc_:

Vocational Education, Highline Public Schools, Seatt:e

I think I would be very presumptuous in trying to bring abcut

summary of the events that have occurred during the last five f.ays.
Actually, each of you sitting here has your own filtering system as

to how you accepted the ideas and the presentations that have been

made to you during the last several days and that -1:iltering system

is certainly based on your own experiences. I know that at coffee
time, in talking to several of you, you thought that the strength
of this workshop was that a real, sincere attempt was made to bring
together a heterogeneous group so that you could exchange ideas,

and as far as I'm concerned, we certainly have been successful In

doing this.

I am sure that some of you will he leaving today with por,sibly

two pages of notes, a lot of doodles on them--I'm sure that a
number of you will be leaving with about 30 pages of notes. Again,

in looking over some of your shoulders, looking at your note page:-1:,

I've noticed a little star or an arrow towards a Particular item.

I have a feeling that you will go back, dictate your notes of the
conference, and these starred ideas will be adapted within the
framework that fits your area, that fits to your experiences, and
I think you have every right to consider it as an innovative prog- am.

You will have taken a seed from this seminar--as you all know,
the word "seminar" does come from the Greek "to seed; to seed an
idea"--and.now that this is what has occurred during the time

that you've I-A*n here.

In looking toward a critique or an evaluation of the institute,

you know we all kind of slay the Monday morning quarterback, and I
have a feeling that every single one of you, at some time during this

week, has had some thoughts running through your mind--you know--"If

I were running this conference, this I would have done. Well, you
know, Art performed the courtesies as far as I personally am con-

cerned, in call3ng me--oh, several months ago--with his preliminary
program--in fact, as I recall, he sent me a copy of it, and as I

further recall, I did make some notations--I don't recall now

whether we talked over the telephone, or if I actually sent him

something. I guess he must have taken some of my thoughts into
consideration, because Sunday night when I looked at the program,

it sure looked good! So he must have! You know, though, today,

I would still like to play the Monday morning quarterback and if we
could roll back the program, I think that because of the experience
of the last five days--I don't know how you feel about it, but I

think I would have liked to do some things a little differently. To

begin with, I think I'm the only speaker who has been with you

during the entire conference. I think that these very good men that
we have had with us are missing something--there is something of
theMselyes that I would think that they could not give to you because

of the fact that they were here for such a short period of time.
1.27
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tLe of 2..nvitihTi

ehtixe am suzE, that
T:hat hs or: TI-:e

U512. have caoha an awful lOt t ;Jacinq anc:

in ;2...-In(!aL up that list)--L'
coc.L laa ,=:ained mu,:h if

tica rfith CL.cry_ I'm .sure -there were

as far as aLoad blocks are concerned, and it would te valuable t-
us zo und rstand his praprity systems, He might alo Lave gaine.'i,

f/:oft this group some 1,.lieas Enat possibly he didn't ,L;onsidei.

think that the intere'hange of ideas is extremely imDel:tant. 1 think

that: is one of the most significant things that came Oat from th,.s
conference; I thint we all knew this befoie we c.F.me, and yet 1 guess

tis kind of format is expected by the United States T3ut

you know, we just don't. have the kind of devioe yet to use the Lrue
potential of a group like this. I think that we can see tci i.e If we

put what has occur:Led in the "show and tell" portion of our s.r:,,4ram.
There are so many people here who have had experiences that they
would like to bounce off of others with similar iinterests. Too 1:Jad

we could not eke out just a few more of these corftributions.
Wouldn't it be wonderful If we could find a method whe_reby we could
utilize the full pctentfel and interest of a grouTD such as thi.s-:

PossibLy it -_:ould be an objective and direction for a futiare

institute, We have just scratched the surface of the ':Jotentlal
that is here.

in going over my notes of the sneakers, I think we h:we done
pretty well in looking at yesterday and lcokin.;4 at today. I think
that in our presentations this morning, we had the first indications
of what we might like to do in our tomorrows. I would hope that
it would have been a possibility to take a little more time for the
tomorrows, because I think this is really one of the problem areas
that we have to deal with in educational planning. There is this
whole problem of forecasting, of trying to get some sort of impression

as to what tomorrow is all about. Those like you who have planning
responsi:Dilities--this is where our real contribution should be.

You know how forecasting is typically done. We are talking About
tomorrow's sales and manpower forecasting. On this invisible black-
board that I have in front of me, we have the perpendicular lines--
the vertical beirig events, the horizontal being time. If we would
disperse events on this chart, typically, in forecasting, a trend
line is drawing to reflect tie movement of these events up to the
present and typically a. dotted line is used as a direct extension
of the trend. If- the environment is such that we feel optimistic,
the dotted trend line will reflect about a 15-degree increase above
the trend--if the environment is pessimistic, we will more than
likely extend the dotted line at about 15 degrees decrease. Look

at the terrible assumption that we make: that apparently looking
to tomorrow is based on the yesterdays and the todays. I thnk
that looking to tomorrow by only looking at today is a poor premise
upon with to base our planning. How many have read Peter Drucker's
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book, out the last year or two, called Age of Discontinuity? It

is not the easiest thing to read. If you are looking for a
landmark piece of literature, though, I would suggast you take

a look at it. What Drucker is suggesting is that looking to
tomorrow with the technology moving the way that it has been, with
society moving the way that it has been, we lust can't look toward
a continuation of the trend line as really being an indice of
something. He contencls we have to look toward a discontinuity--
that there won't be a line, solid or dotted, but there might be
something completely different that would take off on the third
axis or fourth axis or fifth axis, if such a think is possible:
that it might be a mushroom rather than a line. Now, I am sure
that yonr parents and their parents have probably made a similar
remark--tomorrow to them was an ambiguity. I am sure it was true
at that time, but I think that the rapidity and mass of change
that we are involved with could very well enable us to say at the
present time that change appears to be snowballing at such a rate
that we have to stretch our thinking into looking toward an ambiguity
that goes beyond a trend line in order to get some sort of a feel
as to what is ahead of us. You all are educational leaders and
you should go out of your way to develop a tolerance for ambiguity.

There have been a number of thins that have been covered
this past week. One can be the problem area that I will identify
as our value system. If we haa a sociologist on our panel, we
could spend some time with the theories on occupations. We
could look at white collar workers and blue collar workers as being
on a different level than cther types of workers. This appears
to be ingrown into our culture. I think if we. look to the possi-
bility of discontinuity, here is a p: 1.ce where a change really
might really occur. Somebody brough p in our discussions this
morning the value system regarding c rette smoking. Think
back ten years as to the change our ture has made in viewing
cigarette 5moking. What did it takc ,A) bring this About? It

took the use of mass media. It tool all that Madison Avenue
had to offer to counter the Madison Jenue of the tobacco industry.
It took action and counter-action tc bring this value system
change dbout.

I notice in a number of the booklets that were passed around
today, publications of the ASCD (Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development). I have been very fortunate this past
year in that I am, and will be, involved for the next two years
serving on a national commission dealing with occupational prepara-
tion. Remember that this is an academic organization, not a
vocational organization. We are not looking toward putting out a
booklet; we are looking to a program of meeting with the Cronkites
and Prinkleys and actually trying to institute mass media as one
approach of trying to change a value system problem. This certainly
can be looked upon as trying to change the future and not being
dependent upon a trend line as to what we have today.
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ee ee,7 eoer..i.z.-ezHeee ;nee

chis aLee ;:ak,e the leeLl

iS LeA.
7.no r.)biem ther2 iO ,ehen we Pee. ee
There mighL bE, :-.,erieeLeine en the e'er': neer :e..e.c.ere :Lac. m1.101:

that prerogaeive awey from us. There might re :-;omc diieerenee
of feeIing in this ,le:-oup in looking to competition as a pius ,
mieus,

We seem co seereotype so many idreae, foY eXaMPle, during
the meetings this week, the uee of the eerm "enione'.. Sever:al
used a negative stereotype of that term. I do noi now hoe! maLe
of you follow the "Wall Street Journal", but dlAtitip ehe las:
faw monehsetl-le- ',eve been see.,era.1 (eearc.L

Uniced Auto Worere in pree. _ee ee.ee.
General Motors i am intrigued with r.Le taet that a numbee
of the old-time unioe leaders he.ve beeeme very eoncel-ned neceese
ehere 7! a ;2,,rowing epE.eentage of workers who doe'c.
.r_eeeoleye, They rot: in eee
meet, J..f you please, enel some youth, some fresh relei.eJzeLeye, is
evcOeeing and developing They hav... EGE time on theLr sree
there might be a decade from now a stereotype ol unions entirev
different from whet yeu perceive rodey. What implicatiens wiAl
this have as far as c7tiaz: e do and don'e do how we eereei
occupational preparation? I gave that as e eingle example;
certainly many others could be brought forth.

I don't know hot.; many fans of Marshall McCluhan we have
in the group. I think we really have to put on filter as far
as going through some, ,ofethematerial published by this very
prolific man, One of his ideas that has impressed me--again
in this very difficult area of foreeasting--he contends that
we look to the art form--we see in the inhibited artist that
which ser,/es as a forecast of things to come. I don't know
how original this idea is, but let us 'lust consider the "hippy"
movement, for lack of anything better to call it. What is the
hippy movement going to do as far as the value system is con-
cerned, in the way they look at the concept of work? We have
all been brought up under a protestant ethie toward work as
being good, and.I think there seems to be, in many different
respects, a new culture evolving that might change this con-
cept I do not know if it will grow. If it does, this has,
I think, some rather interesting implicationsl it is a culture
of non-work.. What is our Tederal government doing as far as
some of the legislation which is encouraging this? Is this
good or is this bad? What implications will this have tor your
educational planning--occupational preparatton? I think this
is the question you should ask.
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What skill ser,1"entln will we have in t}-le net tan c;1:'

fifteen years? In t'_11:ough my files last n7intr., note

that the Seattle Bar scolation is 7ivinq ser:.e

'_warJ1 t. developent 17rc:,-ra .

We kicw wl:at has 11,7i_mned ta the n=sing fiolc ia,st

t,.:entv x7ears as far as ii .7,nmentat1c)a is -oncere-- a n1.17ctber

of new job titles, Lire 'nagazine, about a menth ago, (.1s7I-eed

a doctor's assistant, a segmentation of the medical field work.

In how many other fields have w-e_ seen this sort of thing occur?
Maybe one of the answers to the rapidly moving technology is not

to have our students invest so much of their time in preparation.
rly dad was a watchmaker; he spent a seven-year apprenticeship in

th,2 old country This is :;.omething of the past_ Mave it would

be better to develop a work force which does not have that deep a

commitment to an area,

would like to mention the final problem here in regard to

looking toward the future. This is the problem of dealing with

change I think we all, being in the Particular business that we

are, wou).d contend that we are change agents, that we understand,
and yet. if vou really look inwardly within yourself, yo,1 will

find vou are what you are and clet the present cxood sala.y.:y that

you are getting because of the experience base that yo:a have devel-

oped, and a rapid change is going to threaten that experience base.

It is going to threaten the persnn you see as yourself 1 thin]:

our young, I think all of the work force has faced similar problems.

What does this do, or what implciations does this have in our devel-
oping K through 12 material as to what the "world of work" is all

about?

would like to close, if I can, with a quote from a card that
have used a number of times in presentations,, It is something

said by Mr, W, Willard Wirtz, Secretary of Labor several years back:

"A job used to he, almost universally, something a man
expected to do the rest of his life, Often he inherited
it from his father, and his family name frequently came

from the craft Or his lifetime work was dictated for
him by the accident of his hirth near a particular field

or mine or seacoast or forest or factory or mill. Yet

suddenly a man's work has beceme directly geared to the
developments of a science he neither controls nor under-

stands, and therefore fears.
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CCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

GROUP I
August 3, 1970

IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS OR ROAD BLOCKS TO CAREER ORIENTATION AND
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Group agreed to accr,:pt as a starting point for discussion the problems

in Occupational Orientation as enumicated by Dr. Clary.

I. ATTITUDE: Teacher and administrators need to accept need for Occupational

Orientation. Without their involvemerit it will not be meaningful. There

is a need to change attitudes before "method and techniques" are developed.

Community is going to have to be sold first before implementation of a

program. Parents feel that teachers and counselors will lock students

into specific vocations (which was first the fault of the administration).

Since we as educators orientated the public that "everyone has to have

a college education" in the first place, we can by the same token reversel

this attitude.

Parents involvement: Advisory council, this group will hear all kinds

of problems, will disseminate information more effectively than adminis-

tration can.

Professional vocational educator has to have attitude revised. Title of

"Careers" can include all vocations and be more successful. Vocational

educators have to be flexible.

Attitude of business community is important factor in developing orienta-

tion program.

SHOULD OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION BE COMPULSORY?

Discussion - It should be worked into all areas of curricula. Specific

career classes can also be held but do not be so narrow in

our thinking by limiting it to a specialized course.

Rebuttal: - Not every teacher could handle this well, however.

Group - Agrees that every student should be provided with opportunity

to have career orientation whether it be through a specialized

course or not.
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II. PERSONNEL: One problem with personnel is lack of merit system. Until
teachers are well-informed in this area, they will not feel comfortable
in teaching in this area. It is difficult for changes to be made in
curriculum development in teacher training program. Teacher educators
should be informed of the thinking of this Institute to take back to
their institutions of higher learning.

Teachers can improve by coordinaring their curriculum as it is related
to other fields.

Successful orientation program will depend on the "teachers." All
(elementary, secondary,.vocational and counselor) teacher should be capable
of vocational orientation.

Paid 1n-service training for teacher is necessary and more effective way
to get into a career orientation program.

[II. MONEr: Resourse people from community can be used. Pupil/counselor
ratio should be reduced. We should take a look at teacher "use of time."
Need more true research in discovering ways to do a better job.

Money is not entire answer in this area. Substantial financial support
should be given to in-service training.

IV. TIME: Scheduling is a big problem.

Good results have cc-e about by teachers who are willing to do extrai
cpr.k and by giving more time than is required. This burden should hot

be carried by a few.

The teachers could use "time" to teach students skills as well as teach-
ing them to be capable of going out into life and/or on to college.

We are tied to tradition, hourly restriction, etc. by State Board require-
ments.

Middle school is advantageous.

V. PROGRAM: Ways orientation has been coniucted as not been getting the
job done. Communities do not know what each other is doing. Need for
bettec communication. Research results could be made known.

VI, COMMUNICATION: Do we communicate as well as other areas of education?

Do we write as well?

People who write about their programs will "Love the money."
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAMS

IMPLEMENTIVE CURRICULA PROGRAMS IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT

August 4, 1970

I. INTRODUCTORY ACTION

A. Selection of key personnel to put in workshop (counselors, teachers,
administrators, Directors of Schools, coordinators, etc.)-

1. Contact leaders of industry and labor leaders.

2. Select advisory committee from community, people including parents.

3 Educational leaders and consultants.
4. Employment Security Commission.
5. Include students.

B. neeting held for Orientation on Career Development with school

personnel.

1. Sl_atement t,,at past education has not been effective.

2. Planning sessions to deteratine aims and objectives and neQ.c7.s.

C. Meeting with irdustrial leaders for recommendations.

1. Industrial leaders reintorced need for better trained personnel.

2. Attitudes
3. Standards
4. Communicative skills
5. Employer-employee relationships

D. Field trips by education people to Industry.

II. DEVELOP CURRICULUM TO WEAVE CAREER ORIENTED MA2E2IAL INTO ALL AREAS OF
EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE 1 - 12.

III. WORKSHOPS TO TPAIN ALL PERqGNNEL TO BE INVOLVED. (IN-SERVICE)

IV. ACTUAL IMPLEMENTATION BY SCHOOL PERSONNEL

V. EVALUATION AND FOLLOW-UP
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAMS

August 6, 1970 - Group I
SUMMARY

IDEAS THAT WERE AGREED UPON IN OUR GROUP:

-I. Tap community resource person who are willing to help and get involved
in developing programs in career development.

IL. Assign person in industry and community to head advisory council commi-
ttees who will help develop vocational educational planning.

Invite counselors outside the field of education - who will bring
industry concepts to vocational programs.

IV. Take teams from different schools for career training. These teams
will develop plans for their own schools. These team members will
become leaders in their own schools. The state (or university) will
provide consultants who would provide help for on-going programs.

V. Free a counselor or qualified motivated person to Career Orientation
programs, in the systems.

VI. Counselor training, pre of post, should include work experiences in
industry. Teachers should be encouraged to work in industry, too.
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

GROUP II

August 3, 1970

PROBLEMS AND ROAD BLOCKS IN IMPLEMENTING THIS OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM.

I. ROADBLOCKS

A. Expression or impression of disinterest by pupils.

B. Lack of orientation at elementary level.

C. Teachers lack of ability to deal with individual differences.

D. Teachers lack of background in other than "teaching."

E. Lack of teaching techniques in terms of learning skills.

F. Lack of involvement of learner and community in determining what should

be taught.
G. Many teachers do not understand how people learn.

H. General ignorance of the objectives of vocational education K-12.

I. Teachers are not adequately preparing themselves to functicl effec-

tively.
J. Teachers are not provjded the incentive to improve themselves

appropriately.
K. Inadequate pre-service training.
L. Youngsters generally do not understand themselves.

M. "Lock step" education process hinders career development and the

education of the whole individual.
N. Lack of clear concept of what career development is.

0. Present career orientation is offered in too superficial a manner.

P. Lack of teacher involvement in-preparation of material.

Q. Lack of confidence in involving teacher in development of material.

PROGRAM PLAN ROADBLOCKS

A. Lack of framework for career development in curriculum.

B. Lack of high rating in priority of total education.

C. Priorities shift with funclAng of programs.

D. Programs too often are built on "soft" federal monies.

E. Priorities and time allocations do not balance out.

F. Programs planning is done on the basis of Carnegie Unit instead of

the needs of the individual and the labor market.

G. There are presently too many alternatives to legitimant career work

that our society accepts.
H. We are not using the resources of the community in our career orienta-

tion programs.
I. Administrators are reluctant to involve the community in program

planning.
J. Advisory committees are too often used as a formality rather than

as a real functioning organ of planning and evaluation.

K. Small pressure groups too often carry excessive influence in the

planning and implementation of programs.
L. Lack of knowledge of how much solid or committed funds are available

hinders long range program planning and development.



OCCUPATION ORIENTATION PROGRAMS

IMPLEMENTIVE CURRICULA PROGRAMS IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT

August 4, 1970

I. OBJECTIVES

A. Develop a positive self-concept.
B. Learning an appropriate role for male and female.
C. Learning skills of inquiry.
D. Identifies with workers and concept of work.

F.,FrAq?A 7-entA.,11

1?EtriOts?f,,,z.e,-

_gccupation

0

Citizen 7anily Avocation

A

II. INTRODUCTION

Recognizing the national concern for occupational education and
in keeping with the aims and objectives of the 1968 Amendments to the
Vocational Education Act, a career oriented curriculum should be developed
in our school district.



III. SOLUTIONS TO THE ROAD BLOCKS IN SELLING A CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

A. Cite, accrued district benefits.
B. Use of media (press, etc.), hire professional help.

C. Obtain committment of each sub-group or parts of advisory groups

to pledge money, time, and resources toward the development of

prograaas.

D. SOFT program - Student Occupational Field Training. Assign students

to a day with a tradesman to develop an understanding of the work

and the worker (Implement industrial contact program).

E.,'Student data made available to staff including teachers.

F. Distribute materials such as "I've taught in all" to teachers on

a regular.
G. Utilize group dynamics, type workshops which allow for inter-action.
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAMS

August 6, 1970 - Group II

SUMMARY

We recognize a need for less criticism and more action with a willing-

ness to innovate.

We recommend the creation of system readiness before attempting imple-

mentation of new and unique programs. This might be done through in-service

activit7 cutting across subject matter lines an a horizontal basis to promote

career development programs in education K-12. Then start working vertically

involving teachers of various 1Q!vels and subject areas by having them work

together resulting in better perspective of their responsibilities in contri-

buting to the development of all the needs of their students.
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

GROUP III

August 3i 1970
IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS OR ROAD BLOCKS TO CAREER ORIENTATION

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATI01:'

I. Terminology and Semantics: Some parents (and others) catzegorize vocational

courses as being for someone else's children.

II. Personnel:

A. Vocational teachers are own roadblock in terms of image, self esteem,

B. Teachers lack of background and or training in world of work.

C. Teacher trainers, as above, no philosophical base for teaching.

D. Counselors, as above, degree and certification problems, lack of time

because of other duties, lacking in nuMber, group guidance infre-

quently.

E. Administrators, as above, burdened with pressures of full schedules,

reports, and state requirements.

III. Pr-)gram:

A. Should orientation be a class or integrated w±th academ.4.c subjects.

B. Vertical articulation not effected.

C. Categorization of "disadvantaged" and "handicapped" created problem.

D. Money is a problem.

E. No clearly defined philosophy at any level.

IV. Community Relationships:

A. Lack of community involvement.

B. Lack of knowledge of employer - employee relationship an part of

students.

C. No survey of occupations and resource people.

D. Lack of availability of,jobs because of problems with union regula-

tions, labor laws, and liability.

V. Students:

A. Lack of commonality of background.

B. Academically oriented.
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OCCUPATION ORIENTATION PROGRAMS

IMPLEMENTIVE CURRICULA PROGRAMS IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT

August 4, 1970

I. PHILOSOPHY

We believe that introduction to careers should he part of a K-12

Continuim. It must include a total involvement of all curricular areas,

all administrative staff, students, and the community. The orientation

should broadly cover all levels from entry level jobs to professional.

II. SUGGESTED ACTION STEPS

A. Secure a person with leadership ability to sell the need.

B. Develop an advisory group consisting of teachers,. counselors, adminis-
trators, students, and community to determine prócedures.

C. Pre-service work-shop, possibl,, 7e planning grant;

n ,-LgraM.

E. Full impl4mentation.

F. Employ strong coordinator to assure contance and organization of
content.
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

August 6, 1970 - Group III

SUMMARY

I. PHILOSOPHY

We believe that introduction to careers should be part of a K-12

Continuim. It must include a total involvement of all curricular areas,

all administrative staff, students, and the community. The orientation

should broadly cover all levels from entry level jobs to professional.

II. MAINTAINING VERTICAL INTEGRATION

It is imperative that the Jr. high program be developed with full

articulation between the K-6 and Jr. high as well as between the Sr.

high program. We visualize the approach as two triangles placed together

to form a diamond shape. The bottom point of the diamond indicates that

the student in early childhood education has a limited but specific

perception of the World of Work. The elementary "vocational awareness"

program would seek to broaden the sensory and informational base of the

primary and intermediate grade child.

At the Jr. high level the broadening process would be reinforced

and extended with an emphasis being placed on "hands on" activities.

For some students the narrowing toward a specialization may start.

For others the exploration would continue into high schor,1. Obviously

a gray area of individually varying width would exist .-incture.

III. SUGGESTED A=ON STEPS

A. Secure a person with leadeJ.ship ability to sell the need.

B. Develop an, advisory group consisting of teachers, counselors,
administrators, students, and community to determine procedures.

C. Pre-service mult-session work-shop, possibly secure planning grant.

1. Establish incentive (credit, pay, released time)

2. Use human relations approach to establish harmonious working

relationship.
3. Develop Jr. High career development curriculum.

a. Define local needs - surveys, manpower information, etc.

b. Draw up tentative plan.
c. Bring in consultants who have established successful programs.

d. Finalize trial plan.
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D. Pilot Program

D. Evaluate and revise

F. Full implementation

G. Employ strong coordinator to assure continuance and organization

of content.
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

GROUP IV
August 3, 1970

IDENTIFYING PROt-ZMS OR ROAD BLOCKS TO CAREER ORIENTATION
AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mutual Agreement: Focus on things we have most hope for accomplishments,
mcz:t proud of.

Involvement of learner, parents, and community.

Realistic approach to teachers, their expertise and
how to use this. Best channels for getting together
on contributions of each grade level and area toward

K-12, etc.

Sterling Peter3on: Oversees individual arts program - construction shop,

communication shop, etc.

Stanfront schools: General Mills Toy Business, 30 kids, Honeywell -
$50,000. Send their own top management, photogra-
phers, chef, cafeteria.

Work Experience Career Exploration: 1/2 day and school 1/2 day. Kids
working in Interstate Commerce.
Will have 15. Opportunities for
community, such as opportunity
to help, work opportunity center -
designed for drop-outs, boys and girls
together, rotate through.

Lots of experiences - Business

Gene Wiese: Five Jr. High Schools - 7 through 9.
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Del Valdez: More effective department head, rural background counselors busy
with record, try to think what teachers want not so much talk, work with us.

A new program last year of mini classes. The classes were two hours,

twice a week, for 1/2 credit, tauerht in vocational oriented classes after

school. It was a voluntary attendance and the students were exposed to

vocational programs. 1200 students signed up for the mini classes.

First Objective: Help education teacher redirect thinking. This year

department heads polled students "150% more realistic."

Most popular vocational area is in business education, and health

occupations, placed on the job.

Don Simmons: Wide experience as general vocational consultant with state
department. Been in 800 school buildings. Iowa program is now career educa-

tion. Interested in staff attitudes. This fall welll do group counseling.

Staff attitudes: K-12 awareness - challenge most important aides to
teacher in classroom involve teacher education institutions.

Jesse Jon2s: 16th year, stayed in shop as counselor for 16 years. St. Louis

scoreboard every teacher, every parent, every student involved with work-

study program "Stigma of Dumping Ground". Boy or girl computer training

excelled in math.

Barbara Sorenson: Jr. High counselor, exemplory. Complete testing program

in connection with English. No letter grades, levels "works on occupations",
"want-ads" top research. Occupation implemented in Social Studies what

they do has dignity. Master Teaching Schedule - helping students make deci-

sions and set goals for themselves, make changes. Parent .7:esources - one

father is an interviewer. One field trip weekly.

Talked with parents about past high schools plans. One unit in basic

personal up-dating. Interest gradually spread.

Maury Guptill: Never certain on high school or jr. high. Talked a lot with
kids in homes, assigned teacher to visit, trying to get teacher involved

team thinking.

Lee Cavnar: Developmental in nature. How are you to help them on different

levels?

Tom Williams: Innovate, write proposals. Title I Coordinator, 17 year olds

6th grade. Eight guides, Multi-cluster occupations, grouping by age rather

than grade, 3-6 years to get through, self-understanding through contest,

work sheet, occupations, through town.



OCCUPATION ORIENTATION PROGRAMS

IMPLEMENTIVE CURRICULA PROGRAMS IN CAREER DEVELOPmENT

August 4, 1970

I. PROCEDURES

A. Invite counselors outside the field of education - who will bring
industry concepts to vocational counseling and vocational programs.

B. Tap community resource persons who are willing to help and get involved
in developing programs in career development.

C. Prior to certification, counselor training should include work
experience in industry. Teachers should be encouraged to work in
industry, too.

D. Take teams from different schools for career training. These teams
will develop plans for their own schools. These team metbers will
become leadsrs in their own'schools. The state (or university)
will provide consultantJ who would provide help for on-going pro-
grams.

E. Consider eliminatina the word "model". "Model" appears better than
a program. A model-is temporary. St. Louis no longer has Mode.1
Cities - just a city to improve.

F. Assign persons in industry to head advisory council committees
who will help develop vocational educational planning.

G. Free a counselor from coordinate vocational education orograms in
the systems.
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

August 6, 1970 - Group IV

SUMMARY

We recommend citizen and/or staff committees charged with study and
plans for establishing a unified educational program.

We believe that combined planning for a comprehensive career develop-
ment plan (1(-12) must be considered an essential element of the total edu-

cational program. We believe the criteria proposed by Dr. Tennyson would
be valuable basis for developing such a program.

Whatever the starting point for such a program, the involvement of stu-
dents, community, is vital. With reference to the early grades, the stress
on attitudes basic to self-worth and a good understanding of the world of

work are critical.

In the Jr. high years, youngsters are most curious &bout the adult
world, the decision thwwill be making and things they nded to know to make
those decisions. They must understand that education is vital in prepar-
ing for a successful career at.any level. At this .time the world of work
needs to be introduced on the broadest possible scale, with as much explora-
tiqn as possible into the real experiences related to the world of work.
Its a time when young people are becoming more independent and a crucial
time to explore and experience the world of work, the society and economic

system', that will permeate their lives.

Advisory Committees must be Structured to take-real responsibility, for
goals, direction and widespread community involvement and support for the
career development plan. :people who are genuinely involved will insure the
success of the program.

We further recommend that the Institute brass work on an inventory
participants involved in significant. programs in this area. (Survey

attached)



OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRMS

GROUP V
August 3, 1970

IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS OR ROAD BLOCKS TO CAREER ORIENTATION
AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

. ATTITUDES

A. Reservation on the part of some as to whether the junior high level
is the appropriate time to initiate the Occupational Orientation
Program.

B. Shouldn't the need of the student be the criterion as to when is2+3...1*
the most effective time to initiate such a program.

C. NegatiP at'Ll_tude of parents towa.z7d certain areas of vocation are
defini=e prtLlertls.

Emphasis on grading by parents, teachers and students.

D. Increasing =mphasis on academic achievements by some ..;lchools.

Apathy towards changes on the part of school's adminiztrators, teachers,
Board of Education and the community.

E. Lack of vocational experience and knowledge on the part of our
instructional staff.

F. Lack of effective communication between vocational educators and
the community.

PROGRAMS'

A. Need to have administrators, counselors, andthe total.staff to be
involved in planning the program.

Rigid program guides.

B. Misuse of tests.

Need to clarify what this orientation program will include with the
students it will involve.

C. Question as to the need and extent of this orientation program before
the junior high level.

D. How to motivate or reach the students in need before they drop out
of school because of boredom or other causes.

E. Need to structure the program that would be most relevant to the
child at the level of his interest.

F. Inflexible school schedule, grading system, and tradition, are otr
blocks.
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III. PERSONNEL

A. Need to clarify the kind of personnel desired to handle the occu-

pational orientation program effectively.

B. Need for in-service trainind to update, the upgrade perSonnel.

Teadher educators need to be involved in preparing personnel.

IV. TIME

A. Need to resolve probi,m di roviding alditional time needed by

teachers, administrat,7=s, =id esDeciaIly students.

B. Prdolem relating to t:_-_77nsrc:rta--__Dn of students tnat =ght be

needed for program.

C. Need for more flexible sd: sdulLza:: of student tima.

V. MONEY

A. Priorities for funding.



OCCUPATION ORIENTATION PROGRAMS

IMPLEMENTIVE CURRICULA PROGRAMS IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT

August 4; 1970

I. DEVELOP PHILOSOPHY OF A CAREER DEVELOPMEC 'ROGRAM

Values to be identified by considering existing policy and programs
or establishing a study committee to formulate a policy.

INITIATE PILOT PROGRAM IN SELECTED SCHOOLS

Selection of schools to be determined by a study committee with

Doa-d anproval.

III. SELECTED SCHOOLS SET UP A PLANNIN-3 COMMITTEE

A. Identify educational views.
B. Develop behavioral objectives.
C. Establish evaluation procedures.

IV. SELECT COORDINATOR AND PERSONNEL FOR PROGRAM IN EACH SCHOOL AND PROVIDE

TRAINING OF PERSONNEL

V. DETERMINE LEARNING EXPERIENCES

T

A. Direct, indirect, and simulated experiences.
B. Provide vocational materials through resource centers.
C. Structured group experiencm in interpersonal relationships.
D. Subject disciplines related to the world of work.

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
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OCCUPATILNA ORIENTATION PROGRAM

GROUP V

August 6, 1970 - Group V

SUMMILIRY

1. The group session meetings provided opportunity for members
to share ideas and answers.

2. The conclusions of the group however, was that we could
have accomplished more had we understood -the objectives
of the group sessions more clearly.

3. The group recommends the attached outline of procedure for
the implementation of the career development program.

4. The program should not be offered as a separate course
but it should be integrated as a part of the total school
curriculum.

5. There should be a coordinator selected for each school to
coordinate the program with the entire faculty.
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROG1.

GROUP VI

August 3, 1970

IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS OR ROAD BLOCKS TO CEEI 'RIENTATION AND
VOCATIONt,L EDUCATION

I. PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

A. .?arents feel vocational education 1,s terminaJ and not for all students.

B. College oriented, community attitudes.

C. Unions oppose.young people becoming orimted t t=ades.

D. Background of family toward gainful employmemt (remaining on welfare).-

E. Attitudes of teachers within a school or sysr toward career education.

F. Cultural and economic programs cause "attitle" Ohanges in children.

G. Communications - selling programs to student_, parents, community,
and administration, teachers.

H. Hc-1 to make vocational education "pretigeous".

I. Adequately trained personnel who are interested in career education.

J. Lack of "appreciation for work" on part of students.

K. Rigid curriculum requirements.

L. Lack of exploratory courses in high.school.

M. Money - state or federal monies coming:at "inconvenient" times not
coordinated with District fiscal year.

N. Responsibilities of teachers - training institutions in preparing
personnel who can direct or teach "career orientation".

0. Appropriate guidance or instructional materials - up-to-date, etc.

P. Commitment of Board of Education and administrators to career orienta-
tion.

tglp
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OCCUPATION ORIENTATION PROGRAMS

IMPLEMENTIVE CURRICULA PROGRAMS IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT

August 4, 1970

Determine a follow-up of students to show what high school students

and/or graduates are doing and the need for a Career Development program.

II, LEADERSHIP AND IN-SERVICE

Gain approval to implement program and obtain a leader who may be

a principal, counselor, teacher, etc.

Involve specific groups of people:

Ao Board of Education
B. Administrators
C. Teachers-Counselors
D. Parents
E. Laymen

ITI. COMPONENTS

A. Physical plant
Bo Staff
C. Funding
Do Long-range planning

IV. DETERMINE GOALS, BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES .-. TEACHERS

WILL NEED HELP FROM CONSULTANTS AND RESOURCE PEOPLE.

Vo DESIGNING THE CURRICULUM

A. Cooperative work with specialist and teachers.

VI. EVALUATION

What happens to students? Is there a change in values, aims, self-

esteem?
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

August 6, 1970 - Group VI

Review existing programs and activities -- establish a Study Committee.

Start with one individual to introduce the plan to an interested Jr. High
school principal, teachers, and student. (Pilot program to start in one

school.) This is a future move toward K-12

General Career Orientation is assembly type sessions and must have an out-

standing speaker.

Implicate through Teaching aids:

I. Films
II. Slides/taped combination

III. Informative pamphlet
IV. Invite former students now employed, to speak to classes

Small class/groups sessions would then follow with guidance counselor,
interested teachers, and oriented career co-ordinator, sharing the individual
class session responsibility, on a pre-determined regular schedule. (Will

vary according to local situation)

Example: One day per week in 8th or 9th grade, involve classes for one

year.

Note: WE MUST HAVE TEACHERS THAT CARE ABOUT STUDENTS.
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

August 6, 1970 - Group VI

SUMMARY

I. Problems are rather common to eadh area represented.

II. A design for a program could have value to each area with certain

modifications to tailor it for specific empaimentation.

III. Funding is necessary in order to implement programs.

IV. Procedural plans are of necessity to be tailored to meet

individual localities.

V. Any program to be beneficial should be phased both upward and down-

ward from the junior high level to eventually be K-12.

VI. Total involvement of faculty must brought about if program is to'

be successful.

VII° Help promote meaningful curriculum at teacher and counselor

preparation institutions.

VIII. Redirect educational philosophy for teachers - make it relevant.

IX. Create an awareness of.the world of work in the total community.

X. Student-centered plans - create the importance of occupational

choice and preparation.

XI. Accountability has to be an integral part of any adopted program.
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

GROUP VII

August 3, 1970

IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS OR ROAD BLOCKS TO CAREER ORIENTATION
AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Our group chose to begin with the roadblock classification presented

by Dr. Clary earlier. ATTITUDES, PROGRAM, PERSONNEL, FUND, TIME. Discussion

and exchange of ideas brought out the following:

I. Major attitude concerns and influences to consider:

A. Public
B. Congressional influences
C. Teadher
D. Student
E. Boards of Education
F. Administrators
G. Parents
H. "College bound" concept
I. The terminology vocational education
J. Community college "open door" policies
K. Priorities

II. Major program considerations:

A. The advis4bi1ity of group orientation at the Jr high school level.

B. Do not want a pencil and paper type orientation program.
C. Urban needs are different than rural need in some cases.
D. We have a breakdown between theoretical and practical aspects of

orientation.
E. We must consider the desires and needs of students of Jr. high age.

F. Undesireability of locking students to a track.
G. .We should utilize industry help.
H. Jr. high program should be broad exploratory - across all field.

I. Program should include boys and girls.
J. Work experience has a contribution to make.
K. Elementary school must provide some occupational orientation.

L. Teachers must be involved with program planning and preparation.



Further discussion began to point out the difficulty of avoiding cross-
influences of the categories we started with and led to a liberalized
discussion which brought out these additional ideas.

The group agreed that for our purposes we would have to assume certain

things were being done at the elementary school level and that we were con-
cerned with grade levels 7, 8, and 9 as Jhe Jr. high school. It was further

agreed that much needs to be done in occupational orientation at the Jr, high

level. The point was made that some things'are being done but it appears

to be an uncoordinated piece meal approach in most instances.

We concluded the afternoonls activities by starting to identify some

goals we would set for a Jr0 high school occupational orientation program.
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OCCUPATION ORIENTATION PROGRAMS

IMPLEMENTIVE CURRICULA PROGRAMS IN CP,REER DEVELOPMENT

August 4, 1970

What do we want to do:

1. Design - we assume there is nothing or little done at elementary.

2. Methods of achieving objectives

a. A. V. Material
b. Role Playing
c. Interest Inventory
d. Interviewing - questionn4ires
e. Game Playing - simulated

Program or Course? What are the goals?
Agreed that we need a model of how to develop a program and

curriculum.
Try to build a systems approach on how to get this started.
What steps to take to cause change in your community.

a. Define - need - power structure - advisory committee
b. Design - how to function
c. Curriculum - who develops?
d. Implement - sequential? - Where?
e. Evaluation - up-date

4. Need to function on the Define and Design steps at this point.

5. Student needs, school needs and community needs we are consider-
ing as a pre-vocational level.

I. STUDENT NEEDS

A. Must be defined, must organize time and energy and must have an aware-

ness to the world of work.

B. Community involves people, organizations, students, faculty, and'

parents.

C. Ad Hoc Committee representing all segments of the community. May
need subcommittees, elementary, Jr. high, Sr. high, etc.

1. Who would organize this committee:
2. Power structure - Board of Education - Service Organization -

Administrators - Industry - State Vocational Advisory Committees -

Teachers.
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KIND OR PATTERN OF PROGRAM

A. To design, bring in educators, and lay people (ad Hoc)

B. Break down to task forces by areas of concern

C. Advisory committee
D. Elementary - general occupation orientation, field trips, speakers, etc.

Junior High
Senior High

III, CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

A. Educators task-force
B. Write curriculum
C. Facilities and equipment - introduction of program

D. Develop materials and resources

IV. A. Teacher training--(Pre- and in-service)

B. Introduction of program

C. Utilization of community and other resources

V. EVALUATION

A. Advisory Committee
B. Flexibility to change and improve
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MODEL FOR IMPLEMENTING JR. HIGH CAREER PROGRAMS

I ADVISORY
COUNCIL

LEGISLATION

GUIDANCE

SCHOOL BOARD

PEOPLE

ALL TEACHERS INDUSTRY ADMINISTRATION

PLANNING
TASK FORCE

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE'

INSERVICE TRAINING

TEACHERS

TOTAL JR. HIGH§cAllgER ORIENTATION PROGRAM
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1

CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURE

1.

BOARD OF EDUC. I

PLANNING -1L

COORDINATOR
t-

IADMINISTRATION

AD HOC
COMMITTEE

./

STUDENT NEEDS

take 'their

nelds

EDUCATORS lAY PEOPLE

TASK
FORCES

'TASK
FORCES

T.:1F. 1 TASKM1-372 :TIMS'
I 1 'TASfl

FORCES

CAREER PROGRAM

ITTEACHER I

ASK FORCES

IL
CURRICULUM

TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER
2ASK VORCES ASK FORCES TASK FORCES

TEACHER
ASK FORCES

IMPLEMENTATION

PRESSURE IWSERVICE

CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION
,
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

August 6, 1970 Group VII

SUMMARY

Group discussion made the following points:

I. Establish or organize study committee to determine the needs in the

local community for a career orientation education and opportunities.

Made a START. Involve total community. Dc not superimpose a program

on your staff. Utilize consultants and material from this -conference.

II. Set goals and objectives.

III. Study legislation for relationships, influences, and changes needed to

permit a workable Career Orientation provram in your district. Also,

study State Vocational Plan and other influence on utilizing the com-

munity resources for a work environment.

IV. As a group we would make the following recommendation:

A. The study committee should determine the sz-cpe (K-12) of the career

orientation program.

B. That career orientation wherever practical and possible should be

activity - hands on experience.
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OCCUPATIONAL T-RIENTATION PROGRAMS

GROUP V1II

(9)

(4)

1.

2.

PROBLEMS AND ROAD BLOCKS IN IMPLEMENTING THIS OCCUPATI_LNAL
ORIENTATION PROGRAM.

Attitudes - community understanding of world of work.

College orientation - in school and homes.

(8) 3; Lack of cpzprehension of vocational educat:Lon by staff and personnel.

(6) 4, 0,-alousy of faculty* - additional finding of time.

(4) 5. Tran9ient neighborhood* - student mpving.

(4) 6. L..strict organization - lack of proper lines of authA.ty.

(4) 7. :Lisplacement c teaohs by personnel department*.

(a) S. 2Lotivation of teachers to accept programs.

(7)

(4)

9.

10.

No identification of potential drop-outs.

No required multi-elective programs.

(5) 11. Inadequate, inflexible scheduling.

(4) 12. No extended day, work study, field trips*.

(4) 13. Unavilability of job opportunities.

(6) 14. Student attitude toward world of work*.

(4) 15. State education requirements*.

(6) 16. Adequacy of curriculum - comprehensive offerings..

(7) 17. Lack of student knowledge of vocational programs.
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAMS

IMPLENENTIVE CURRICULA PROGRAMS 7IN CAREER DEVELOPAENT

August 4, 190

Recognize broad scope of occupational educ.Ition by commult..L.t,/ involvement.

The community will include staff, parents; students, and '.'usiness. A sur-

vey c/i.: the community will determine the a3.ilability

I. STRATEGY - ORIENTATION OF STAFF BY:

A. Review of successful programs
B. Show results for students
C. Visit community Business
D. Involve student ideas
E. Involve teacher organizations

ORIENTATION OF PARENTS BY

A. Advisory committee made up of:
1. labor/management
2. Community Business
3,, Parents
4. Student cross section
5. School related organizations

B. Once a successful orientation has been conducted, identification
of behavioral objectives for each subject area will be developed

by the staff and student body.
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OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

August 6, 1970 - Group VIII

SUMMARY

I. rOAEBLOCKS TO IMPLEMENTATION OF OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION

k. State Regulations
a: Administration

Teaching Staff
Student Interest - Needs
Parental Aspirations
Job Opportunities

II. 5,1,:TION MODEL

k. Curriculum Needs

1. New philosophy
2. Statement of goals
3. Method of implementation

B. Orientation

1. Staff
2., Student
3. Community

C. Development of Measureable Behavioral Objectives

1. Attitudinal
2. Performance
30 Social/economic

D. Student Exploratory Experience and Activities

E. Implementation of Program

F. Program Evaluation
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GROUP SUMMARY REPORT

Tuesday, August 4, 1970

GROUP II

A number of concerns that we discussed have already been discussed;
however, we have taken somewhat of a different approach to this, we spent
a areat deal of time discussing the Corvallis plan and felt that it was a
valid one. We considered the problems of implementing it in each of our
districts and felt that really what we needed to do was remove the roadblocks
that we enumerated yesterday. So we started on the premise that recogniz-
ing the national concern for vocational education and in keeping with the aims
and objectives of the 1968 Act that a K-12 career oriented curriculum should
be developed in our school system. And then on that basis what are the
things that need to be done. Our approach was to overcome the roadblocks.
Now many of these schemes for removing the roadblocks have been already
discussed and I might just mention a number of the additional ones that were
mentioned in our groupr Of course one of the major roadblocks was the need
for a change in behavior of all persons involved in vocational education.
That involves the teachers, the supervisors, the administrators, the commu-
nity, everyone. So there is a massive problem there; and it was felt that
in improving this behavioral pattern that we should primarily develop a type
of group action that involves a feedback in intereaction among people in the
group, that is to say, as opposed to a lecture type o!! instruction. I think
that this was quite a major point. Also, it was felt that the use of media
on a day-in-day-out, year-in-year-out basis through the leadership of a
professional media person was necessary in order to croate and maintain the
appropriate image of all types of work. I think that this is the greatest
contribv_tion that our committee could make in addition to the other comments
that we have heard.

GROUP III

First let me say that'when Art put that on the board he had "Phil and
Stud Involvement" - Phil is suppose to stand for philosophy and stud for

student involvement. Let me say that we have here, strictly speaking, a
philosophy, but it's a belief - we felt we would like to get the first thing
down in our group - that we are really trying to accomplish. We believe.that
the introduction to careers should be part of a K-12 through 12 continuance.
It must include a total involvement and let me emphasize total involvement,
and that means of all curricuiar areas all administrators, staff, students,
and the community. We didnt put them in any particular order, but everybody
should be involved. The orientation should broadly cover all levels from
entry level jobs to professional level jobs. Before you can tackle any task
you would have to know what you are trying to accomplish, what you aims are,
and you should write down some goals, objectives, philosophy, or whatever
term you want to use--but you should have something to aim for. The second
report that I would like to make is talking, talking, and talking and nobody
mentioned student involvement. When we were gathering here at 3:30 we talked
alot about involvement, nobody specifically said student involvement.
We think,.I am guilty about this, and we think other people are, too, as
educators and Dr. Tennon mentfoned this morning, that we ol:ten talk down
and tell the kids what to do wthout asking them. So student involvement
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can mean a lot of things. We think that one of the earliest things on

each of those levels it wollld be very wise to have student involvement.

Our group would say that probably the best type of involvement is having
students actually sitting in on those groups. I think that you will find

that they have a lot to contribute and they also will t7link of things that

you have never thought of before and they'll tell you .;ust what they want.

Now you might not agree but at least you'll know what they want.

GROUP Iv

We approached our group a little bit different than the others I think.

Yesterday we were each asked to identify ourselves and perhaps point out

some of the things that we thought were major strengths or accomplishments

in our respective work. Of course we found that we were very diversified

and very strong and able group. We did come out with a few suggestions;

we thought that perhaps one of the things we should do would be to free a

counselor to coordinate vocational education programs in the systems and

in this business and community involvement we took a little different approach.

We thought that perhaps it would be just as good for industry as it would

be for education to involve industry curriculum planning, objectives bel-.

havioral and otherwise, we thought that it would work both ways and that

each could profit from the other. We suggest:ed that we take a team of

different schools for career training. These teams would develop plans

for their own schools, they would go back to the schools and identify them-

selves as leaders, and perhaps the university of the state department could
provide consultants for a follow up. One of the group members was very
strong against eliminating the word model from the word procedures or models

of any kind. His suggestion was that the word model is very temporary and

that it appears better than the program itself.

GROUP V

In our group we took the approach of more or less guidelines preparing

a program, not preparing but initiating a program. The general directions

that were given this morning in regards to attitudes, values, aimS, etce

and under values we thought they should be identified and reviewed in exi:t-

ing policies and programs or we should establish a study committee to formu-

late a policy. The next step would be to select a pilot and then the school

to identify the educational aims, develop behavioral objectives and estab-

lish some evaluation procedures. After this was completed we felt that we

needed to determine the learning experiences. It was our opinion, that they

should IDe direct, indirect, and simulated experiences and experiences pro-

viding vocational material through various resource centers. We needed

structured goup experiences in their personal relationships and subject

disciplines related to the World of Work.

GROUP VI

We felt that we needed to develop a rationale for a career development

program and a follow-up study of the high school students or graduates was

needed. Perhaps a five-year study to show how many had dropped out, how

many had gone on to college and had achieved a baccalaureate degree. One

of our participants had some figures from Minnesota showing actually the

number who did complete college arid we felt that this was needed to show the

need for a career development'program. Our second point we wanted to make
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was that we needed to gain approval to implement such a program and to find

the people to lead this program. Perhans it should be the principal of the

school or if he has other duties, then it should be delegated perhaps to

the guidance service, the counselors, vocational personnel, or someone else

in the school who actually can take a hold and develop and implement the

program. But it was important to have the commitment or approval of the

Board of Education, superintendent, principals and then to obtain a good

leader.

GROUP VII

Again we started off as probably some of you did, kind of floundering

around trying to determine where we were going and what we were supposed

to be doing and we finally decided to come up with a procedure and possibly

you might call it a systers approach to removing some of these roadblocks.

In order to remove roadblocks we would have to develop program or initiate

one. It would probably be up to us to be a planning coordinator in our home

cities to start this system going. And, of course, to do_this we would

have to take it to the administration, the Board of Education, and get their

approval on it and from thet-e we would plan ank Ad hoc committee. Through

this Ad hoc committee we would be concerned definitely with student needs.

We wouldn't be just concerned with them, but we would also get them involved

with it. Through these educators and lay people we would develop task forces

and these task forces would develop a career program. Again, we felt there

were many plans that we could probably adapt to our own local community
and being twelve people from all different communities, we didn't feel that

we could accomplish this in an hour and a half or twc hours this afternoon.

Another aspect would be a teacher task force, to review currir..allum. Basi-

cally, teacher-oriented they would implement the curriculum and then from

there we would have to go into in-service training, pre-service and in-service

training of teachers. An important part of this course would be an advisory
committee for evaluation and make sure and if not change and go from there..

So we would hope by using this approach, involving the community right from

the beginning and we would remove many of these roadblocks.

GROUP VIII

We felt that in order to attack the problem you have to recognize the

broad scope of occupational education through community involvement and

by we include the staff, parents, students, and the community business.
The way this is going to be carried out was by orientation of staff and of

the parents. An orientation of the staff, what we should set about to do

was review successful programs, to show results for students, to show this

to the staff, visit community businesses to get input of student ideas and

also, to involve teacher organization. In orientation of the parents we

were going to set up an advisory comnittee and this would be made up of labor

and management, community businesses, parents, cross-section of students, and

school related organizations. Once this was accomplished, then we could
set up behavioral objectives, for each subject area to develop by the staff

and student.body. One of the ways that we discussed the community involve-

ment is to have them meet with the education team and tell the educators

how they have now accomplished the educational goals that they should tell

them the things that they need from employees and the things that they are

not getting... To reinforce attitudes, standard, communicative skills inter-

personal relationships, employer and employee relationships and this sort
of thing, industry needs to tell the school people so that they will know

how to develop this into their ourriculFm. School people must visit busi-

ness and have them show the actual Woik'..experience they hire from their school.
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TUCSON, ARIZONA

We believe that there is a definite need in the Tucson Public Schools
for an organized program for Career Orientation. As a result of this con-
ference we believe:

I. That introduction to careers is a definite part of a K-12 continum
and part of the total curriculum.

II. That total involvement is mandatory if a program of Career Orienta-
tion is to be planned and implemented. This would include students,
parents, teachers, counselors, administrators, and the community.

III. That Career Orientation should include all levels from entry level

careers to professional.

IV. That all of the curriculums have a part in developing and implementing

the program.

V. That a planned program will result in a better understanding of self

and others.

VI. That an implemented program will develop an understanding, apprecia-
tion and respect for all careers and their importance to our society.

SUGGESTED ACTION PLAN

I. The conference participants meet with the Deputy Superintendent
to present materials and information for a Career Orientation program
with the purpose of planning procedures for initiation of a program
K-12.

II. Personnel involved will be2 Curriculum Supervisors, Coordinators,
Principals, Teachers, Parents, Students, Research Specialists and
Community,

III. We explore possibilities for financial support - local, state and

federal.

IV. Recommend the appointment of people to coordinate the programs.

V. Plan in-service programs - resource personnel, selection of partici-

pants, develop instructional materials and teaching techniques.

VI. Evaluation of the program will be made (short and long term).



DENVER, COLORADO

The group agreed to develop this report to be generally applicable
to any school district in Colorado, but having in mind the Denver Public

School System.

I. Report the efforts and results of this Institute to the appropriate
school power structure to initiate obtaining support and commitment
to the concept of K-12 career oriented education.

A. Establish need and justification

B. Utilize the attending Institute VIII group to help communicate

C. Communicate the fact that the Colorado State Board for Community
Colleges and Occupational Education supports and will provide

funds to develop the concept.

II. Recommend that the position of Coordinator for Vocational Guidance
and Counseling be created and filled to coordinate all Career Orien-

ted education efforts. Clarify that state financial support has been
committed for this program.

III. Inventory what is being done in the school system and how it contri-

butes to career oriented education. As a result, identify areas
which are VOIDS.

IV. Organize a Stud Committee - very broad based committee.

V. Take steps to determine specific needs and identify a K-12 Career
Orientation type =2E.

VI. Organize task groups of school personnel to develop career oriented
curriculum and materials for each of their grade levels or subject
matter areas, with a close liason between all the task groups to

assure that a K-12 unified program is developed.

VII. Provide pre-service and in-service teacher training.

VIII. Implement the developed unified program for at least a pilot effort.
Provide for revision, flexibility for dhange and improvement at
anytime advisable.

IX. Evaluate, revise, re-implement and expand the pilot concept.



STATE OF IOWA

Department of Public Instruction

Career Education Branch

DEFINITION; A Pre-Career educat_ion program is a coordinated program of

instruction designed to assist individuals in grades 10.-12 to understand and

respect the world of work and to make individual choices of careers that

are realistic.

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE By FY 1975 the DPI, LEA's, and Universities will

develop and implement a Pre-Career program for 38,400 Iowa school students

in grades K-12. 47,288 students will have participated in the five (5)

year prugram with 30,574 students in grades K-8 participating.

I. DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

By FY 1971 the following activities will be accomplished:

A. Locate two (2) school districts to participate in the Pilot pro-

ject (September 1971).

B. Locate and contract Teacher Education institution (s) to develop
Phase I (gradcs 7 & 8) curriculum and materials.

C. Increase 1"7ie-Career staff to three (3) Professional Staff and

one (1) clerical (June 30, 1971).

D. PieLAxe in-service training for participating demonstration pro-
lc%ct school staffs (Summer FY 71 and Fall FY 72)

E. Order final materials needed to implement Phase 1 program.

F. Report findings of demonstration Pilot project to public.

By FY 1972 the following activities will be accomplished;

A. Purchase final materials needed to implement Phase I (September 1,

1971).

B. Implement Phase I program (grades 7 & (1) for 224 students.

C. Contract Teacher hducation institution(s) to develop Phase II

(K-6) and III (9-12).

D. Prepare in-service training for participating demonstration
project school staffs for Phase II and III (Summer FY 1971 and

Fall FY 1972) for 656 students.

E. Review and update Phase I curriculum and materials (Summer FY

1971).

F. Lozate additional school district to participate in the Pilot
project Phase i (Winter 1971) for an additional 112 students

(three (3) districts total of 336 students).



G. Prepare Pnas in-service training for new demonstration pro-
ject sc".-locJ_ staffs (all FY 1973) for an additional 112 students.

H. nrder addit!_onal '.eeded to implement all phases of the
program in the demcnstrat. -)2-1 croject schools.

1. Report findiylgs of demonstration 2ilot projects to public.

By FY 1973 the following antiv3 .Lcs T7±1.1 be accomplished:

A. Purchase additional materials needed to implement all phases
of the program in the demonstration project schools (SepteMber 1,
1972).

B. Prepare and hold in-service training for all phases of the pro-
gram participating schools (Summer 1972).

C. Implement Phase II and III programs for 656 students.

D. ImplerPtnt Phase I program for new demonstration project school
district- for 112 students. (Total of 992 students in all phases).

E. Review and update curriculum and materials for all phases of the'

program. (Summer 1972)

F. Locate seven (7) additional school districts to participate in
the Pilot project (Winter 1972) for a total of ten (10) districts
and 7,672 students.

G. Prepare and hold in-service training for all phases of the programs
for on-going and new schools in the program (Summer 1973 and

Fall 1973).

H.

By
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Review and update curriculum and materials for all phases of
the program (Summer 1973).

FY 1974 the following activities will be accomplished:
Purchase additional materials needed to implement all phases
of the program in the demonstration Pilot schools (September 1,
1973 for 992 students).

Prepare and hold in-service training for all phases of the pro-
gram for participating schools (Fall 1973, 10 districts).

Implement Phase I program for new demonstration project schools.

Implement all phases of the program for a total of 7,672 students.

Locate forty (40)
the Pilot project
tricts and 38,400

F. Prepare and hold
for on-going and
Pall 1974).

additional school districts to participate in
(Winter 1973) for a total of fifty (50) dis-

students .

in-service training for all phases of the program
new schools in the program (Summer 1974 and
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G. Review and update curriculum and materials for all phases of the
program Summer 1974),

H. Report finding of demonstration project to the public.

By FY 1975 the following activities will be accomplished:

A. Purchase additional materials needed to implement all phases of
the programs in the demonstration Pilot schools (September 1,

1975 for 38,400 students).

B. Prepare and hold in-service training for all phases of the pro-

gram for participating schools (Fall 1974, 50 districts).

C. Implement Phase I program for new demonstration project schools.

D. Implement all phdses of the program for a total of 38,400 students.

E. Review and update all phases of the program (Summer 1975).

F. Prepare to provide programs to all school districts in Iowa

(Winter 1974).

G. 1>repare program materials and in-service training for state-wide
implementation of the program.

H. Report finding of demonstration project to the public.

STATE OF IOWA

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

CAREER EDUCATION BRANCH

A pre-career education program is being developed to provide assistance
in the career development process of youth. Pre-Career education is a
coordinated program of instruction designed to assist individuals in grades

K-12 to understand and respect the world of work and to make individual
choices of careers that are realistic.

By fiscal year 1975 a Pre-Career education program will be developed

and implemnnted for 38,400 Iowa school students in grades K-12 (47,288 stu-
dents will have participated in the five (5) year program, with 30,574 stu-
dents in grades K-8 enrolled in the program.) During fiscal year 1971, a
minimum of two (2) School districts will be located to participate in a

Pilot program. A contract will be negotiated with Teacher Education insti-

tutions to develop the Pre-Career curricuaum and assist with the in-service
training for the participating Pilot program school(s). Plans to implement

Phase I (grades 7 & 8) program for 224 students will be developed.

Institute VIII ideas and materials will be utilized as LEA's commerce
developing their program materials.
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PRE-CAREER ENROLLMENT CHART

Phase Sample Fiscal Year Totals

District 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

I
Grades
7-8

768 0 2 3 10 50 50

Class size
112 0 224 336 1,112 5,600 7,272

II
Grades
K-6

332 0 0 382 3,820 j19,100 23,302

III
Grades
9-12

274 0 0 274 2,740 13,700 16,714

-
Totals
K-12 0 224 992 7,672 38,400 47,288

K-8 0 224 718 4,932 24,700 30,574
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NEW ORLEANS

LOUISIANA

FOR IMPLEMENTING A CAREER ORIENTATION PPOGRAM IN LITTLE ROCK, NORmH
LITILE ROCK, AND NEW ORLEANS.

I.. DETERMINE THE NEED

A. Investigate existing policies and programs
B. Gather statistical data

II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM BASED ON INFORMATION GATHERED

III, ESTABLISH GOALS TO BE REACHED

IV. IDENTIFY OBJECTIVES TO ACHIEVE DESIRED GOALS

V. PLAN OF ACTION

A. Get administrative approval
B. Organize steering committees
C. Select schools for pilot programs

*VI. IM1MEMENT PILOT PROGRAMS INVOLVING TOTAL STAFFS OF SCHOOLS SELECTED

VII. EVALUATE PILOT PROGT:tAMS AND MAKE NEEDED CHANGES

VIII DEMONSTRATE PILOT PROGRAMS AND DISSEMINATE INFORMATION

*Little Rock Plan of Implementation for the 1970-71 School Year:

A. Develop enrichment activities in existing curricula at the junior
high level.

B. Continue and improve the Manpower Economic Education Program.

C. Develop staff awareness of the need for Career Orientation and
materials-available..

D. Make full use of community res3urces.
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MINNESOTA

SUMMARY

I. PHILOSOPHY: Caxeer Development is a continous process beginning at

early awareness and progressing through adulthood, resulting from the
influences and cortributions of the home, community and all discip-
lines within the sc-hcol structure.

II. MODEL: A conceptual model for interdisiplinary Career Development
for boys and girls from kindergarden through adult.

Termination _ form 1 education

Test self with e eriences, ous on area of interest,
clarify self co cept, aptitude 1-explore specific areas

EARLY DOLESCENCE EXPO TTON (Jr. High)

Broa
Underst

ening skil
ding, aw eness

Beginning of Xor eal education

III. GENERAL OBJECTIVES:

P., To develop a positive self image, and recognize the right and
difference of others.

B. To develop an appreciation of the dignity of all work (to identify

with workers).
C. To develop basic skills and work habits for the individlIal's life

work.
D. To provide a broad opportunity for the student .to identify occu-

-)ations through direct and indirect processes.

IV, .IMPLEMENTATION - AT LOCAL LEVEL

A. Establish a steering committee.
1, Made up of committee leaders, students, parents, and school

personnel rePresenting varied disciplines.
Initiate an informational program in school communication work

shops, Participants includes, teachers, administrators, and

supportive personnel.
C. Developmental activities program design workshops, participants

include, community, students, and school personnel. Resource

material work shop students and school personnel.

D. Begin operation - probably inpilot schools provide continuous
leadership and help from coordinator and consultants.

E. Evaluation activities.
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Oklahoma City and Albuquerque

THREE MAJOR STEPS TO INSTITUTE CAREER EDUCATION IN ITS PROPER PERSPECTIVE

I. Communication of Career Awareness
II. Cooperation in local design

III. Coordination of local ao.r.ions

These three steps will often be pursued in sequence and often together.

I. Carry mes5age back to top administrative echelon.

A. To get leadership and encouragement from the Board of Edu-
cation and Superintendent of Schools.

B. To clear communications.and actions lines of middles admin-
istrator.

C. To receive financial guarantee for positive programs.

II. To meet with parents, teachers advisory groups and community
leaders.

A. In setting up most conducive communicative success.
B. Present need of career in a positive way but structure commu-

nication so groups take the leadership in developing program.

1. For example present the question "Do we have career aware-
n4Ss in our schools? What can we do to dhange this lack?"

C. Plant idea seeds with all person and groups.

1. For example encourage a teacher and students to develop
slide collection and script about occupations in city or
community.

2. Ask parents to tell of their occupations.
3. With cooperative group action develop a pilot project

that is carefully devised to succeed.

III. Be prepared to expand pilot program to future.

A. Consider using enthusiast30 parents, teachers, etch to carry
ideas into new settirgs.

B. Have consiscent evaluation by all who helped develop program.

1. To encourage improvement and maintain enthusiasm.
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'BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA

Because North Dakota is a .rural, agricultural state, lacking
major industry, we find it extremely important to acquaint students
about the range of opportunities available to them in the world

of work.

IMPACT PLAN:

I. Form Advisory Committee.

II. First priority to begin work on occupational curriculum.

One of top priorities will be to establish a model sightin which

to test and implement the objectives of the program.

IV. Workshop situation for teachers and counselors and administra-
tors (be sure to involve parents, community, members).

V. Work with teacher educators and counselor educators to train
People who will become capable of working with these students.

VI. Put together guidelines for elementary teachers (cooperative
effort) starting at elementary level K-6.

VII. Call in consultants to talk to and work with teachers, counse-
lors and administrators.

VIII. -Begin implementation of Career Development Program K-6.

IX. Continuous Education.

If we are successful we hope to:

I. Increase student awareness

II. Help student make realistic career choices

III. Increase employability

IV. Reduce number of dropouts

U. Increase guidance services

VI. Increase job placement

Our objective will be designed to provide broad occupational ol:ien-
tation at both elementary and secondary levels, provide specific
training in job entry skills who have not had access to vocational
education, provide intensive occupation guidance and counseling during
last years of school and assist in initial placement.
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OREGON

To develoo and implement a pilot program of exploratory career education
consistent with the existing committment to the cluster concept and in
keeping with the Oregon Board Philosophy and General Guidelines.

OBJECTIvES:

Be-.:ome familiar with existing philosophy, and guidelines bv writing
a summary of the same.

Gain an understanding of existing cluster developmental centers
through personal visitations and written assessments of each.

Study and render initial evaluation of existing programs and material
for exploratory experiences in grade levels 7-10 by:

I. Attending Institute VIII and obtaining philosophy and
written and spoken materials.

II. Securing additional ideas and materials through post
institute follow up.

III. Instigate an Eric search of material on this program.

Design proposed instructional program of exploratory education.

Design, structure, select and appoint State exploratory programs
advisory committee.

Present plah to advisory committee for evaluation, revision and
approval or disapproval.

Reorganize, revise and/or redesign plan and submit to advisory commi-
ttee for final approval.

Publish final proposed program and solicit developmental school-for
implementation.

Select developmental school, orient staff and administration and
commence program.

Evaluate periodically, revise emphasis and re-direct.

Disseminate findings and arrrnge program of visitation for interested
schoolS.



TEXAS

Set up a district or state structure plan.

I, TOTAL INVOLVEMENT

A. Administrators
l'10 Teachers
C. Industry
D. All community organizations
E. Students
F. Parents
G. State advisory committee

II. ESTABLISH NEEDS

A. Define roadblocks

1. inputs and outputs

III. SELECT PILOT OR EXEMPLARY SCHOOLS

A. K-12 and adults.

IV. DEVELOP CURRICULUM

A. Change educational concept from traditional to open end.
B. Decisions on grade levels.
C. Decision on program or as a course.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Decisions

1. administrators
2. teachers
3. line of authority
4. total student involvement
5. discrimination of materials
6. facilities, equipment

VI. IN-SERVICE OR PRE-SERVICE OF TEACHERS ACCORDING TO PLAN OR PROPOSAL

A. Make available workshop materials being used by other states or
programs.

B. State and local plans
C. Philosophy of occupational orientation
D. Techniques, procedures
E. Enrichment of personal behavioral attitudes
F. AwareneSs to the world of work
G. Awareness of occupational opportunities

VII. EVALUATION

A. Follow--ap
B. Progress
C, Changes
D. Flexibility
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UTAH
Salt Lake City and Davis

A three-year pilot program of Career Development for
Salt Lake City and Davis District School Systems,

I. FUNDING Request state funds for a 3 year program with a possibi-

lity of a 2 year extension.

II. SC07: Each district will select one elementary, one junior high

and one senior hich school, that feed to each other. Salt Lake

City will use middle income schr)ols and Davis District will use low

income schools. This will be a K-12, sequential Career Development

program, attempting to give students a direction in planning their
next step in life.

III. ORGANIZATY.ON: All inter-disciplinary approach with entire faculty

of each school being involved. A planning committee composed of
administrators, teachers, counselors, parents, students, and indus-

trial leaders from each district will help formulate plans to identify
philosophy, goals, values and evaluation procedures.

Pre-service planning sessions to be held during first semester of

Alool year. The prcgram to begin second semester and conclude

aly, 1971. Followed by in-service in August, 1971.

IV. LEARNING GUIDELINES:

A. Individualized learning procedures
B. Simulated experiences
C. Direct and in-direct work experience (hands-on time)

D. Extensive use of media
E. Field trips
F. Counseling parent and student
G. "Bank" of resource persons available to students' and schools.

V. EVALUATION: Utilize state specialists and research people in sett-

ing evaluation procedures. It is expected that this will bring dbout

a realistic attitude toward the World of Work.

This proposal is the result of expanding our present program
and implementing some of the many very valuable suggestions

we have received at this Institute.
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A comprehensive Occupational Education Program has been in the
offering in Wyoming for the past year and one-half. As of September 1970

pilot progrars will begin in the. state. It is projected that these pro-

grams will lead to a state wide plan which will have comprehensive occupa-.
tional education in all schools.

The University of Wyoming has in the development stages an Occupa-

tional Careers Program geared to the elementary teacher education curri-

culum. It is anticipated that this program will begin in Fall of 1971.

Before this program is put into the curriculum, the University and the

State Department of education will work together utilizing feedback from

the pilot programs to determine what will be needed at the teacher edu-

cation level;

The attached is the model for Wyoming's State wide program.

Due to Institute VIII, a plan to improve teacher education in the

State of Wyoming will be started in the Fall of 1970. This will mainly

take place at the University of Wyoming, but it is hoped that e.:me type

of in-service training will take place.
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APPENDIX P

INSTITUTE NTALUATION FORMS
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NEW VOCATIONAL ED-JCATION CONCEPTS AND IDROGRAMS
IN IETROPOLITAN AREAS

INSTITUTE EVALUATION INSTRUMENT3

TO THE PARTICIPANT:

We solicit your cooperation in helping us to evaluate this

institute, The evaluation of the institute consists of two forms
to be administered at the end of the institute. Form 1, which will
be administered at the beginning and again at the end of the institute,
solicits your opinions about vocational education Form 2, which deals
with general b'liefs, also will be administered at the beginning and
again at the end of the institute. Form 3, which seeks your opinion
regarding the conduct of the institute, will be given only at the
end of the institute.

Please provide the following information about yourself, BE ASSURED
THAT ALL RESPONSES WILL BE TREATED CONFIDENTIALLY. Only the evaluator
will see your paper. The responses will be summarized and used in the
interim and final reports. SINCE WE ARE NOT ASKING YOU FOR YOUR NAME,
PLEASE BE SURE TO L'7CLUDE YOUR DATE OF BIRTH SO THAT WE CAN PAIR YOUR
PRETEST WITH YOUR POSTTEST,

Institute:

Sex:

Position:

Highest Degree Obtail

Vocational Field:

Date of Birth:

Date: -

,

Agricultural Education

Business and Office Education

Distributive ECLucation

Health Education
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Home Economics

Industrial Arts

Techr cal Education

Trade and Inc::Istri.al Education

Guidance

Other (Specify)



KEY:

FORM 1

SA (Strongly Agree), A (Agree), ? (Undecided), D (Disagree).

1.

2.

No real benefit can be expected of
vocational education courses.

Students capable of success in college
should be discouraged from taking
vocational education courses.

SA

SA

A

A ? D

SD

SD

3. The importance of vocational education
cannot be emphasized enough.

SA A SD

4. Failure to offer vocational education
cannot be justified in a de-llocratic society.SA A ? D SD

5. Vocational education is geared to the past. SA A ? D SL

6. The major function of the high school
should be the preparation of students
for entrance into college.

SA A ? D SD

7. Vocational education should be offerea
only to students with low academic
ability.

SA A ? D SD

8. The cost of training workers should not
be born by the public school system.

SA A SD

9. There is no place in secondary schools
for vocational education.

SA A SD

10. Vocational education should be handled
outside the academic sohoo1 system--in
technical institutes or community
colleges.

SA A SD

11. Increased emphasis on vocational educe-
tion would not result in fewer dropouts.

SA A SD

12. Every high school graduate shculd be
equipped with a salable skill.

SA A 3D SD

13. Increased vocatonal education may be SA A D SD

.he answer to the problems of unem-
ploynn t.

14.

15 .

Academic educational courses are more
useful than vocational courses to the
average student,

NO secondary school should be accredited

SA

SA

A

A

?

?

D

D

SD

SD

=less it offers a comprehensive program
of vocational education, :gi,NeXI adequate
funds. 189 192



KEY: SA (Strongly Acree ) , A (Agree), ? (Undeciae), U (Disagree),
SD (Strongly Disagree)

16, ahe information crovided in the college SA A ?

preparatory courses can be applied to
more jo'z,s than -che informaion available
in vocational education course_

17, More students should be encouraged to SA A 7 IJ SD

enroll in vocational education proc-7ams.

18n Vocational education is an educaticlIal SA A 7 D SD

fril,

19, No area of education is more important than SA A 7 D SD

vocational education.

20, Public expenditure of funds for voca- SA A 9 D SD

-L_onal education i_E the 1--)st educational
expenditure that can be ,Iade,

210 The general education curriculum is the SA A

best preparation for entry into an occu-
paticn upon graduation from high school.

T-1 SD

22n Vocational educat-i.on courses are as impor- SA A ? D SD

zant for college bound students as they
are for non-college bound students.

23. The proportion of the school budget allo- SA A ? D SD

cated to vocational education should be
increased markedly,

24. Vocational education is one answer to SA A SD

youth unrest in this country.

25 Redistribution of present education funds SA A SD

to emphasize vocational education would
probably yield a higher national per
capita income,

26, Vocational education courses prepare
students for many jobs which lack prestic:a. SA. A SD

27. All students should be enrolled in at SA A ? D SD

least one vocational education class
whil'a in school.

28 Rural youth are being educationally short- SA A ? D Fr'

changed dtle to inadequate vocational
offerings,

29. Vocational education in rural areas is P S U :17)

more important than vocational'educati -
in urban areas.
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KEY: SA (Strongly Agree), A (Agree), ? (Unedcided), D (Disagree),

SD (Strongly Disagree)

30, Currently employed rural vocational
education teachers are less adequately
prepared than vocational education
teachers in general.

SA A D SD

31. More inclusive preparation is required
for vocational teachers in general than
for rural vocational education teachers.

SA A ? D SD

32. Only the non-college-bound neeA voca-
tional education.

SA A SD

33. Academic courses are applicable to a
wider spectrum of jobs than vocational
education courses.

SA A ? D SD

34. Most students would not benefit from the
job skill instruction offered in voca-
tional education programs.

SA A ?

35. "-)cational education courses are bene-
ficial primarily for those who are
terminating their education at the end
of high school.

SA A P D SD

36. The vocational education curriculum pro-
vides a better preparation for more jobs

than does the college preparatory
curriculum.

SA A D SD

37. Vocational educatimx courses provide
learning experiences geared to individual
needs better than academic courses.

SA A D SD

38. Vocational education programs help keep
the potential dropout in school.

SA A D SD

39. Vocationa2. training is not as valuable to
society as training for the p:Y-ofessions.

SA A QD
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FORM 2

*This is a questionnaire to find out the way in w,lich certain important
evr7nts in our society affect different people, Eacn item consists of a
pair of alternatives lettered a or b, Please selcct the cme statement
of each pair (and only one which you more strongly believe to be the
case as far as you're concerned. Be sure to select the one ycu think
you should choose or the one you would like to be true, This is a
measure of, personal belieft obviously the..7 are no r. ht or wrong

answerA,

Children get into troUble because tneir parents punish them too
much,

b, The trouble with most children nowadays is that their parents
are too easy with them,

2,a, Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are partly due to.bad
luck.

b. PeoplE's misfortunes result from the mistakes they make.

3.a0 One of the major reasons why we have wars is because people don't
take enough interest in politics.

b. There will always be wars, no matter h(g hard people try to pre-
vent them,

4,a. In the long run people cet the respect they deerve in this world,
b, Unfortunately, an individual's worth often passes unrecognized

no matter how hard he tries.

50a, Tne idea that t'.1achers are unfair to students nonsense,
b. Most students don't realize the extent to which their grades are

influenced by accideLal happenings.

6,a. Without the right hreaks one cannot be an ef--Fective leader,
b, Capable people who fail to become leader. 7C;1 not taken advan-

tage of their opportunities.

No matter how hard you try some people just don't liJ you,

b. People who can't get others to like them don't understand how
to get along with others.

B.a. Heredity plays the ma3or role in determining one's personality.
b. It is one's experiences in life which determine what thy're like.

9.a. I have often found that what is going to happen will happen,
b, Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as making

a decision to take a definit.e course of action.

10,a. In the case of the well prepared student there is rarely if ever
such a thing as an unfair t.Lst,

b, Many times exam questions tend to be so relatei Jo course woLk
that studying is really useless,
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1A.a. Becoming a success 15 a matter c i ,?..rd work, luck has little or

nothing to do with it
. Getting a good job deneds nlainly on being in the riot 21ace at

the right time.

12,a. The average citizen can have an influence in government decisions.

b. This world is run by the few people in .nower, and there is not
much the little guy can do about it.

13.a. When I make ple:zns, I am almost certain that I make them work.

b. It is not always wise t:.3 plan too far ahead because many things
turn out to be a matter of good cr bad fortune anyhow.

14.a. There are certain people who are just no good.
b. There is some good in everybody,

13.a0 In my case getting what I want h,=,_s little or nothing tc o wi h

b. Many times we micat just as well decide what to e.-7; by flipping

a coin.

16.a. Who gets tc) be the bass often depends on who was lucky enough
to be in the right place first.
'3etting people to do the right thing depends upon ability, luck
has little or nothing to do with it.

17.a. As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are the victims
of forces we can neither understand, nor control.

b. By taking an active part in political and social affairs the
people can control world events.

18.a. Most people don't realize the extent to which their lives are
controlled by accidental happenings.

b. There is really no such thing as "luck."

19.a. One should always be willing to admit mistakes.
b. It is usually best to cover up onejs mistakes.

20.a. It is hard to know whether or rkot a person really likes you.
b, How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person you are-

21.a. In the long run the bad things that happen to us e_re balanced by
the good ones.

b. Most misfortunes are the result of lack of ability, ignorance,
laziness, or F,11 three.

22.a. With enough effort ,./e ':an wipe out political corruption.
b, It is difficult for people to have much control over the thing

politicians do in office.

23.a. Sometimes I can't unerstanc how teachers arrive Tit the grades

they give.
There is a direct connection between how hard I study and the
grades I get. :193
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24.a. A good leader expects peDiole to decide for themselves hat they

should do,
b. A good leader ma:,:es it c to everv.nodv -v:hat their johs re.

25.a. Many times I feel that I hayo little influence over the things
that happen to me,

b, I. is impossible for me to 1)elieve that chance or luck p1a75
an i7Aportant role in my life.

26.a People are lonely because they don't try to be friendl-i.

b. There's not much use in trying too hard to please people if

they like you, they like you.

27,a, There is too much emphasis on athletics in high school.
b. Team sports are an excellent way to build character.

28.a. What happens to rc_e_ is my own doing.
b. Sometimes I fcel that I don't have enough control over the

direction my life is taking

29.a, Most of the time I can't understand why politicians behave the
way they do.

b. In t.'ae long run the people are responsible for bad government
on a national as well as on a local level.

*Rotter, J. B. Generalized expectancies for internal versus external

control of reinforcement. Psychoiogical 80, 1966, 1-28.
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FORM 3

NOTE: Please Do Not Sign Your Name
Key: SA (Strongly Agree), A (Agree), ? (Undecided), D (Disagree),

SD (Strongly Disagree)

1. The objectives of this institute were .
clear to me.

2. The objectives of this institute were
not realistic.

3. The participants accepted the purposes
of this institute.

4, The objectives of this institute were
not the same as my cAectives.

5. I have not learned anything new.

6. The material presented seemed valuable
to me,

(19) (43) (5) (5) (2)

SA A SD

(0) (10) (4) (48) (12)

SA A SD

(16) (47) (6) (2) (0)

SA A D SD

(0) (10) (Ci) (54) (7)

SA A D SD

NA (k) () (63) (g)

(21) (45) (4) (1) (0)

SA A D SD

7. I could have learned as much by reading (1) (1) (6) (39) (27)

a book. SA A SD

B. Possible solutions to my problems ware (0) (8) (5) (47) (14)

not considered. SA A D SD

9. The information presented was too
elementary.

10. The speakers really knew their subject,

11. I was stimulated to think about the
topics presented.

12. We worked together well as a group.

13. The group discussions were excellent.

(0) (1) (1) (53) (19)

SI% A SD

(RA. (7) (9) (I) (2?)

(13) (49) (5) (3) (1)

SA A D SD

(ER) (A2) (4) () 4?)

(3R) (R.8) (1) (A) (V)

14. There was little time for informal con- (2) (15) (2) (45) (6)

versation. SA A ? D SD

15. I had no opportunity to express my ideas.
(3A (1) (9) (A6) (H)

16. I really felt a part of this group.

17. My time was well spent.

18. The institute mat my expectations.

(h.R) (16) (4) (;)

() (12) (9) (R) (213

(14 (19) (9) (?)1)

19. Too much time was devoted to trivial (1) (2) (9) (58) (4)

matters. SA A SD
195
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20,

21.

22.

.,Ile information orez-ente0_ was too advanced

The content was net readily appllcahle (2)

to the important problems in this a2:ea sL

(ll
Theory was not related to oractice.

W (,;

:-L) i-;)

(9)

...._

(46)
L

(FJ))

23. The printed materials that were provided (10)

were very helpful. SA
(56) (4)

A
(0) ;(0)

24. The schedule should ha.e been more (2.) (11) (15) (37)

flexible. eA A SD

25. As a result of Your participation in this
institute, do you plan to modify either your
present or future work? YES (66) NO(4) ? (1)

If YES, please describe the nature of the most
modifications and the activities wI'ich will be

important
affecteth

ofsuch

r-+..

26. As a result of your cc.ntacts with the participants and consultants
at this institute, have you deci('-ed to seek some continuing means
of exchanging information with any of them, i.e., to establish some
continuing relation ,:rith a participant(s) and/or consultant(s), for
the purpose of information exchange?

YES(60) NO(8) ? (3)

If YES, what types of information can the consultant or participant
contribute that would be helpful to your work?

,*
27. To what extent were the objectives of this institute attained?

I.E...40/..14

28. In your opinion, what were the major strengths of this institute?
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POST INSTITUTE EVALUATIOICi FCR!,1

Institute VIII
improving OccuPational Orientarior
Programs for Junior High School
Students in Metroolitan Areas

This evaluation form is being administered seven months after your atten-
dance at Institute VIII in Seattle, Washington. This form, along with
the pre-test and post-test already given, provides evaluative data regard-
ing: (1) the manner in which the Institute was conducted, and (2) the
effect it may have had upon you.

Please provide the following information about yourself'. BE ASSURED THAT
ALL RESPONSES WILL BE TREATED CONFIDENTIALLY. Only the evaluator will
see your paper. The responses will be summarized and used in the final
report. SINCE WE ARE NOT ASKING YOU FOR YOUR NAME, PLEASE BE SURE TO
INCLUDE YOUR DATE OF BIRTH SO THAT WE CAN PAIR YOUR PRE-TEST WITH YOUR
POST-TEST.

Sex;

State:

Position:

Highest Degree Obtained:

Vocational Field:

Date of Birth:

Agricultural Education

Business and Office Education

Distributive Education

Health Education

Hone Economics

Industrial Arts

Technical Education

Trade and Industrial Education

Guidance

Other (Specify)
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DIRECTIONS:

CODE:

PART I

Participant Opinions of Institute and Its Affect

Please circle the response which best describes your opinion.

SA "Strongly Ivxree"
A "Agree"
? "Undecided"

D = "Disagree"
SD = "Strongly Disagree"

1. The objectives of Institute VIII are still (16) (33) (3) (2) (0)

clear to me. .SA A D SD

2. The objectives of Institute VIII were not (0)

realistic. SA

3. The objectives of this institute were not (0)

the same as my objectives. SA

4. I did not learn anything new at Institute (0)

VIII, SA

5. The material presented has been valuable
to me.

6. I could h .7e learned
a book.

7. The infor
tary.

as much by reading

(2) (4)

A

(4) (3)

A

(36) (19)

SD

(40) (10)

SD

(0) (1) (32) (26)

A SD

(13) (41) (2) (1) (1)

SA A SD

(1)

SA
(1) (3)

A
(38) (16)

SD

ion presented was too elemen- (0) (1) (3) (40) (15)

SA A SD

8. As I loo back, the
their su jects.

speakers really knew

9. As I look back, the grou discussions
were excellent.

10. My time was well spent.

11. The institute met my expectations.

12. Too much time was devoted to trivial
matters.

(3)

SA

(8)

SA

(44) (7)

A

(42) (5)

A ?

(43) (0)
A ?

(43) (5)
A ?

(1) (4) (7)

SA A ?

(2) (0)

SD

(3) (1)

SD

(F)) ((A

(13)) (Sb

(40) (7)

SD

13. The information presented at the insti- (0) (0) (1) (4.?) (15)

tute was too advanced. SA A SD

14. The content was not readily applicable
to the important oroblems in this area.
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15. The printed materials that were provided (7) (47) (3) (0)

were very helpful. SD

16. As a result of vour participation in Institute VIII, have you modiii 3

your present work?

Yes (44) NO (13)

If YES, please describe the nature of the most important of such
modifications and the activities which will be affected.

17. As a result of your contacts with the participants and consultants
at the institute; have you establi.shed a neans of exchanc:ing information

wit a4-47

Yes(26) NO (32)

If YES, what types of information are being exchanged and how does

it contribute to your work?

18. To what extent were the objectives of this institute attained?

19. In your opinion, what was the major strength of Institute VIII?

20. In your opinion, what were the major weaknesses of the institute?
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21, If you were asked to conduct a similar institute, what would you do

differently from what was done in Institute VIII?

22 Additional comments about the institilte

Ifl.mg....

23. If you had it to do over again would you apply Zor Institute VIII?

YES(58) NO (0) UNCERTAIN

24. If an institute such as this is held again would you recommend to

others like you that they attend?

YES(58) NO(0) UNCERTAIN
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PAPT II

:POST-INSTITUTE VTII RESULTS AT PARTICIPANT LEVEI,S

Because of information gained at the institute, I;
(Please check correct response)

1. Have re-evaluated present vocational programs.

2. HeAre made changes in present vocational programs.

YrS 110

44) (2)

(40) (10)

3. Have explained new concepts to educators and/or
citizens in the school district, institution, or
state that I represent, (50) (4)

Have constructed new curricula, (27) (25)

5. Have helped c,thers construct new curricula. (33) (le)

6, Have planned new instructional programs. (37) (13)

7. Have written courses of study. (15) (3e)

8. Have written proposals for vocational programs, (33) (19)

9. Have written articles or other materials. (14) (36)

10. Have initiated exemplary programs. (32) (19)

11. Have been working more closely with various segments
of the community such as business, industry, and/or
agriculture. (42) (10)

12. Have given talks on vocational education and
orientation programs at the junior high.

13. Have been working more effectively with other
educators.

14. Have been constantly using some of the information
presented at the institute.

15., Have definitely learned new concepts which have been
valuable to me.

(31) (19)

(49) (4)

(40) (11)

(49) (4)

16. Have referred to and used the printed materials
that were provided at the institute. (45) (9)

17. Have become more aware of the vocational needs of
junior high school age student.s. (49) (5)

18. Have developed specific programs for improving occu-
pational orientation programs for junior high students.(39) (19)
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19, Ha-ve modified some of my present or planned aotivitis (42)

2G. Have kept in contact with some of the Participants
and/or consultants I mat during institute. (27) f 19

In addition to the above, please describe those specific things that you
have done as a direct result of having participated In the Institute VIII

and briefly cief;cribe the changes in Vocational Education that resulted
(use addi.trional paper as needed):
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PARTICIPANT RESPONSES TO QUESTION #18 ON THE

POST-INSTITUTE VIII EVALUATION FORM

To What Extent were the objectives of this institute attained?

"..hey were attained through improvement of the University of
Wyoming Occupational Explorator Program.

2. It made leaders in Vocational Education aware of the need for
vocational orientation,

3. A great extent - change attitudes & practices.

4. It made me aware of the need for orientation information &
programs for Junior High students.

5, Basically, I feel we covered our objectives.

6. 50%

7. a, To acquaint people with innovative programs.
b,. Disseminate information

To influence the participants to try new ideas

8. Fairly good overall, but could have focused more on prcblems
of minority (especially. Black) students,

9. It provided us with better insight into what attempts are being
made to orientate Jr. High students vocationally in other cities.

10. Provided basis for establishing general plans of implementation
of V. O. state wide in Arkansas.

11. The things that can be done to identify students who can pro-
fit from vocational education early were fairly well represented.

12. I felt that the objectives as I saw thclm were met.

13. We have been doing it here in our system for some time.

lzh We have been able to incorporate our ova school faculty in a
concern for vocational education-

15. The ovetall objectives were met successfully.

16. Broad view of national direction & extent of prior work in
area of Jr, High.

17. #16 plus we are going to attempt some program at 6th grade
level then work toward lower grades.

18. I believe we attained all of the objectives.
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Responses to Question #18 (Continued)

19, Good participation & sharing of concepts permitted wide disse-
mination practices demonstrated & discussed were particularly
helpful to the objectives.

20. Fairly Well

21. Setting new goals in H.1.S.D. (HuEton Ind. School)

22, To a great degree by district officials in our district,

23. We were given approaches & techniques for orienting youth
to the world of work. While not in a key position to effect
change-directly, the information learned is making it possible
for me to sell program improvements.

24. I felt the ;objectives, with a few exceptions, were met. Quire
well.

25. The planning & development objectives were achieved. However,
the implementation will v..1.obab1y be slow & from my position
there objectives will take time.

26. For me, limited though helpful.

27. Awareness of what could be done & how to go about it.

28. Partially

29. The objectives were extremely vague.

30. We worked with the elementary grade le'.rel - we were supposed
to work at the Jr. High level.

31. I been more aware of the need for vocational orientation in
the Jr. High level.

32. Largely

33 -We-went about as far as we could go in the exchange of ideas,
'exposure to what is being done, and planning at.that.time &
place.

34. It gave us more specific directions & the enthusiasm to work
toward-the fulfillment of plans realized by others.

35. To good degree, locally (this school)

36. Due to reduction of personnel in our area we have not begun
but I have not forgctten the importance of elementary and
junior high career education.

37. Have had one conference on Career Education - Everybodies Business.
-Utilized some of the materials in a proposal for Model Cities
on-Vocational Education.
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Responses to QuestA_on t)_Ei (continued)

38. New ideas for orientation and a broader knowledge of what is
being done in other geographic areas,

39. Making people more aware of the need to acquaint all students
to the job world that hopefully will enable the studen-e to

become a productive within society.

40, Communications were opened across the country.

4l Average success

42. We were not able to incorporate all ideas that were obtained
at the institute in our programs the first year; about 40%
I would say.

43. Enforced some of my own beliefs. Gave me a more positi,Je out-
look and encouraged me to get off my rear.

44. Fairly well

45, Too early to tell yet.

46. 1 :eel that there was much inspiration and motivation, but
we needed more time for getting ideas for implementation.

47. Awareness of need was achieved. Specific programs of how
we're looking. Need more strategies for staff development.

48. Only minimally--I think the objectives changed after parti-
cipants began to interact!

49 Dist. personnel agreeable to programs beginning in junior
high vocational, but a budget problem exists.

50. Exchange of ideas, concepts, opinions and experiences by local,
county and state people .as well as teachers, counselors and
administrators concerning occupation orientation education.

5l-,- The need for the exchange of ideas having to-.dowith the Jt.
Hi area..

52. Reasonable extent.
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PARTICIPANT RESPONSES TO QUESTION 16 ON THE

POST-INSTITUTE VIII EVALUATION FORM

As a result of your participation in Institute VIII, have you modified
your present work?

1. Wyoming; Teacher Educator - A Proposal is included YES
"Cooperative Occupational Education Teacher-Education Program
in the Department of Vocational Education"

2. Arkansas; Administrator of Program Planning YES--Occupational
information packets will be prepared for elementary teachers
during the next year. A workshop for junior high teachers
will be held in June.

3. Utah; Specialist, Director of Vocati-)nal Education and Business
and Distributive Education YES--Innovated programs in Career
Development Directed in-service workshops for counselors.

4., Oregon; Specialist, Exemplary & Exploratory Career Education--
YES--an increased awareness of innovative programs has helped
me sponsor and recognize for reaching exemplary programs.

5. Minnesota; Research Consultant YES--I have passed on some
of the things that I heard there.

6. Utah; Director Vocational Educatior YES--Junior High School
approach to world of work.

7. New Mexico; Ad., University of New Mexico YES--Only in my
approach to the entire subject of vocational education, etc.
have had little opportunity to put the new ideas in practice.

8. Missouri; Director, Vocational-Tech, , Ac Ed. YES--I have
directed the production of a video ta of the area voca-
tional school course offering. (30 mins. in 10 areas). This
will be utilized on the Jr. High level for vocational orien-
tation.

9. Washington; Teacher, Industrial Arts YES--To some extent, I
have been able to contribute to the middle school planning
concerning occupational orientation.

10. Texas; Supervisor Basic Skills/coordinated Vocational Academic
Educ. YES--Have tried to include a more diagnostic approach
to determining eligibility. More follow-up.

11. Arkansas; Director Voc. Orientation. YES--We have implemented
voc-orientation in 5th and Gth grade exemplary programs in
(8) different schools; plans for revising the original teachers
guide for V.O. Jr. high are in progress.
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Responses to Question #16 (continued)

12. Utah; School Counselor (Jr. High) NO--The modifications I
want to make concerning junior high school guidance need more
time.

13. Colorado; Teacher/Coordinator Industrial Coop. Educ. YES--
Counseling & Recruitment of Traineest.

14. Lousiana; Supervisor YES--Increased emphasis on Occupational
Orientation and Vocational Guidance in I. A. in Jr. High schools;
World of Work at the elementary level.

15. Wyoming; Guidance YES--We have established a work orientation
--on the job explanation program in the junior high.

16. Washington; Counselor YES--We now have a vocational guidance
class for our eighth graders.

17. Washington; Educator YES--Implementation of activities.
(Parallel) Already instituted in career planning.

18. Oklahoma; Director, Voc.-Tech. Ed. YES--Materials have helped
in our new program of orientation to world of construction.

19. Arizona; Vocational Training Coordinator YES--I have broken
our metal working program down into 1 semester classes. One
semester will be devoted to occupational study.

20. Texas; Occupational Counselor YES--More consultative work
from junior hi school.

21. California; Principal, Jr. H.S. YES--An attempt was made to
institute Voc. Guidance & Voc. Educ. into the site curriculum.
Weakness of local staff prohibited this!

22. Arizona; ,4- _ounselor YES--Have been giving more time
to group . in vocations. Have received authoriza-
tion for a workshop for counselors which will be held in April.
Even have the governor coming!

23. Nebraska; Consultant in Vocational Education, State Dept. of
Ed. YES--I am strongly encouraging and have aCcomplished
programs at the jr. high level. Also I have been instrumental
in adding to the State Guidelines recommendations that jr.
high orograms be developed.

24. Minnesota; State Dept. of Ed. NO ?--Some of the information
has been helpful but hardly caused what I would call a modifi-
cation.

25. Oklahoma; Counselor YES--Held orientation sessions with more
Jr. High Schools about vocational opportunities at the Area
School.
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Responses to Ouestion 416 (continued)

26. Texas; Consultant YES--1 am using some of the ideas as we attempt

in Texas to develop occupational guidance in the total curri-

culum K-12.

27. California; Consultant, Work Experience Education YES--Have

concentrated efforts toward pre-vocational training.

28. Minnesota; Counselor YES--A "hands-on" exploratory vocational

unit was initiated. Selected jr. high students were placed

in the local TV1 to work with the regular students.

29. Washington; Head Counselor YES--Instigation of a Vocational

oriantation class as a required course for all 8th graders.

30: Ilashington; Director YES--Greater push in junior high occupational

exploration.

31: Ar'ansas; Vocational Supervisor YES--Modification of programs

is still in the planning stage.

32; 1Jcsiana; Dir. Secondary & Vocational Education YES--

33. 1,-;, Mexico; Principal YES--(1) attitude (2) occupational

a=eness, elementary program (3) career orientation program

7?.S) (4) mission shop program (5) video tape demo.

34. Arizona; Director of Occupational Education YES--Gave me a

_,tronger feeling for career exploration and development--a

..-.1cncern of all in education grades K-12.

35. Arizona; Director of experimental Fres. program YES--Changed

orientation program with freshmen to ixLclude more time in

Vocational shops.

36: Texas; P1-4._,,cipal, Drane middle school YES--We began a Vocational

program .1.n our middle school for the first time--C.V.A.E. &

Occupational Orientation type.

37. Washington; Principal YESBroadening the base of vocational

education to accomodate educational needs of students in lower

grades and junior high school.

38. 7s,rkansas; Supervisor of Industxlal Education YES--We have

started seven vocational orientation programs in our junior

high schools.

39. Nebraska; Special Education Teacher YES--Plans to start a

summer school for our pupils in this area.

40: New Mexico; Counselor YESI have initiated units on voc. ed.

elr)mentary & Jr. high schools in broad scopes of content.
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Responses to Question 416 (continued)

41. California; Consultant, Frac. Arts & Voc. Ed. YES--9th grade
occupLtions orientation course for guidance will be in effect
this coming school year.

42. Arizona; Coordinator, Elementary & Jr. High Guidance YES--
Have triea to emphasize career develoyment concept in elemen-
tary and junior high schools. I have served as consultant on
two proposals for Federal projects for grades 1-12 embodying
career devel,)pment.

43. Oregon; Teacher Education - Career Education NO--I was already
directing my efforts in the direction of carAer education.
The institute helped me to gain additional perspective.

44. Colorado; Supervisor, Industrial Education YES--I promote
more World of Work information & vocational guidance by the
teachers of industrial arts. I approve more such materials for
purchase.

45. thah; Specialist Ind. Arts NO--Not enough days in a week.

46. Arizona; Coordinator of Industrial Education YES--Inclusion
of occupational orientation terms & titles introduced at the
elementary levels to provide stronger emphasis upon articula-
tion of industrial arts and occupational education in junior
and senior high school.

The following are flat NO's:

Kansas; General Coordinator Occup. Edu.
Texas; Asst. Dir. Ind. Arts
Colorado; Supervisor
Oregon, Voc. Counselor - Teacher
North Dakota; Area Guidance Counselor
Missouri; Asst. Director, State Dept.
New Mexico; Asst. Area Supt.
Washington; Director Occup. Ed. Task Force
MT.; Assist in Lad. Art & T & I
Arkanbas; Assistant Superinten-dent
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